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Electronics and Computing Projects for the Future

If you are looking for an easy and enjoyable way of studying or
improving your knowledge of electronics then this is the software for you.
Now includes the PIC16F84 & P1016C71 hardware and instruction set.
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Electronics Principles software is currently used in
hundreds of UK and overseas schools and colleges
to support City & Guilds, GCSE, A -Level, BTEC and
university foundation courses.

Telephone fora list of the 560 topics included.
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our popular electronics softwc
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and microprocessor electronic
PLUS over a hundred new
engineering maths topics to
further your understanding of
formulae and calculations.
pproved by Microchip, the
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Constructing low frequency passive filters often requires the use of inductors
which can have large values and therefore are both expensive and bulky TI same low frequency cut-off points can be determined using active filters. whe
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Available separately as individual modules.
1. DC Principles
£19.95*
2. AC Principles
£19.95*
3. Transistor & Op -Amp Principles
£19.95*
4. Engineering Mathematics Principles
£19.95*
5. Digital Principles
£19.95*
6. Microprocessor Principles
£19.95*
7. PIC Principles
£19.95*

Complete Electronics Principles 5.0
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EPT Educational Software. Pump House, Lockram Lane, Witham, Essex. UK. CM8 2BJ.
Tel/Fax: 01376 514008. sales@eptsoft.demon.co.uk http://www.eptsoft.demon.co.uk
*UK and EC countries add £2 per order for post & packing. VAT should be added to the total.
Outside Europe £3.50 for air mail postage by return.
Switch. Delta. Visa and Mastercard orders accepted - please give card number and expiry date.
Cheques & Postal Orders should be made payable to EPT Educational software.
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News...
The EX354D dual power supply has two
independent isolated outputs with 0-35V
and 0-4A capability. The outputs operate
in constant voltage or constant current
mode with automatic crossover and mode
indication. Where higher voltages or
currents are required, the outputs can be
wired either in serious or in parallel to
provide voltages up to 70V or currents up
to 8A.
The EX354T has an additional "logic

voltage" output with a 5A current
capability. This output can be selected to
5V or 3.3V via a front panel switch and
delivers an accuracy of +/- 2 percent.
The EX354D retails at around £354 and
the EX354T at around £399 list price.
For more information contact Feedback
Instruments, Park Road, Crowborough, E.
Sussex TN6 2QR, UK. Tel 01892 653322

New TT1 dual and triple bench power
supplies
Feedback Instruments of Crowborough, Sussex are
distributing a pair of new dual- and triple- output bench
power supplies from UK manufacturer TTi. The dual
EX345D and triple EX345T deliver up to 280 and 305
watts respectively.
The power supplies are designed to provide
accurate high resolution controls and readouts for
exact setting of voltage and current levels, with
separate, simultaneous voltage and current metering
on each output. Line and load regulation are designed
to be consistent and precise, and to provide high grade
transient response with low noise.

Fax 01892 663719.

BAEC Offers to
Members
The British Amateur Electronics
Club is offering its members help
with PCB manufacture and
components.
The long-standing BAEC
always welcomes new members.

For information contact the Secretary, Mr. J F Davies,
70 Ash Road, Cuddington, Northwich, Cheshire SW8
2PB. Email john@fdavies.u-net.com

Micro -Monitor sits quietly in your keyboard cable
Micro -Spy is the name adopted by both the makers and their product to describe a mini cryptic cable device that
plugs into Pentium or PC/AT X86 computers between the keyboard and the computer and records keyboard
strokes. The Micro -Spy can record up to 2500 characters keyed in and then loops, leaving the last 2500 characters
in place when it is read.
To retrieve the information, simply carry the cable with its built-in data collector away to your PC, load the
accompanying Windows 95 software to the computer and connect up the Upload unit via one of the comms ports.
The data collection unit plugs into the upload unit. Selecting Upload Data will display the contents of the data
collector.
Between devices like the Micro Spy and the increasing monitoring of email and Internet use by company
employees, this may be the time to bear in mind that the office computer is definitely not the place to store your
personal secrets or indulge in frank and free discussions about your colleagues on company time (and also that
removing data without authorisation has much the same legal standing as removing any other kind of
documentary information without authorisation.
And talk to your data -doctor if you find any unfamiliar -looking lumps and bumps in your connecting leads. A
complete kit is available at £195.
For more information, contact Micro -Spy, PO Box 3111, Milton Keynes, MK6 3ZH. Tel. 01908 607-007.
ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL VOLUME 27 ISSUE 9
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Smallest speech synthesis LSI chip
aims to put the sound back in
appliances
OKI Semiconductor have developed the MSM9831, one of
the industry's smallest single -chip speech synth LSIs, for
applications including voice guidance systems, vehicle
navigation systems and mechanical sound effects for digital
appliances. With the increasing move from mainly mechanical
to mainly digital equipment in everyday life, some "response
sounds" expected by users are now being replaced by
synthesised sounds.
A non-linear 8 -bit PCM algorithm allows the MSM9831 to
produce equivalent sound quality to a 10 -bit straight PCM. The
available sampling frequencies range from 4kHz to 16kHz, and
voice quality and playback time to suit the application can be
chosen by manufacturers. The MSM9831 provides up to 11
seconds playback time at 4kHz with up to 31 playback channels.

By using a special serial interface configuration, the normal
number of pins has been halved, so that the device is small
enough to fit into many portable appliances such as digital
cameras, PDAs and portable CD players. The 8 -pin SOP

small outline package) is 6.8 x 5mm and holds a 10 -bit DAC,
a low-pass filter and 384 kbits of Mask rom. The power
supply ranges from 2 to 5.5 volts, offering different voltage
availability for different applications.

For further information contact Roger Bailey, Oki
Europe, Shaftsbury Court, 18 Chalvey Park, Slough,
Berks SK1 2HT. Tel 01753 516577 Fax 02735 517195.

The three best suggestions for a helpful (or not ?)
"response sound" that might to be built into an
everyday piece of household or workshop equipment
each get a freebie from our Book Box. Suggestions
must be printable. Computers don't count - they say
quite enough already.

1998 Radio Spectrum Strategy
Document released
The Radiocommunications Agency released the 1998 edition
of the document Strategy for the future use of the Radio
Spectrum in the UK in July.
The document provides the latest update to the
consideration of how the radio spectrum between 9kHz and
105GHz will be managed into the 21st century. It currently
takes account of the passing of the new Wireless Telegraphy
Act 1998, the establishment of the UK Spectrum Strategy
Committee and the 1997 World Radio Conference. The
document also discussed the outcome from a series of
demand studies. Minister for Small Firms Barbara Roche was
quoted as saying in the foreword that "Radio contributes 1.8
percent of GDP and is creating 1000 new jobs a week;
therefore a coherent and dynamic strategy towards
managing the radio spectrum is virtually important." Given
time, it could become vitally important. The forth edition of
the document follows on from recent issues facing users

such as the introduction of UMTS, digital broadcasting and
spectrum pricing. The document is intended to continue a
dialogue with users, so it is vital that radio spectrum users
make their needs known to the DTI.

Agency publications including the Strategy
document are available from The Information and
Library Service, Radiocommunications Agency, New
Kings Beam House, 22 Upper Ground, London SE1 9SA,
UK. Tel. The Agency's Telephone Enquiry Point Service
0171 211 0211 8.30am to 5.30pm Monday to Friday. Fax
0171 211 0507 Web www.open.gov.uk/radiocom
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Cable assemblies reduce
EMI/RFI emissions
As CE regulations introduced in 1996
relating to EMI and RFI emissions are
becoming more strictly enforced, one of
the problems facing designers is
maintaining MEI/RFI suppression when
cables are attached, as the cable acts
as an effective aerial to radiate
interference.
System Connections (Cambridge)

Ltd. is one of a number of manufacturers
specialising in cable assemblies for
telecoms and data communications who
are combating this problem with fully
shielded cable sets.
Their Telco range uses specialised
shielded cables, metal or metallised
connector hoods and specific assembly
techniques to exceed current emission
regulations.

For further information contact Stephen Smith at System
Connectors (Cambridge) Ltd. Tel 01223 860041 Fax 01223 863625.

NEC announces the world's first application of NXT flat
panel technology
The world's first NXT flat panel technology loudspeakers have been launched by NEC Home
Electronics in Japan in July.
The Euromint IS -101 'CD audio system' is based on the flat panel speak technology
developed by New Transducers (NXT), Cambridge, UK, which allows the entire panel to vibrate
and emit sound through 360 degrees around the panel with high clarity and without the need
for a conventional speaker enclosure.
The NEC loudspeaker also provides "unprecedented wide 3-D sound" using SRS/Focus
technology in combination - another first on the market - to give high specification horizontal
and vertical sound reproduction characteristics.
The Euromint configuration is made up of a conventional 8 -cm woofer installed in the
pedastal combined with an NXT flat -panel mid -range unit and two NXT flat panel tweeters.
The whole unit includes a CD player and FM tuner in the top of the casing, and being a
slimline 47 mm at the top and only weighing 4.2kg is easily movable (within the limits of its
cable) for personal listening. Listeners who require stereo from the woofers would have to use
two units on the line -in function from an outside, but the NXT flat panels in the upper and mid
range give "surround" sound and the Euromint is designed to be used alone. Each speaker
has an independent amplifier to maximise its performance.
The unit can be operated via a remote control unit and includes a nightlight and sleep/alarm
timer function.
The Euromint is currently only available in Japan at a price of 59k Yen (about £300) but NEC
hope that it will be available in Europe at the beginning of 1999 at a roughly comparable price.

For more information contact Monica Conway, NEC Europe Ltd. Tel 0171 353 4383
Fax 0171 353 4384 email monica.conway@uk.neceur.com

OVERSEAS READERS
To call UK telephone numbers, replace the initial 0 with your local overseas access code plus the digits 44.
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High functionality system -on -a -chip
from Atmel MegaAVR
Atmel has announced its MegaAVRTM family of 8 -bit system -on a -chip microcontroller family for complex embedded control
applications. The Atmega103 is the world's first 8 -bit
microcontroller to offer 1 Mbit (128KB) of in -system
programmable Rash memory, 4 KB of in -system programmable
eeprom data memory, 4 Kbytes of SRAM, a true 10 -bit, 8 channel ND converter, a full duplex uart, a watchdog timer, a
real time clock with separate oscillator and three timer/counter4s
with separate prescaler, packaged in a 64 -pin TQFP package.
The package allows 48 user programmable inputs/outputs.

The MegaAVR is a two -address machine with a two -stage
pipeline and 32 8 -bit working registers that provides single
clock instruction execution for most instructions, which
equates to 1 MIPS per megahertz. The MegaAVR's 120
instructions are optimised for every efficient assembly and C language code density, exceeding that of most other 8 -bit
and 16 -bit microcontrollers.
Devices such as analogue cellular phones, paper currency
validators and electronic cameras are making dramatic
demands in terms of instruction throughput, low power and a
small footprint. These applications used to required a 16 -bit
microcontroller. With the MegaAVR family they can use an 8 bit processor at lower cost. Another significant advantage for
updating in the field is the ability of update the application
code simply and easily due to the Flash program memory.
Also out now, the MegaICE is a full featured real-time in circuit emulator for the MegaAVR family of Flash -based
microcontrollers.

Keep track of your Internet travels with
a monitor -top timer
An established product with a useful look about it here: if
you have ever wondered how much time you (or members
of your family) are spending web -browsing each month,
Oregon Scientific have produced a neat
clock/timer to help keep track.
Home use of the Internet is the
fastest -expanding area of web use
and now accounts for over 25% of all
access, most of it, you might think, by
your teenage son or daughter.
The Internet Timer is a neat
package that fits on top of the PC and
uses a flexible set of time memories to
allow you to follow either the count -up
or count -down running time, and the
total elapsed time simultaneously. You can therefore run an
accumulating memory for elapsed timer intervals, add time

MegaICE is optimised to offer real time emulation,
supporting Flash memory densities up to 128KB, plus 4K
of eeprom and up to 64KB of SRAM. Providing access to
all the I/O pins, it emulates any MegaAVR peripheral set
including full duplex uarts, timer/counters, real time clocks
and the MegaAVR's 10 -bit, 9 -channel A/D converter. It
allows an unlimited number of break points, including
breaks triggered by external events such as an
oscilloscope or logic analyser. It can also -trigger external
devices so that events can be captured and analysed.
Single-step execution and an extensive trace buffer allow
designers to identify the exact instruction or C statement
that triggers a particular event.
The emulator is available from any Atmel distributor. AVR
Studio is included with MegaICE and is available as freeware
from the Atmel website www.atmel.com

For more information please contact Bob
Henderson, Atmel UK, Riverside Way, Camberley,
Surrey GU15 3YL. Tel 01276 686677 Fax 01276 686697.

to the memory for particular sessions, and so on.
The Timer has a large 69 x 19 -mm LCD for easy reading
and can stand freely on the desk or seated on top of any
standard monitor using a "hook and loop" tape supplied.
The Oregon Scientific Internet Timer costs
typically from £9.99 to £12.99 from leading
electrical stores. It comes with a 1.5V
battery, and the readout shows up to 99
hours and 59 minutes. "After which," say
the makers tactfully, "even the most
dedicated Internet surfer should perhaps
consider taking a break." If you use more
than that, you can either afford a whole
team of timers, or you are likely to be
receiving a stiff letter from your Bank
manager sooner or later.

For more information, contact Andrew Dickson,
Oregon Scientific tel 01628 826688 fax 01628 8236469
email admin@lha-pr.demon.co.uk
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TERRY BALBIRNIE
his month we shall look at a few practical
points about the use of panel -mounted
potentiometers and rotary switches. For these
purposes, any of my comments about a
potentiometer applies equally well to a switch.

the potentiometer from rotating in use if the fixing nut
worked loose and the control knob was turned hard to its
limit (as happens al too easily). The whole body would
then turn, and this could even result in the connecting
wires breaking off. Unsecured pots work loose quite
easily, and it really spoils the look and feel of a
construction to have a "free floating" pot on the front

On the panel
When you are mounting a potentiometer, you must first
cut the spindle to the right length for your control knob.
The bottom of the knob should end up close to the panel.
Spindles are always supplied much longer than you need
in practice (rather like those jeans you used to get in the
1980s). Take care, however, not to cut off too much, or
the grub screw in the knob will have nothing to tighten
against and will not be secure. To cut the spindle, grip the
end (the spindle, that is, not the potentiometer itself) in a
small vice and support the body with one hand. Cut the
spindle to the required length using a sharp hacksaw.
When you have drilled the hole in the panel, you may
find that the potentiometer body does not locate correctly
because there is a small plastic protrusion or metal tag
(the "locating lug") on it. Many people simply cut this off,
not knowing why it was there in the first place. However,
it is much better to drill a small hole for it to pass through
(see the photograph). The locating lug will then prevent

panel.

Anti -rotation
Potentiometers soldered directly to a PCB and then panel
mounted do not need a locating lug because the
construction prevents them from rotating. However, PCB type potentiometers are often used for free panel
mounting, and it is then essential to tighten the fixing nut
securely and use the serrated washer supplied with it as a
precaution against loosening.
Potentiometers are made in a range of spindle
diameters. Most types available to the amateur have a
6mm diameter. This is suitable for the vast majority of
control knobs. Although most knobs are secured with a
grub screw, some up-market ones are held in place with
collets. The best type of control knob has a recess on the
underside to conceal the fixing nut. However, many of the
types used in miniature circuits are too small to have this
recess.

Fewer positions
Sometimes a project design specifies a single -pole rotary
switch requiring, say, eight positions. When you look in
the suppliers' catalogues, you find the switch is shown as
having twelve positions. Some people just use it like that
so that four of the positions do nothing. However, usually
switches of this type can be adjusted to give any number
of positions up to the specified maximum and it is
obviously better to do this properly.
First, remove the fixing nut to reveal the metal washer.
If the spindle end of the body is tapped on the table, the
washer will probably fall out. If it is too tight, you will need
to lever it out gently with a small blade. The washer has a
small tab on the underside. Also, if you look at the place
where the washer used to be, you will see a ring of holes.
The tab may be placed in any one of them. The holes are
usually numbered (although you may need a magnifying
glass to see it). By using the appropriate hole, the switch
will provide the required number of positions. You must
turn the spindle fully anticlockwise before engaging the
tab.
ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL VOLUME 27 ISSUE 9
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Surplus always
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THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!

Surplus always

wanted for cash!
THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FROM OUR VAST EVER CHANGING STOCKS
IC's -TRANSISTORS - DIODES
THE AMAZING TELEBOX
19" RACK CABINETS

Converts your colour monitor into a QUALITY COLOUR TVII

TV SOUND &
VIDEO TUNER
CABLE COMPATIBLE'

OBSOLETE -SHORT SUPPLY -BULK

Superb quality 6 foot 40U

6,000,000 Items EX STOCK

Virtually New, Ultra Smart

Less than Half Price!

For MAJOR SAVINGS- CALL OR SEE OUR WEBSITE

Top quality 19' rack cabinets made in UK by

VIDEO MONITOR SPECIALS
One of the highest specification

Optima Enclosures Ltd. Units feature

designer, smoked acrylic lockable front door,
The TELEBOX is an attractive fully cased mains powered unit, confull height lockable half louvered back door
taining all electronics ready to plug into a host of video monitors
and louvered removable side panels. Fully
adjustable internal fixing struts, ready punched
made b y makers such as MICROVITEC, ATARI, SANYO, SONY,
COMMODORE, PHIUPS, TATUNG, AMSTRAD etc. The composite
for any configuration of equipment mounting
video output will also plug directly into most video recorders, allowing
plus ready mounted integral 12 way 13 amp
reception of TV channels not normally receivable on most televi- Mitsubishi FA3415ETKL 14" SVGA Multisync colour monitor with fine
socket switched mains distribution strip make
028 dot pitch tube and resolution of 1024 x 768. A
sion receivers* (TELEBOX MB). Push button controls on the front
these racks some of the most versatile we
variety of inputs Mows connection to a host of comput- have ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by side and therefore
panel allow reception of 8 fully tuneable 'off air' UHF colour television
ens ind
IBM PCs n CGA EGA VGA & SVGA require only two side panels to stand singly or in multiple bays.
channels. TELEBOX MB covers virtually all television frequencies
modes, BBC COMMODORE (incrucfrg Amiga 1200), Overall dimensions are: 771/2' H x 3214' D x 22' W. Order as:
VHF and UHF including the HYPERBAND as used by most cable
ARCHIMEDES and APPLE. Many features: Etched
TV operators. A composite video output is located on the rear panel
OPT Rack 1 Complete with removable side panels. £345.00 (G)
faceplate, text switchirg and LOW RADIATION MPR
for direct connection to most makes of monitor or desktop computer
OPT Rack 2 Rack Less std ane s
£245.00 G
qpenrfication. Fully guaranteed, supplied in EXCELvideo systems. For complete compatibility - even for monitors withOver 1000 racks, shelves, accessories
out sound - an integral 4 watt audio amplifier and low level Hi Fi LENT fhtle used condition.
Order as
Tilt
&
&Nivel
Base
£4.75
Only
£119
(E)
mn-s.,syGA
audio output are provided as standard.
19" 22" & 24" wide 3 to 46 U high.
£36.95 VGA cable for IBM PC induded.
TELEBOX ST for composite video input type monitors
£39.50 ExS3mal cables for other types of computers CALL
TELEBOX STL as ST but fitted with integral speaker
TELEBOX MB Multiband VHF/UHF/Cabl&Hyperband tuner £69.95
As New - Ex Demo
For overseas PAL versions state 5.5 or 6 mHz sound specification.
17" 0.28 SVGA Mitsubishi Diamond Pro monitors
'For cable / hyperband signal reception Telebox MB should be conaectedsp a cable type service. Shipping on all Teleboxe's, code (B)
Full multisync etc. Full 90 day guarantee. £325.00 (E)

monitors you will ever see - A

At this price - Don't miss it!!
%.

.

Available from stock !!.

32U - High Quality - All steel RakCab

State of the art PAL (UK spec) UHF TV tuner module
with composite 1V pp video & NICAM hi fi stereo sound
outputs. Micro electronics all on one small PCB only 73 x
'160 x 52 mm enable full software control via a simple 2 wire link
to any IBM type computer. Supplied complete with simple working
program and documentation. Requires +12V & + 5V DC to operate.
BRAND NEW - Order as MY00.
Only £49.95 code (B)

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 2Y2" - 14"
vlassive purchases of standard 5W and 31/2" drives enables us to
xesent prime product at industry beating low prices! All units (unless
itated) are BRAND NEW or removed from often brand new equipnent and are fully tested, aligned and shipped to you with a full 90
lay guarantee. Call for over 2000 unlisted drives for spares or repair.
11/2" Panasonic JU363/4 720K or equivalent RFE
£24.95'B
£25.95 B
115* Mitsubishi MF355C-L 1.4 Meg. Laptops only
£18.95 B
114" Mitsubishi MF355C-D. 1.4 Meg Non
Non laptop
£18.95 B
;1/4" Teac FD-55GFR 1.2 Meg (for IBM pc's) RFE
IN' Teac FD -55F -03-U 720K 40/80 (for BBC's etc) RFE £29.95 B
£22.95 B
U6' BRAND NEW Mitsubishi MF501B 360K
Fable top case with integral PSU for HH 5W Flopp or HD £29.95 B
£210.00 E
1" Shugart 80W801 8' SS refurbished & tested
£195.00 E
I" Shugart 810 8 SS HH Brand New
£260.00 E
I" Shugart 851 8" double sided refurbished & tested
£295.00 E
I" Mitsubishi M2894-63 double sided NEW
£295.00 E
I" Mitsubishi M2896 -63-02U DS slimline NEW
£499.00 E
)ual 8" cased drives with integral power supply 2 Mb

Just In - Microvitec 20" VGA (800 x 600 res.) colour monitors.
Good SH condition - from £299 - CALL for Info
PHILIPS HCS35 (same style as CM8833) attractively styled 14"
colour monitor with okth RGB and standard composite 15.625
Khz video inputs via SCART socket and separate phono jacks.
Integral audio power amp and speaker for all audio visual uses.
Will connect direct to Amiga and Atari BBC computers. Ideal for all
video monitoring / security applications with direct connection
to most colour cameras. High quality with many features such as
front concealed flap controls, VCR correction button etc. Good

HARD DISK DRIVES

Many other drives In stock - Shilpping on all drives is code (D)

Only £99

five secure 5 lever barrel locks. The front door

is constructed of double walled steel with a
'designer style' smoked acrylic front panel to

enable status indicators to be seen through the
panel, yet remain unobtrusive. Internally the rack
features fully slotted reinforced vertical fixing

members to take the heaviest of 19" rack

(E)

source, with RGB analog and composite sync

A superb buy at only £245.00 (G)

such as Atari, Commodore Amiga, Acorn

Archimedes & BBC. Measures only 13W x 12' x
11'. Good used condition.
Only £125 (E)

42U version of the above only £345 - CALL

BATTERY SCOOP - 50% off !!

Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colour monitors,
complete with composite video & optional sound input. Attractive A special bulk purchase from a cancelled export order brings you
teak style case. Perfect for Schools, Shops, Disco, Clubs, etc.In the most amazing savings on these ultra high spec 12v DC 14 Ah
rechargeable batteries. Made by Hawker Energy Ltd, type SBS15
EXCELLENT little used condition with full 90 day guarantee.
featuring pure lead plates which otter a far superior shelf & guaranteed 15 year service life. Fully BT & BS6290 approved. Supplied
20"....£135 22"....£155 26"....£185 (F)
BRAND NEW and boxed. Dimensions 200 wide, 137 high, 77 deep.
M6 bolt terminals. Fully guaranteed. Current makers price over £70

DC POWER SUPPLIES

each !Our Price £35 each (C) or 4 for £99 (D)
Virtually every type of power
supply you can rmagine.Over
RELAYS - 200,000 FROM STOCK
10,000 Power Supplies Ex Stock
Call or see our web site.
Save E£££'s by choosing your next relay from our Massive
stocks covering types such as - Military, Octal, Cradle,
LOW COST PC's
Hermetically Sealed, Contactors, Time Delay, Reed, Mercury
Solid State, Printed Circuit Mounting, CALL US WITH
Always over 1000 PC's from stock. Wetted,
1000's of spares and accessories. YOUR NEEDS. Many obsolete types from stock. Save .Cf.£f"s
Call or see our web site for info.
LOW COST RAM & CPU'S

TEST EQUIPMENT & SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS
£245
FA3445ETKL 14" Industrial spec SVGA monitors
£POA
kW to 400 kW - 400 Hz 3 phase power sources -ex stock
£760
3M 8230 Type 1, Token ring base unit driver
£2500
Myna Kerr RA200 Audio frequency response analyser
£750
3M 53F5501 Token Ring ICS 20 port lobe modules
£95
3M MAU Token ring distribution panel 8228-23-5050N
£550
ilM 501 Low distortion Oscillator 9Hz to 330Khz, IEEE
£250
iLLGON 8360.11805-1880 MHz hybrid power combiners
£POA
end DSA 274 Data Analyser with G703(2M) 64 Vo
arconi 6310 Programmable 2 to 22 GHz sweep generator £6500
£1550
arconi 2022C 10KHz-1GHz RF signal generator
arconi 2030 opt 03 10KHz-1.3 GHz signal generator,New £5150
£3750
P1650B Logic Analyser
£POA
P3781A Pattern generator & HP3782A Error Detector
P6621A Dual Programmable GPIB PSU 0-7 V 160 watts £1800
£675
P6264 Rack mount variable 0-20V S 20A metered PSU
£POA
P54121A DC to 22 GHz four channel test set
£8500
P8130A opt 020 300 MHz pulse generator, GPIB etc
£950
P Al, AO 8 pen HPGL high speed drum plotters - from
£650
G+G Brookdeal 95035C Precision lock in amp
£POA
'law Eng. Mod 1200 computerised inspection system
£1100
ony DXC-3000A High quality CCD colour TV camera
£POA
:eithley 590 CV capacitor / voltage analyser
£3750
lacal ICR40 dual 40 channel voice recorder system
£9500
Iskere 45KVA 3 ph On Line UPS - New batteries
£POA
7.1 R5030UV34 Cleanline ultrasonic cleaning system
£2200
lann Tally MT645 High speed line printer
£945
itel SBC 486/133SE Mutlibus 486 system. 8Mb Ram
£2950
lemans K4400 64Kb to 140Mb demux analyser
117S.

side, front and back doors. Front and back doors are
hinged for easy access and all are lockable with

equipment. The two movable vertical fixing struts
(extras available) are pre punched for standard
'cage nuts'. A mains distribution panel internally mounted to the bottom rear, provides 8 x IEC 3
PHIUPS HCS31 Ultra compact 9" colour video monitor with stan- pin Euro sockets and 1 x 13 amp 3 pin switched
dard composite 15.625 Khz video input via SCART socket. Ideal utility socket. Overall ventilation is provided by
for all monitoring / security applications. High quality, ex -equipment fully louvered back door and double skinned top section
fully tested & guaranteed (possible minor screen bums). In attrac- with top and side louvres. The top panel may be removed for fitting
tive square black plastic case measuring W10" x H10' x 13W D. of integral fans to the sub plate etc. Other features include: fitted
240 V AC mains powered.
Only £79.00 (0) castors and floor levelers, prepunched utility panel at lower rear for
cable / connector access etc. Supplied in excellent, slightly used
KME 10" 15M10009 high definition colour monitors with 0.28' dot
condition with keys. Colour Royal blue. External dimensions
pitch. Superb clarity and modern styling.:......:.;;
.:
mm=1625H x 635D x 603 W. ( 64" H x 25" D x 233/4" W )
Operates from any 15.625 khz sync RGB video
Sold at LESS than a third of makers price It
used condition fully tested - guaranteed
Dimensions: W14" x H1214" x 15W D.

20" 22" and 26" AV SPECIALS

£199.00
!1/2 TOSHIBA.(19 mm H) MK2101MAN 2.16 Gb. New
!1/2" TOSH.(12.5 mm H) MK1002MAV 1.1 Gb laptop. New £115.00
!1/2° to 3W conversion kit for Pc's, complete with connectors £12.95
£59.95
11/2' FUJI FK-309-26 20mb MFM I/F RFE
£59.95
1%2' CONNER CP3024 20 mb IDE I/F (or equiv.) RFE
' CONNER CP3044 40mb IDEequiv.) RFE
£69.00
£69.00
iYe RODIME R03057S 45mb SCSI I/F (Mac & Acorn)
£49.00
IN" QUANTUM 40S Prodrive 42mb SCSI I/F, New RFE
£185.00
oh" WESTERN DIGITAL 850mb IDE I/F New
£49.95
iY." MINISCRIBE 3425 20mb MFM I/F (or equiv.) RFE
£69.95
'34" SEAGATE ST -238R 30 mb RLL I/F Refurb
i1/4" CDC 94205-51 40mb HH MFM I/F RFE tested
£69.95
£99.00
1/4" HP 97548 850 Mb SCSI RFE tested
£195.00
'4" HP C3010 2 Gbyte SCSI differential RFE tested
£199.00
NEC D2246 85 Mb SMD interface. New
FUJITSU M2322K 160Mb SMD I/F RFE tested
£195.00
£345.00
FUJITSU M2392K 2 Gb SMD I/F RFE tested

Made by Eurocraft Enclosures Ltd to the highest possible spec,
rack features all steel construction with removable

Intel SBC 486/125C08 Enhanced Multibus (MSA) NEW
£1450
Zeta 3220-05 AO 4 pen HPGL last drum plotters
£1150
Nikon HFX-11 (Ephiphot) exposure control unit
£1450
Motorola VME Bus Boards & Components List. SAE / CALL £POA
£550
Trio 0-18 vdc linear, metered 30 amp bench PSU. New
Fujitsu M3041R 600 LPM band printer
£1950
Fujitsu M3041D 600 LPM printer with network interface
£1250
Perkin Elmer 2998 Infrared spectrophotometer A
£500
Perkin Elmer 597 Infrared spectrophotometer
£3500
VG Electronics 1035 TELETEXT Decoding Margin Meter £3750
LightBand 60 output high spec 2u rack mount Video VDA's £495
Sekonlc SD 150H 18 channel digital Hybrid chart recorder £1995
£750
Taylor Hobson Tallysurf amplifier / recorder
£1450
ADC SB200 Carbon dioxide gas detector / monitor
£485
System Video 1152 PAL waveform monitor
£5,650
ANRITSU 9654A Optical DC-2.5G/b waveform monitor
ANRITSU MS9001B1 0.6-1.7 uM optical spectrum analyser £POA
ANRITSU ML93A optical power meter
£POA
ANRITSU Fibre optic chracateristic test set
£1850
VISION ENGINEERING TS3 Dynascopic microscope
£650
R&S FTDZ Dual sound unit
£775
R&S SBUF-E1 Vision modulator
£5750
WILTRON 6630B 12.4 / 20GHz RF sweep generator
£1250
TEK 2445 150 MHz 4 trace oscilloscope
£1955
TEK 2465 300 Mhz 300 MHz oscilloscope rack mount
£600
TEK 1502 Portable TDR (time domain reflectometer)
PHIUPS PW1730/10 66KV XRAY generator & accessories £POA
CLAUDE LYONS 12A 240V single phase auto. volt. regs
£325
CLAUDE LYONS 100A 240/415V 3 phase auto. volt. regs £2900

INTEL 'ABOVE' Memory Expansion Board. Full length PC -XT
and PC -AT compatible card with 2 Mbytes of memory on board.
Card is fully selectable for Expanded or Extended (286 processor
and above) memory. Full data and driver disks supplied. RFE.
Fully tested and guaranteed. Windows compatible.
E59.95
Half length 8 bit memory upgrade cards for PC AT XT expands
memory either 256k or 512k in 64k steps. May also be used to fill
in RAM above 640k DOS limit. Complete with data.

Order as: XT RAM UG. 256k. £34.95

or 512k £39.95

SIMM SPECIALS

1 MB x 9 SIMM 9 chip 120ns
Only
£8.50
£11.95
1 MB x 9 SIMM 3 chip 80 ns £10.50 or 70ns
1 MB x 9 SIMM 9 chip 80 ns E10.50 or 70ns
£11.75
4 MB 70 ns 72 pin SIMM -with parityOnly £35.00
INTEL 486-DX33 CPU £19.95 INTEL 486-DX66 CPU £59.00
FULL RANGE OF CO -PROCESSOR'S EX STOCK - CALL FOR £££

MOTOROLA 25 Mhz 68040 (XC68040RC25M) CPU'S £59.00

shipping charges for RAM / CPU upgrades is code B

SOFTWARE SPECIALS
NT4 WorkStation, complete with service pack 3
and licence - OEM packaged.
Special Price ONLY £99.00

Microsoft - Windows for Workgroups 3.11 & DOS 6.22. Supplied
£39.95
£14.95
Wordperfect 6 for DOS supplied on 31/2' disks with manual £24.95
on 31,2' disks with licence & concise documentation.
DOS 5.0 on 31/2" disks with concise books cAv ()Basic .

shipping charges for software is code B

DISTEL on the web II - Over 16,000,000 items from stock - www.distelco.uk
ALL MAIL & OFFICES
Open Mon -Fri 9.00 - 5:30
Dept ET, 32 Biggin Way
Upper Norwood
LONDON SE19 3XF

_ElLCL
crTomvirc
NI -11
EST.

25

LONDON SHOP
Open Mon -Sat 900 - 5:30
215 Whitehorse Lane
South Norwood
On ti8A Bus Routo
Nr.Thornton Hea th
Solhurst Park Sit Rail St&ations

Pin't
*i-VisitDISTEL©
our web site

ALL 'Er ENQUIRIES

www.distel.co.uk

0181 G79 44114

email adminedIstel.co.uk

FAX 0181 679 1927

AI prices for UK Mainland UK customers add 17.5% VAT to TOTAL order amount Minimum order £10. Bona Fide account orders accepted from Goverment, Schools,
Universities and Local Authorities - mnimum amount order £50. Cheques over £100 are subject to 10 worl4wg days clearance. Carriage charges (AHM.CO, (A1)=£4.00,
(B£5.50, (C)=£8.50, pKi2.03, (E)=£15.00, (F)=£18.00, (G)=CALL Abow apotox 6 days Inc J-10ping - faster CALL Al goods supplied to our
rd Conditions of Sale
and unless stated guaranteed for 90 days. AI guarantees on a return to base basis Al thts reserved to change prices / specificaticris without prior notice. Orders stied to
stock Discounts for volume. Tap CASH prices paid for surplus goods. Al trademarks, trade tames etc acknowledged m Display Electronics 1998. E & 0 E0696

The Fingers That
No -One Forgets
Fingtikiii Wive long been part of police investigations, but demand for personal
and commercial security has spurred a rush of development on fingerprint readers
for everyday use in buildings, computers and even portable phones.
f all "biometric identifiers", fingerprints are still the
most famous. Tracing fingerprints has been
synonymous with police work since Sir Edward
Henry implemented them for criminal
identification in India in the late 19th century, and
later in the United Kingdom. Every fingerprint is different (the
only exception is the fingerprints of identical twins),
Fingerprints are fairly difficult to forge, and very rarely
forgotten or left behind. They also have legal status as reliable
evidence of identity, unlike some personal markers such as
digital signatures.
In the last few years fingerprints could be stored as
computer data by scanning an existing fingerprint (or the
finger itself, known as live scanning) with an optical reader
coupled to a digitiser to provide a digital file that pattern recognition software could analyse and store.
Glass optics limited the extent to which readers could be
miniaturised (and installed), but recent advances in
semiconductor fabrication and pattern recognition software
mean that fingerprints can be read by solid-state imaging ics
other than the CODs already in use. Some of these sensors
can be made small enough to build into computer keyboards
and other personal possessions such as mobile phones.
They are likely to become a widespread means of secure ID
in the very near future, particularly in fighting mobile phone
fraud.

Capacitance
Since 1995, a team of scientists at the Bell Laboratories, part
of US telecommunications giant Lucent Technologies, have
been developing the FPS100 and FPS100A imaging chips

When a finger is placed on the chip's
surface, the sensor array creates an
8 -bit raster -scanned image of the
ridges and valleys of the fingerprint.

with reading surfaces made up of a dense matrix of tiny
capacitive plates. The array of sensors measures the
capacitance generated between the surface of the chip and
the surface of a finger. The ridges of the fingerprint contact
the surface directly, but the "valleys" of the pattern remain
clear of it. The software monitors the discharge times of the
capacitance readings and converts these to a signal. The
signal is processed into a greyscale image. This image is then
analysed to provide the data which is stored for pattern
recognition.
A significant security aspect of the method of analysis
normally used is that the fingerprint pattern itself cannot be
reconstructed from the data file. The data file holds only
certain information, based on a selection of fingerprint
features, to be compared with the original enrolment file and
verify that the same finger is involved.
The Lucent system marketed by Veridicom of Santa Clara,
California, has four main components:

* a silicon sensor to measure the ridges and valleys of the
finger pressed against the chip
* analysis software that reconstructs the fingerprint in digital
form and searches for the unique features (minutiae) that
identify an individual fingerprint
* matching software that uses special algorithms to match
the input fingerprint to the "enrolment" sample previously
stored for the user
*data protection software that protects the fingerprint files
from unauthorised copying or tampering

During image capture, automatic on -chip
adjustments to sensitivity and gain control
are made to obtain the best image.
Integrated temperature and resistance
sensors make it very difficult to fool the
sensor

The image
presented to the
sensor is
captured. An onboard 8 -bit ADC
digitises the array
output which is
converted to a
grayscale image
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The quality of the
image is analysed.
Error codes flag
problems like
incorrect image
position, no finger
present or fingers
that are too wet or
too dry

Minutiae

The captured greyscale image is enhance to reduce noise and
enhance ridges. Then it is converted to binary form

The minutia (ridge endings and bifurcations) of the fingerprint are
identified. A set of minutia unique to that fingerprint is extracted
and stored as a minutia template of that individual

Finger plate
Lucent's capacitive imaging chip has around 90,000 (300 x
300) sensor pixels printed as the top metal layer of a CMOS
chip with a surface roughly the size of a postage stamp, and
covered with a thin layer of dielectric. When a finger touches
the top of the chip, each sensor acts as the bottom plate of a
capacitor, with the finger as the top plate. The chip has its own
earth wires to discharge static carried by users (who are
unlikely to remember to ground themselves each time they
want to use the ID reader).
The company has also developed a coating for the reading
surface combining titanium nitride and silicon nitride. The silicon
acts as the dielectric, and the titanium gives the surface its
hardness. This coating is many times harder than glass, and
protects the chip from the wear and tear of daily use, moisture
and airborne chemicals, and contact with acidic skin oils. The
surface is highly resistant to scratching and abrasion, and is tough
enough for industrial and commercial applications like ATMs.
When touched, the sensor array creates an 8 -bit raster -

scanned image (500 dpi) of the ridges and valleys of the
fingerprint, and in the FPS100 is an on -board ADC digitises the
output. There is an 8 -bit interface bus compatible with most
microprocessors. There are also resistance and temperature
sensors integrated that make it difficult to fool the system with,
for instance, artificial fingerprints (see below). The stored file is
a 300 -byte data file of the fingerprint.
The matching software is designed to amplify the signal
differences between the ridges and valleys of the print.

Fingerprint features are divided into two types: the patterns,
such whorls, arches and loops, that are formed by the
collective paths of the ridges, and the minutiae, which are the
ridge bifurcations, endpoints and other localised features.
These are the "corners" seen on fingerprint patterns under a
magnifying glass among the repetitive ridge patterns. It is the
exact positions of these minutiae that provide the most easily
analysable and distinctive differences. The pattern analysis
software homes in on them.
Using silicon technology also allows extra functions to be
added to the chips, such as A/D converters and on -board
microprocessors, with little extra cost and no extra size. These
chips are not yet crowded: there is a lot more to go on them.
The image processing and analysis software developed at
Veridicom must extract the minutiae from the inherently noisy
fingerprint image, which can be contaminated by dirt, uneven
pressure, cuts and scars, individual skin texture and even the
stretching effect of skin plasticity. It enhances the ridge features
and reduces the noise to produce a binary image of ridges on
a white background. The software examines the ridges to
locate the minutiae, and passes that information on the
comparison software. An adaptive filter matches the pattern of
ridges all over the print to give a more complete picture. This
filter adjusts its passband to take account of the bandwidth of
the actual signal, rejecting noise outside that range. It adapts
to different signal frequencies - in this case spatial frequencies
of minutiae. Many adaptive filters are, in effect, 2-D digital
signal processing algorithms with a built in capability to adjust
some of parameters according to the input data.
Veridicom's senior scientist Tony Russo worked on the
matching code for several years. The software takes the list of
minutiae information and plots the geometric relationships
between their positions. Each detail, or minutia, is related to the
others by distance, angle type and other features. These complex
geometric relationships are compared between the input
fingerprint and the database fingerprint. A match is accepted if a
number of these relationships meet a specified threshold.
The matching is less exhaustive than for forensic work, as
the input fingerprint is matched against a known sample - a
bank customer or employee - and only the validity of that
match needs to be established.
Using the sensor interface is just a matter of "press here",
and the fingerprint is read. Printing the capacitive plates during
silicon fabrication means that each sensor's pixel element
positioning is precise, and each sensor gives identical
resolution, without the risk of distortion that can arise from
optical light paths. A success rate in accurate matching of
greater than 99 percent has been reported.
Fingerprints have been in use since the 19th Century

The fingerprint data file does not normally store a
whole image, and the fingerprint image cannot be
reconstructed from it. As well as reducing file size,
this is a useful security feature.
Lucent's capacitive imaging chip has around 90,000
sensor pixels printed on a CMOS chip roughly the
size of a postage stamp
A live reading from a finger placed on the sensor is compared to
the minutia data template stored for that person. If the data
match, the individual's identity is verified. If the data do not
match, the attempt is rejected.

Each fingerprint detail, or minutia, is related to the
others by distance, angle type and other features.
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Seimens' researchers hope to achieve this by means of a
membrane sensor in which the sensor surface consists of passive
sensor elements.

Thermal imaging

Touching a Seimens capacitive sensor

On the phone
German company Seimens Nixdorf have developed capacative
fingerprint sensor which can be manufactured for les than
US$50 (laser scanners now used in optical scanning cost
around $1000. A small, low cost sensor like this could be
integrated in mobile phones or car ignition locks, and a sensor
fitted in a mobile phone has already been exhibited.
The 1.7 cm2 chip's surface contains over 65,000 capacitive
sensor elements with the resolution of 500 dpi.The chip sends
the image of the fingertip to the computer, where the minutiae
are extracted, and compores 12 - 24 characteristic points with
the stored original data.
Currently the software applications for the sensor are running
on a Pentium, but in two years' time the company want to
implement the image processing in a digital signal processor
directly on the chipcard. Today the data already being digitised
on the chip itself, making it possibly "the most advanced in the
world as far as integration is concerned", according to Seimens.
Another advantage of fitting sensors in mobile phones - apart
from user security - is itemised billing among authorised users.
Used in a car ignition lock it could feasibly replace ignition keys

Thomson CSF Semiconductors Specifiques (TCS) have developed
another new technique that uses an array of thermal sensors in their
FingerChip(tm). The FC15A140 chip is a two dimensional array of
50um-square pyro-electric sensors with multiplex electronics and
video output buffering. The array is long and narrow. To build up a
complete fingerprint scan the user must draw the finger across the
sensor chip while the reader takes a number of separate thermal
readings. As it works fast, one pass of the finger can produce about
50 separate images, which are collated by the software into an
accurate facsimile of the print.
Again, the thermal sensing is based on the fact that the skin
contacts the sensor at the ridges, but not at the valleys, where it is
the air (or water, etc.) in the valleys that makes contact. A damp
finger couples better with a sensor surface than a dry one, giving a
clearer image. At pixel level, it is the difference between the thermal
conductivity of skin and air that makes the difference. The valleys do
not need to be deep to create a signal.
The sensing system can only work if the finger and the chip are
at significantly different temperatures, but it does not matter whether
the chip or the finger is warmer. If the finger is warmer than the chip,

WIRE BONDING
PROTECTION
(NOT DRAWN)

altogether.

Following hardware applications, the plan is to mount the
sensor on a smartcard to replace PIN numbers. Getting the
price down "by three to five times what it is now" is one
necessary goal for such a mass application.

The FC15A140 FingperchipTM dil chip showing the sensing area

PCLK

FCLK

RESET

O LCLK

SHUTTER

O SCLK

SENSOR ARRAY

FPL

COLUMN
AMPLIFIER
AND MUX

HOT

The block diagram of the FC15A140
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fo AVIDEO
-0 OFFSET

0
GAIN

RECONSTRUCTING A WHOLE IMAGE USING THE FC15A140

COMPUTATION OF IMAGE RECOVERY

COMPUTING
DISPLACEMENT

RECONSTRUCTED IMAGE
(A/ SECONDS ON A PENTIUM MAO()

Movement of the finger across the sensing area, and
the area of fingerprint imaged

Reconstructing a whole image from samples using
the FC1 5A1 40

then as the finger is moved over the array, the pyroelectric sensors
receive extra heat in proportion to the shape of the fingerprint
section over the array They warm up, and after an integration
period, dependent on the clock rate, the temperature difference
between the start and end of the period is sampled. Then the
current temperature is used as the new reference, and the next
change in temperature is read.
Clearly, if the finger and the sensor are at the same temperature
there will be no change in temperature, and therefore nothing to
measure. To avoid this becoming a problem in practice, a heating
element is included in the array. In a cold area this would not be
used (unless it is so cold that build up of ice would otherwise occur).
In a hot area, extra heat may be needed to warm the pyroelectric
sensor array above the temperature of the finger. Then the finger
moving across the array cools rather than warms it, so that the
image is inverted. This can automatically be corrected by the
verification software. The ideal is a good signal to noise ratio, and
this depends on the implementation of the chip.
Data is clocked out of the array serially, with 280 rows of 30
pixels. The output signal must be converted to digital form using an
analogue to digital converter, and then reconstructed using software.
There is a good reason for the array being of this apparently
strange shape. If it were made large enough to cover the entire area
of the fingerprint in one scan, then it would use five times as much
silicon as the chosen shape uses. This would approximately multiply
the cost by five. By using a moving finger, the size and cost of the
sensor is kept down, while the repeat image scanning is able to
provide a much larger image file than most systems if required,
which makes it more suitable for 1 -to -many comparisons, which
require more detail than 1 -to -1. As a heat difference of as little as 0.1
degree C can work under normal conditions, the moving finger also
avoids the retention of heat and a build up of thermal equilibrium
between the ridges and valleys and the sensor that could occur if
the finger was pressed against the surface.
Another advantage of sweeping is that it tends to clear dirt off
the sensor face, instead of accumulating it. Bearing in mind the
tendency to "noise" in fingerprints, this is significant.
On the other hand, using only a single line of pixels would not
permit the image to be reconstructed in the normal case where the

speed of the finger
moving over the
sensor is neither
constant nor
repeatable. However,
rather than capturing
a single line of
information, a narrow
strip is captured. As
long as there is some
overlap between
scans, a complete
image can be built up
without errors caused
by variations in speed.
If there is no overlap,
then more than one
pass may be required
to build a complete
image. A system can
return a reconstructed
image from about 50
partial images in
under a second on a
133 -MHz Pentium.

This image can then be processed by a suitable fingerprint
identification algorithm.
One major advantage of a heat -based sensor is that it should be
protection against the use of forged fingerprints (moulded in latex,
for example) or any kind of substitute print that was not firmly
attached to the owner's body.

Bureau work
Bureau work is different in some ways from individual identification
for security purposes. Most fingerprint readers are taking an instant
reading from the owner to compare with a single, known data file
already stored. Cambridge Neurodynamics participates in fingerprint
bureau work (such as that required by police forces) more than
many fingerprint security businesses. @B:Neurodynamics' system is
designed to provide both image and data files originating with latent
prints (prints read from surfaces at the scene of a crime); tenprints
(full sets taken on paper by the police or the military for their records
and scanned in from the paper source), and damaged and partial
prints retrieved in lieu of anything better, as well as single prints from
security readers.
Fingerprints are familiar, so it is not always recognised how
difficult it is to distinguish one print from another automatically.
Pattern recognition is an extremely complex science. The difference
between obtaining a graphics file and obtaining a matchable data
file resembles the difference between scanning a letter as a graphics

image, and subjecting it to optical character recognition so that it
can be "read" by a word processor. The graphics file will return an
image of a letter A, but cannot recognise it as a letter A, or use it as
text in a database, wordprocessor or spellchecker. It is only a
pattern of pixels. To utilise it, the pattern must be OCRd and
recognised as an orthographic component, a letter.

To extract the pattern data from a fingerprint so that it can be
automatically compared with other fingerprints is much more
difficult. First, the image is analysed for one of the five major
fingerprint classifications, according to the broad pattern type on the
print. This homes in on the central part of the print, where the ridges
usually form a "key feature" of a major whorl or loop. A neural
network algorithm determines its location on the print, so that it will
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afterwards only be compared with prints of the same class, greatly
reducing the number of comparisons needed.
Following this, the minutiae, as described earlier in this article, are
analysed. Once all these characteristics are mapped and stored,
making a comparison even through a very large database becomes
more straightforward.
Programming each analysis stage is a very major task in artificial
intelligence, with two main goals: accuracy is very important, as lives
may depend on it; and the database searches involved are far larger
than the one-to-one matches needed for security applications. For
instance, matching any given suspect against a single print required
manipulation of a "tenprint" file, as burglars - unlike employees or
banking customers - do not select a particular finger when leaving
prints behind. Prints are very often partial or extremely "noisy", and
the size of a database search increases exponentially as the size of
the database increases.
Unlike security access software, which does not normally store
graphics files of fingerprints (for security reasons as well as saving
space), security record systems do store "images for humans to
look at", as human input is still required in the difficult environment of
investigative matching.
Neurodynamics produce a low-cost fingerprint reader using a
conventional optical system of a small solid state camera and prism,
but their approach, designed to work with a variety of image
readers, is a prime example of the ingenuity of software.
The company also produces N.VISAGE facial identification
software. Security by facial recognition normally has not always
enjoyed high confidence as many systems cannot tell the difference
between the owner's face and a photograph of the same face.

DIGITAL

Systems that use advanced software to build up three-dimensional
images and compensate for variables like a new beard or a change
of head rotation give more secure matching
The N.VISAGE system uses infra -red to capture multiple frames
from a face approaching the camera, scanning with a single beam,
or with two beams set up opposite each other so that the subject
walks through a "sheet" of sensing light to build up contours into a
3D image which is then used for pattern matching. As IR is invisible,
the scans can be made in darkness or daylight without the subject
knowing, and stored for later matching with scans taken from
suspects.

Ultrasound
Another method of reading fingerprints developed in recent years
uses ultrasound. The system was developed by Ultra -Scan in the
USA as a response to pass -rate problems with optical scanners.
Ultrasound has the advantage over purely optical readers that
the reading area does not need a frequently -replaced platen
surface, and is not affected by the dirt and natural oil that tends to

The FC15A140 FingperchipTM with the sensor in the middle and
the connections covered at the left hand end.

ANALOG

LINE SELECT
COLUMN
SELECT

OPA REF

TILTED SENSOR

4

GAIN

COLUMN
AMPLIFIER
AND MUX

THE DEVICE ON AN EDGE

A functional diagram of the FC15A140

USER CAN CURL
THEIR FINGER
AROUND THE
SENSOR

Vcc
VDD

Vin GND Vcc

AVIDEO

J

11012

RESET

P1

Vref

SHUTTER SCLK

COMBINED EDGE AND BUMP

CK

LCLK

RESET - NAP

FCLK

RESET -TS

-L

10n

ADC

PCLK

DO

GAIN
D7

GND

Vcc

TS83148

FPL

OFFSET

HOT

I

FC15A140
:1 On

132

DBUS

ON A KEYBOARD

Vcc

.1_

11:10n

.__n

0

5V8

Vcc IN

33p

ADJUST POSITION DEPENDING ON SITUATION

0
GND IN

A final system implementation of the FC15A140 directly connected with the ADC, and using the
rule "one clock stroke, one data". Future versions will integrate to ADC on the chip
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Various configurations for mounting
the sensor in equipment. The sensor
has a very small footprint, but is not
ideal for a completely flat surface

has been the main requirement for
fingerprint matching.
backlit 1,CD readout

Types of scanner

(optional)

The range of reader modules
produced gives some idea of the
numeric keypad
card reader
enrollment in less
basic applications in fingerprint
(optional)
(optional)
than one minute
reading: the Series 500 is a forensic
scanner, providing high resolution
images to meet forensic requirement
auto -start to
for law enforcement agencies: no
initiate scan
distortion, wide greyscale range, high
Wiegand input
and output
contrast and 500 dpi resolution. The
series 600 is a fast, ruggedised
scanner for large-scale applications,
scratch resistant
able to perform identity verification in
platen has superior
1.7 seconds. The Series 700
durabilac
'Integrated ID ScannerTM' includes a
card reader, keypad and LCD
daisy chaining of multiple
readout, with Wiegand input/output
diagnostics provided
scanners on a PC
to prove system Integra)
and RS -232 ports. The Series 700
are recommended for access control
and time -and -attendance (clocking in
and out). The Series 400 provides
Ultra -Scan Series 700 ID StationTM with integrated finger scan, cardswipe and keypad options
two OEM models, the 401 with the
same functions as the Series 500, and the 411 corresponding to
accumulate even on fairly clean fingers. As the system does not rely
the Series 600. An OEM version of the Series 700 is planned for
on direct contact with the fingerprint pattern, it can also read an
later in 1998.
image through the latex gloves that must be wom by many people
Two image sizes are used for scanning: the Full Scan (1.2 x 0.8
in Health professions. Many optical scanners use a soft surface on
in) and the Express Scan (0.5 x 0.5 in). The scan sizes are stored in
the reader to improve finger contact, whereas ultrasound, like
firmware and can be altered in the field for different applications. Full
capacitive and heat -sensitive readers, USC'S a hard -surfaced reader
Scans are used chiefly for enrolment, usually with a single scan.
much less susceptible to wear.
triple track
mag-stripe

2 -second verification

Optical scanning also faces problems with, for example, very dry
or very oily fingers, low humidity conditions and fingers with an
uneven skin surface, along with the usual problems of dirt on the
digit or the platen. Acoustic waves can travel through solid objects
(like particles of everyday dirt) that are opaque to light.
Poor performance by optical scanners in some large-scale tests
demonstrate that imperfect readings cannot simply be "fixed in
software". The software may be (as programmers often tell us) the
"clever bit" but it cannot entirely compensate for what is not
captured accurately in an application where accuracy actually
matters.
Ultrasonic acoustic energy passes through or is reflected from
materials in its path, so that an image can be formed by reading the
relative acoustic impedance between materials, including the solid
ridges and hollow valleys of a fingerprint. When an acoustic wave
meets an interface between materials of different acoustic
impedance, part of the incident energy is reflected, and the rest
passes through the interface. The reflections are picked up and read
at a predetermined point to provide a signal which is then digitised
to give the image data files. The plane surface of the platen would
provide a convenient field from which to read reflections.
The fingerprint data is digitised inside the scanner and processed
using a digital signal processor built into the scanner module. This
means that the fingerprint image can be encrypted at the scanner
before it is sent to the host computer, removing the likelihood of the
fingerprint data being siphoned off or altered before it is encoded as
a data file.

Ultra -Scan's hardware development and choice of software was
based on experience gained working with the Identification Division
of the FBI, and experiencing the shortfall in live -scanning technology
available at the time (and as recently as 1996). Until the recent
development of security biometrics, the matching of archived prints

Series 400 scan times with default image sizes

Series 400 500 dpi

Express

Full

Scan
Verify or enrol

1.7 sec
3 sec

4.6 sec
8.1 sec

Series 400 250 dpi

Express

Full

Scan
Verify or Enrol

0.8 sec
1.7 sec

2.3 sec
4 sec

Live print matching is less exhaustive than for
forensic work, as the input fingerprint is matched
against a known sample, instead of an entire
database.
Fingerprints are so familiar that it is not always
recognised how difficult it is to distinguish one
from another automatically.

Dirt on the finger or the reader is one of the
biggest problems for fingerprint readers,
particularly optical ones.
Without a dual images from separate cameras, or
separate readings from a single camera, face
recognition cameras can be triggered with a
photograph.
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ready to mount in customer
kiosk or other enclosure

digital output to bast
computer requires no
"frame grabber" card

scratch resistant
platen bas superior

durability

electrical, mechanical
and software interface
specifications are provided

Images are stored (normally) as templates, containing the
information about the minutiae extracted from the image, which
gives a binary data T1F file of between 25 and 451 bytes. The
recommended size for most analysis is 100 bytes (giving a file size
of 1KB with the template). The larger the file, the more minutiae are
extracted and the more rigorous the comparison possible. If the
fingerprint image is to be stored, the file will be much larger, in the
region of 236 KB for one finger or 470 KB for two. The minimum
processor size recommended is still a 486, although faster results
will be obtained with a faster processor.
Processing times using a Pentium 200 with 64MB ram
Enrollment

Scan size

Series 500/Model 401
Series 600/700/Model 411

Full

Full

Processing Match time
3.52 sec
0.9 sec
1.77 sec
0.9 sec

Verification

Series 500/Model 401
Series 600/700/Model 411

Express
Express

1.29 sec
0.67 sec

0.25 sec
0.25 sec

Three types of "start" settings can be used to initiate a scan:
pushbutton (typically, a quick push initiates an Express scan and
holding the button down initiates a Full scan); an autostart, which
senses a finger placed on the platen and sends an ascii response to
the host computer via the RS -232 port, and an ascii command
issued via the RS -232 port by the host computer to the scanner.
The OEM 400 models can also be operated from an external switch
or an Ultra -Scan autostart request switch.
Diagnostics that run each time the scanner is powered up verify
that all parts of the scanner are running at specification and that the
quality of images does not deteriorate over time. A grey -scale
calibration is performed on the scanner, and a code is sent via the
serial port if the scanner fails any part of the diagnostics. Coupled
with the fact that the reading surface needs no maintenance, no

regular replacement (unlike soft coated platens)
and virtually no cleaning, the reader is designed
for low maintenance and a working life of more
than 5 years in heavy use - good for a public
interface.
Ultra -Scan do not release construction details
of their ultrasound hardware, but extensive
literature and support is provided to OEMs and
other users on software applications and
interfacing. The readers are packaged into a
number of ways so that they can be built into
other equipment, operate as simple plug-in units
or combine with other security devices such as
swipecard readers and keypads.
UltraScan have also promoted an industrywide standard for fingerprint readers in their 1996
document Fingerprint Reader Specifications for
Single Finger Live -Scan Devices (Proposed). The
company points out that a great many test
figures on optical scanners in particular have
been produced under ideal conditions moisturised fingers and assistance with accurate
placing of the finger - that do not occur in real -life
scanning.

Optical tests

Tests carried out by Network Computing in the
USA on six optical fingerprint readers showed
that there was more difficulty getting an accurate
identification from people with less marked ridge definition including many women and Asian people. Generally men's
fingerprints, with thicker skin surface, are easier to read than
women's. Out of 20 people tested per system, nearly all the
scanners rejected one valid user even after five attempts to read.
More entertainingly (but only for computer criminals), the tests
found that latent fingerprints on a tabletop, carefully dusted with
toner and lifted with adhesive tape, copied onto acetate on a
photocopier, damping the ink side of the image and presenting it to
contact readers, two of the readers were fooled into validating the
print. In the case of silicone rubber copies of the fingertip skin
moulded from wax finger imprints, four of the six scanners tested
were fooled. Fingerprints may be distinctive, but they are by no
means unforgeable.

Compatibility
A large number of companies are working on fingerprint biometrics
using several different techniques.Studies have found that fingerprint
minutiae may have up to seven distinct characteristics, and the
average finger has about 70 minutiae, which would give 490 pieces
of data for comparison. However, as many of the minutiae are
similar, this is not enough to ensure a completely accurate match;
hence the use of geometrical information relating to minutia
positions in some algorithms, or comparison of the whole or part of
the image in others, or a combination.
There is no general standard either for the template data (the
stored information about a single print) or for the data extraction
algorithms used, and these are kept confidential by the companies
that develop them, for both commercial and security reasons. This
can increase security and commercial competitiveness, but it also
reduces compatibility between systems.

Faces forward
Earlier in this article we touched on the developing technology of
facial recognition. TrueFace is a patented face recognition
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BNC Plug 750 Solder £0.95 7mm 0 Mounting Hole
BNC Plug 750 Crimp £0.70 Non Latching Push to Make

4.10.

Ut
able to ESR Electronic Com onents.
D Type Connecters
DIL Sec

8 Pin DIL 0.3"
14 Pin DIL 0.3"
16 Pin DIL 0.3"
18 Pin DIL 0.3"
20 Pin DIL 0.3"
24 Pin DIL 0.6"
28 Pin DIL 0.6"
0.6"
40 Pin DInsed PinL

Te

8 Pin DIL 0.3"
14 Pin DIL 0.3"
16 Pin DIL 0.3"
18 Pin DIL 0.3"
20 Pin DIL 0.3'
24 Pin DIL 0.6'
28 Pin DIL 0.6"
40 Pin DIL 0.6"

£0.06
£0.06
£0.11
£0.11

£0.12
£0.11

£0.13
£0.13
£0.19
£0.11

£0.20
£0.23
£0.26
£0.28
£0.35
£0.41

£0.64

SIL Pin Header Skip

1 x 36 Way Straight £0.38
2 x 36 Way Straight £0.56
£0.54
1 x 36 Way 90°
£0.80
2 x 36 Way 90°
Available in 2,34,5 & 10
way. Also female PCB
sockets & jumper links.
20 Way Socket Strip £0.54

Transistor Sockets

T018-4 Base Socket £0.24
£0.24
T05 Base Socket

IDC Cable Sockets

10 Way Socke
14 Way Socket
16 Way Socket
20 Way Socket
26 Way Socket
34 Way Socket
40 Way Socket
50 Way Socket

£0.23
£0.34
£0.31

£0.26
£0.35
£0.52
£0.66
£0.75

Menders
10 Way Straight
14 Way Straight
16 Way Straight
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34 Way Straight
40 Way Straight
50 Way Straight
10 Way 90"
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20 Way 90"
26 Way 90°
34 Way 90'
40 Way 90'
50 Way 90°

£0.27
£0.36
£0.36
£0.41

£0.57
£0.57
£0.63
£0.96
£0.33
£0.42
£0.53
£0.70
£0.72
£0.83
£0.95

PCB Latch

Headers

10 Way Straight
16 Way Straight
20 Way Straight
26 Way Straight
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50 Way Straight
10 Way 90°
16 Way 90°
20 Way 90°
26 Way 90°
34 Way 90°
40 Way 90°
50 Way 90°

£0.50
£0.70
£0.78
£0.81

£0.86
£1.56
£1.29
£0.58
£0.78
£0.82
£1.06
£1.14
£1.26
£1.74

DIL Headers

Solder Racket

£0.29
9 Way Male Plu
9 Way Female Socket £0.28
15 Way Male Plug
£0.39
15 Way Female Socket£0.39
£0.47
15 Way H.D. Plug
15 Way H.D. Socket
£0.78
£0.49
23 Way Male Plug
23 Way Female Sbcket£0.49
£0.46
25 Way Male Plug
25 WsivEemale Plug £0.41

IDC !Mbar. Mwntley
9 Way Male Plu_g

£1.08

9 Way Female Socket £1.08
£1.18
25 Way Male Plug
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UHF Chassis Skt- Rnd £0.73
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Extensive range of RF con39 x 15MM
nectors in stock inc.FME,
g Hole
12mm 0 Mou
SMA, Mini UHF & N Type.
Non Latching Push to Make

Colours Red, Black, Green,
Blue, White or Yellow
£0.18
2mm Solder Plugs
2mm Chassis Sockets £0.26
£0.30
4mm Solder Plugs
4mm Stackable Plugs £0.40
4mm Chassis Sockets £0.23
£0.54
4mm Binding Posts
33mm Crocodile Clips £0.13

Black PTM
Red PTM
Blue PTM
White PTM

£0.60
£0.60
£0.60
£0.60

Black

£0.65
£0.65
£0.65
£0.65

Latching -push On push Off
Red

Recker Switches
Minialcore
gPsT5Pcsiltdxeri Tags6m £0.69
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£2.53
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L IDS
£0.08
3mm Red Led
£0.09
3mm Green Led
£0.10
3mm Yelow Led
£0.10
3mm Orange Led
£0.08
5mm Red Led
£0.10
5mm Green Led
£0.10
5mm Yelow Led
£0.10
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£0.44
5mm Red Flashing
m
5mm Green Flashing £0.50
£2.24 5mm Yellow Flashing £0.54
50 x50 x 31mm
£2.98 5mm Bi-Colour Led
100 x 50 x 25mm
£0.33
£3.55 5mm Tri-Colour Led £0.28
112 x 62 x 31mm
£4.19
120 x 65 x 40mm
£5.36 0.56" Red C.Cathode £0.78
150 x 80 x 50mm
121 x 95 x 61mm
£5.99 0.51' Red C.Anode
£0.78
Two Piece Aluminium
0.3' Red C.Cathode £0.78
£2.08 0.3" Red C.Anode
133 x 70 x 37mm
£0.78
£1.94 Infra Red Devices
102 x 102 x 37mm
£1.76 3mm IR Emitter
102 x 70 x 37mm
£0.23
£2.19 5mm IR Emitter
133 x 102 x 37mm
£0.39
£1.86 3mm Photo -Transistor £0.26
102 x 63 x 50mm
76 x 51 x 25mm
£1.34 5mm Photo -Transistor £0.64
£2.90 Photo Diode
152 x 102 x 50mm
£0.75
178 x 127 x 63mm
£3.62 4N25 Opto-Coupler £0.38
203 x 152 x 76mm
£4.68 4N26 Opto-Coupler £0.36
102 x 102 x 63mm
£2.15 4N32 Onto -Coupler £0.45
133 x 102 x 63mm
£2.57 6N135 Opto-Coupler £1.30
152 x 102 x 76mm
Opto-Coupler £0.85
Steel/Aluminium £3.23 6N136
6N137 Opto-Coupler £0.90

SRmiii

DPDT 21 x 24 x 22mm £0.96
£1.02
SPST - Red Neon
coated
steel
SPST - Green Neon £1.02 Plastic
base
SPST - Amber Neon £1.02 Aluminium
152 x 114 x 44mm
Standard
x 127 x 51mm
DC Plug 0.71D 2.350D £0.46 15A 250V Push on Tags
229 x 127 x 63mm
DC Plug 1.310 3.400 £0.32 SPST 30 x 11 x 22mm £0.62 114 x 63 x 57mm
DPDT
30
x
25
x
22mm
£1.12
DC Plug 1.71D 4.00D £0.50

Power Connectors
DC Low Voltage

top, 6N138 Opto-Coupler £1.30

6N139 Opto-Coupler £0.90
203CNY17-1£4.19
0 -Coupler
£0.47
£4.99 CNY17-2 0 -Coupler £0.38

PlasNe D Coven

9 Way Cover - Grey £0.30
9 Way Cover - Black £0.30
15 Way Cover - Grey £0.33
23 Way Cover - Grey £0.36
23 Way Cover - Black £0.36
25 Way Cover - Grey £0.36
25 Way Cover - Black £0.36
£0.96
9 to 9 Cover / Case
25 to 25 Cover / Case £0.84
9 to 25 Cover / Case £0.96

Blue

White

DC Plug 1.710 4.7500 £0.46
DC Plug 2.110 5.00D £0.24
DC Plug 2.510 5.000 £0.24
DC Plug 3.110 6.30D £0.46
DC Line Socket 2.1mm £0.64
£0.37 DC Line Socket 2.5mm £0.56
9 Way Male Plug
9 Way Female Socket £0.35 DC Chassis Skt 2.1mm £0.46
15 Way H.D. Socket £0.77 DC Chassis Skt 2.5mm £0.46
£0.53 INC Mains 6A 2SOVac
25 Way Male Plug
25 Wa Female Socket £0.51

3 Pin IEC one Socket
3 Pin IEC Line Plug
3 Pin Chassis Socket
3 Pin Chassis Plug
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Audio Connecters
2.5mm Jack Plug
2.5mm Line Socket

Solid 1/0.6mm
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£0.24 General Purpose Plastic
£0.83 Black PTM
£0.93
£0.24 75 x 56 x 25mm
£0.24 Red PTM
£0.93
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£0.26 Yellow PTM
£1.05
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PTM
TNC Plug 500 Solder £1.24
£1.58
£0.24 79 x 61 x 40mm
TNC Plug 500 Crimp £0.85 Blue PTM
£1.69
£0.24 100 x 76 x 41mm
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£1.95
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1A 24Vdc DPDT 5V

£5.62 CNY17-3 0 -Coupler £0.47
£3.04 IS -74 Opto-Coupler £0.45

ISD-74 Opto-Coupler £0.99
ISQ-74 Opto-Coopler £1.52
MOC3020 Opto-Triac£0.68
Price per 300mm (lft)
10 Way Grey Ribbon £0.11 MOC3041 Opto-Triac£0.96
£0.89
16 Way Grey Ribbon £0.17 ORP12 LDR

20 Way Grey Ribbon £0.22 Toler Cells

26 Way Grey Ribbon £0.28 0.45V Screw Terminals
£0.85
34 Way Grey Ribbon £0.38 100mA 26 x 46mm

Grey Ribbon £0.48 200mA 35 x 56mm
£1.44 40 Way
Way Grey Ribbon £0.53 400mA 45 x 75mm
1A 24Vdc DPDT 12V £1.60 50
60
Way
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500.g
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m4MZ5F

Adapters

£4.08
8 Pin Line Plug P551
£0.21 8 Pin Chassis -Ski P552 £1.39
£0.16
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£0.24 Switches
3.5mm Mono Plug
3.5mm Mono Line Skt £0.30
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£0.83
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£0.83
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6A 125V 3A 250V
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Mounting
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£0.21
2 Pin Line Plug
25D Jumper Box M -F £2.90
£0 70 25D Patch Box M -F
2 Pin Chassis Socket£0.15 SPST 8 x 13mm
£7.32 Pulsed Adze Sounder
e0:60 Anti -Static Wrist Strap £4.76 High output peizo sounder with flying leads, built in
£0.27 SPDT 8 x 13mm
3 Pin Line Plug,
3 Pin Chassis Socket£0.28 SPDT c/off 8 x 13mm £0.60 RS232 Surge Protector £5.43 driver & pulsed circuit.
£0.24 SPDT c/o Biased 2 way£110 Mains Surge Protector£11.99 3-20Vdc 18mA,
4 Pin Line Plug
4 Pin Chassis Socket£0.26 SPDT c/o Biased 1 way£1.04 4Leads
Gang Surge Block £15.50 85dB (Mmi 9Vdc), 42mm0.
£0.72
£0.30 DPDT 12 x 13mm
5 Pin Line Plug 180°
& bl es
E0.85 ea
5 Pin Chassis-Skt 180° £0.32 DPDT c/off 12 x 13mm £0.80
E0.79 (25+)
£0.24 DPDT do Biased 2 way£1.28
5 Pin Line Plug 240°
Normal Pnce,_£-1.6C1.5 Pin Chassis Skt 240° £0.32 DPDT do Biased 1 way£1.28
£0.24 Steadiers!
5 Pin Line P11360°
DM83O Milted Multinutter
5 Pin Chassis kt 360° £0.32 10A 250V Push on terminals
A
sturdy
well designed TA Digit LCD multimeter ideal fo
£0.27 11mm 0 Mounting Hole
6 Pin Line Plug
or professional use. Covering_five functions with
6 Pin Chassis Socket£0.32 SPST 18 x 30mm
£3.40 hobby
£1.44 1.5m Printer Lea.
18
range
including 10Adc Current --10C Volts, AC Volts,
£0.35
SPDT
18
x
30mm
7 Pin Line Plug.
£1.42 5m Printer Lead
7 Pin Chassis Socket £0.37 SPDT c/off 18 x 30mm
£8.75 DC Current, Resistance, Diode Test also with simple
10m Printer Lead
£0A4 DPDT 21 x 30mm
£1.78 Serial Printer 25M -9F £4.50 function generator output. Supplied complete with bat8 Pin Line Plug
8 Pin Chassis Socket£0.36 DPDT c/off 21 x 30mm £1.78 Serial Printer 25M -25F_ £4.45 tery, test leads & operating instructions. CE Approved.
9M Gender Changer £2.18
£2.29
9F Gender Changer
25M Gender Changer £2.60
25F Gender Changer £2.80
£1.90
9 Male - 25 Female
9 Female - 25 Male
£1.90

31...099991
ID

T1..7f_":xes

1421 8741S455921.16Mh
Az

littp://www.esrae.uk

£152£9.38

Phase Series

Slide Switches

Null Modem Leads

9 Female - 9 Female £3.45
25 Female- 25 Female £4.63
9 Female - 25 Female £2.90
9&25F to 9&25F
£5.54

£0.20
Red Line Plug
Black Line Plug
£0.20 Miniature
Modem Leads
Yellow Line Plug
25Male to 9Female
£4.08
£0.20 300mA 125V
White Line Plug
25Male to_ 25Female £4.75
£0.20 7 x 15mm Mounting Hole
Red Line Socket
£0.20 PC Link Leads
£0.20 DPDT 7 x 23mm
Black Line Socket
Interlink 25M to 25M £4.38
£0.20 Standard
Yellow Line Socket
Patch Load
£0.20 IA 125V
White Line Socket
£4.12
£0.20 5.5 x 12mm Mounting Hole 25Male to 25Male
Red Chassis Socket
£5.90
£0.24
£0.20 DPDT 12 x 35mm
Black Chassis Socket £0.20 DPDT do 12 x 35mm £0.27 I
Gold Plated Plug Red £0.76
Floppy Cable A/B
£2.99
Gold Plated Plug Black£0.76 Rotary Switches
£1.65
Hard Disk 2xIDE
XLR Series - metal
£1.88
Power 3'A-2 x 3'A
Power 514-2 x 51.
£1.50
£2.24
Power 516-2 x 3'A
£2.24
Power 54-3',4,5%

31=11 3=e

14 Way DIL
16 Way DIL
24 Way DIL
40 Way DIL

£0.54
£0.59
£0.90
£1.02

Transistion Headers

10 Way Transistion £0.49
14 Way Transistion £0.47
16 Way Transistion £0.47
20 Way Transistion £0.54
26 Way Transistion £0.62
34 Way Transistion £0.67
40 Way Transistion £0.90
50 Way Transistion £1.02

3 Pin Line Plug
3 Pin Line Socket
3 Pin Chassis Plug
3 Pin Chassis Socket

Neutrik Line Plug
Neutrik Line Socket
Neutrik Chassis Plu

£1.50

£1.50 150mA 250V
£1.50 Make before Break 22mm 0
£1.41 9.8mm 0 Mounting Hole
£0.84
£1.73 1 Pole 12 Way
£0.84
£1.99 2 Pole 6 Way
£0.84
£2.13 3 Pole 4 Way
£0.84
4 Pole 3 Wa

Netwerldna

£2.40
£2.40
£1.02
BNC Coupler F
£1 65
BNC Coupler M
BNC Ratchet Crimper£17.44
500 BNC Terminator £1.24
Thinner Cable per m £0.39
BNC T Piece -FMF
BNC T Piece FFF

AC Volts
0-200-750V
DC Volts
0-200mV-2-20-200-1000V
DC Current
0-2009A-2-20-200mA-10A
Resistance

0-2000-2-20-20041-2M0

Dimensions 126 x 70 x 24mm

PCB Material &
FREE Fully illustratlucialgaute,

Teh 0191 2514363 Fax: 0191 2522296 Email: sales@esr.co.uk

send SAE (60p Stamps)

http: //www.esr.co.uk

technology belonging to Miros Inc. of Wellesley, USA. Trueface is
designed as the "core technology" for a number of security software
packages, including TrueFace PC (secure log -on to desktop PCs),
and TrueFace Access, which is used for controlling entries such as
doorways, or for clocking workers' time and attendance.
Preventing the system from being fooled with a photograph, as
we said above, is essential for serious security. TrueFace can either
be used with two camera modules, which effectively provide "stereo
vision" that can distinguish between a 3D face and a 2D
photograph, or it can be set to input two facial orientations (that is, a
small move of the head) to make sure that the image comes from a
3D source.

Combined with a keypad or magnetic card reader, this gives a
very flexible means of entrance security.
The TrueFace software uses neural networking to recognise
faces, so that the software can learn from a variety of images that
may be, for instance, affected by a change of angle or variations in
lighting. It also samples features from all over the face, whereas
some systems home in on distances and angles only in the
eye/nose/mouth area.
The advantage of neural networks over fixed algorithms in
pattern recognition, and particularly in facial recognition where the
variation in faces is so great within the standard pattern, is that it is
very difficult to write algorithms which cover all the relationships
between possible inputs and possible actions. Neural networking
is adaptable and can give a closer "fit" to the images it actually
has to work with as it "learns" the best relationship between inputs
and outputs (actions towards a known goal taken by the software
on the basis of the inputs).
The TrueFace software can continuously monitor a video signal
for new faces appearing in its field of view, or it can be accessed
on demand by a key click, for example where the user may need
to be matched to one area of a very large database ("Electronics
Laboratory", for example!). The software engine in this case is a
PC Dynamic Linked Library (DLL) or a Unix library, independent of
particular computer peripherals. It can therefore work with virtually
any database, smart card reader, video camera, scanner, frame
grabber or image capture card, including the low-cost PC video
cameras popular with Internet users in the States.
The main criterion is that the minimum height of the face within
the image is 80 pixels of 8 -bit grey -scale (like all biometric
systems, the image is converted to greyscale before
processing). Some face recognition systems need higherspecification cameras to deliver a sufficient frame rate to
function properly.

definable threshold to decide whether the confidence level
indicates that the two faces are the same.
Because face recognition requires little or no special action on
the part of the subject, it is convenient for the person seeking entry
or loggin on, and has the added advantage to the user (if so
desired) that faces can be read and analysed for surveillance
purposes without the knowledge of the person being scanned. No
other automatic biometric can yet do this. Even voice recognition,
which is well established, is easier to thwart through changing a
normal timbre, or signal distortion, than a visual image.
Identical twin faces can still fool facial systems, but, as Miros
says, "What percentage of all fraud is cause by a twin perpetrator'?"
The Miros software - in the form of TrueFace CyberWatch
Logon95 - is available for individual PCs armed only with a small
video camera mounted on the monitor, and can be downloaded
from their website for around US$100. Another application
combines it with a Mobile Phone Kit from US company
ChatVideo!, which includes a mobile camera, microphone and
loudspeaker headset and software that allows the user to talk,
hear and see, using the Internet as the phone provider. And we
thought that personal stereos were the last word in ignoring other
pavement (or sidewalk) users.

The future
In biometrics, the ingenuity of the hardware is necessary to
capture image data that can be analysed by the software, often
under somewhat difficult conditions. The ingenuity of the software
is important, because the better the software is, the more reliable
are the comparison results from the signal delivered from the
hardware, and the more flexible is the processing that can be
obtained from it.
BUT the hardware must be capable of measuring something
which is different for different people, substantially constant for the
same individual, and only works with a actual living individual, not
with a photo or replica. (There speaks a hardware engineer!)
Security will probably come to depend on multiple biometric
readings. As we have seen, there already exist security systems
that depend on at least two readings, such as finger and face, or
finger and swipecard. It may be a while yet before we give up
plastic cards in favour of our built-in barcodes.

Fast enough
The main requirement for a scanner or image capture card
is that it should be fast enough to match the software in
processing a pair of images to verification in about 1
second. Another new application, TrueFace Isolator, allows
an unmanned camera to recognise, isolate, crop and scale
a face from any background area. This is being used for
"live" automatic recognition of faces, and for producing
images for ID cards quickly and without manual setup.
As it is mainly used for access, speed is a real factor.
TrueFace can verify a live image in about 1 second on a
Pentium PC and produce a best match on a database at
500 faces per second on a Pentium 200 PC. Faster
processors can process the faces roughly in proportion to
the increase in processing speed.
Having compared a captured face image with a stored
file, the software returns a "confidence level" on how good
the match is in about a second, and then refers to a user -

A monitor -top camera sends the image to Trueface recognition so' ivva,e
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Easy -PC
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Electronics CAD
for Windows 95 and NT
True Windows graphical user interface
Multi -sheet Schematics - Projects.
Full links to our Analogue, Digital and
Electromagnetic Simulators.
Impressive, high speed, gridless,
shape -based autorouter options.
Design rule and connectivity checks.
Full Windows outputs.
Gerber, Excellon and DXF outputs.
Free technical support! No dongles or
maintenance contracts.
Trade up allowance from other products.
New entry level version available.
New demo' available - please call!
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Amiga genlock pcb (uncased) for titling videos it has a 23pin Sub C with solder tags
£2.50
D lead to plug Into the computer and pcb pins for composite AAA (HP16) 180mAH
£1.75
video in and out. When no video input is connected the 1/3 AA with tags (philpsCTV)
£1.95
normal computer display is shown on the composite video out Nickel Metal Hydryde AA cells high capacity with no memory.
when the video input is added the white areas on the screen If charged at 10Orna and discharged at 250ma or less
are replaced by the video image. The pcb is powered from the 1300mAH capacity (lower capacity for high discharge rates)
computer £19.98
£2.95
Special offers please check for availability
WATCH SLIDES ON TV
stick of 4 42 x 16rnm nicad batteries 1711-mai 6mm dia with
"Liesgang dials" automatic slide viewer with built in high red & black leads 49v
£5.95
quality colour tv camera, composite video output with a BNC 5 button cell 6V 280mAh battery with wires (Varta 5025006)
plug. In very good condition with few signs of use C108.00
£2.45
Orbital 866 battery pack 12v 1.60AH contains 10 sub C cells
Board cameras all with 512x582 pixels 4.403.3mm sensor with solder tags (the size most commonly used in cordless
with composite video out. All need to be housed in your own screwdrivers and drills 22 dia a 42mm tall)it is easy to crack
enclosure and have fragile exposed surface mount parts and open and was manufactured in 1994, E8.77 each or 110.50
require 10 to 12vdc power supply 47MIR size 60x36x27mm per box of 14BCI box 190a106x50mm with slots to house a
with 6 infra red lads (gives the same illumination as a small pcb the lid contains an edge connector (12 way 8mm pitch)
torch would) £50.00+vat = £58.75
and screw terminals to connect in wires and 5 slide in cable

A
NATIONAL
COL LEGE OF

TECHNOLOGY

DISTANCE
LEARNING COURSES in.

blanks. E2.95

40MP size 39x38x23mm spy camera with a fixed focus pin 7 segment common anode led display 12mm £0.45
hole lens for hiding behind a very small hole. E.57+val = GaAs FET low leakage current 58873 £12.95 each 0).9510+
7.95 100+13C547A transistor 20 for £1.00

£66.98

Ref: ETI, Harding Way, St.lves,
Cambridgeshire, PE17 4WR,
United Kingdom
Tel: 01480 461778 Fax: 01480 494042
International: +44 1480 461778/494042
email: sales@numberone.com
http://www.numberone.com

SL952 UHF Limiting amplifier LC 16 surface mounting
40MC size 39x38x28mm camera for 'C' mount lens this gives package with data sheet
£1.95
a much dearer picture than with the small lenses £68.79
DC -DC convertor Reliability model V12P5 12v in 5v 200ma
out 300v input to output Isolation with data E4.95 each or
standard 'C' mount lens F1.6 16mrn for 40MC £26.43+vat = pack of 10£39.50
£31.06
Airpax A82903 -C large stepping motor 14v 7.5' step 27ohm
68mrn dia body 6.3mm shaft E8.95 or £200.00 for a box of 30
waterproof camera with stylish fill & swivel case
Polyester capacitors box type 22.5mm lead pitch 0.9uf
£92.76 + vat = £109.00 or 10+ E89.32 .i. vat = £104.95
250vdc 18p each 14p 100+ 9p 1000+1uf 250Vdc 20p
each,15p 100+,10p 1000+Polypropylene luf 400vdc (Wima
DIA30 Hand held transistor analyser it tells you which lead is MKP10) 27.5mm pitch 32,29x17mm case 75p each 60p
the base, the collector and emitter and if it is NPN or PNP or 100+Philips 123 series solid aluminium axial leads 33u1 10v
faulty. HMA20 hand held MOSFET analyser identifies gate & 2.2uf 40v 40p each, 25p 100+ Solid carbon resistors very
drain and source and if P or N channel DTA30 8 HMA20 low inductance ideal for RF circuits 27ohm 2W, 613ohm 2W
£38.34 each DCA50 component analyser with lcd readout 25p each 15p each 100+ we have a range of 0.25w 0.5w 1w

Analogue and Digital Electronic
Circuits, Fibres Et Opto-Electronics
Programmable Logic Controllers
Mechanics and Mechanisms
GCSE and BTEC Mathematics

identifies transistors mosfets diodes & LEDs lead connections and 2w solid carbon resistors please send SAE for fist MX180'

Courses to suit beginners
and those wishing to update
also work as a neon light 20p each or £8.50 per 100 Verbatim
their knowledge and practical skills
speaker dia
R300NH Streamer tape commonly used on nc machines and
power rating
250WRMS
175WRMS
100WRMS
printing presses etc. it looks like a normal cassette with a slot
impedance
cut out of the top £4.95 each (£3.75 100+)
Courses are delivered
frequency range 40hz-20Idtz
45hz.20khz
60hz.20khz
Heatsink compound tube £0.95
sensitivity(1W/1M)
97dB
94dB
92dB
HV3-2405-E5 5-24v 50mA regulator is 18-264vac input 8 pin
as self-contained kits
size in mm
5000720040 450x6400345 31504600230 OIL package £3.49 each (1000 2.25)
weight
21.1kg
7.4kg
price each for black
No travelling or college attendance
all products advertised are new and unused unless otherwiseIIi-,vinyl coating
£138.95
£99.99
£54.94
stated wide range of CMOS TTL 74HC 74F Linear
grey felt coating £159.97..
£119.97
£64.99
Transistors kits rechargable batteries capacitors tools etc
Learning is at your own pace
(= not normaly in stock allow 1 week for delivery)
always in stock
Power amplifiers 19" rack mount with gain controls
Please add £1.95 towards P&P (orders from the Scotish
Courses may have
STA150 2x160Wrms (4ohm load) 14kg
Highlands, Northern Ireland Isle of Man, Isle of Wight and
STA300 2x190Wrms (4ohm load) 11kg
£339.00 overseas may be subject to higher P&P for heavy items).
STA900 2x490Wrms (4ohm load) 15kg
E585.00
vat
included
in
all
pricesBTEC
Certification and Tutoring
LEDs 3mm or 5mm red or green .. 7p each yellow 11p each JPG Electronics 276-278 Chatsworth Road Chesterfield S40
£69.95

Digital multimeter 17 ranges 1000vdc 750vac 2Mohm 200mA

transistor Hfe 9v and 15v battery test £9.95 Hand held

Speaker cabinets 2 way speaker systems with motorola ultrasonic remote control £3.95
tweeters
CV2486 gas relay 30 x 10mm dia with 3 wire terminals will
15"

12"

8ohm

Bohm

Bohm

16.8kg

£202.11

cable ties 1p each £5.95 per 1000 £49.50 per 10,000
Rechargable Batteries
AA(HP7) 500mAH
£0.99
AA 500mAH with solder tag
£1.55
AA 950mAH
£1.75
£2.20
C(HP11) 1.2AH
C 2AH with solder tags
£3.60
D(HP2)1.2AH
£2.60
D 4AH with solder tags
£4.95
PP3 8.4V 11OrnAH
112AA with solder tags

£4.95
£1.55

2BH

Mastercard/Visa Orders (01246) 211202 fax 550959

For information contact:
NCT Ltd., P.O. Box 11

Wendover, Bucks HP22 6XA
Telephone 01296 624270; Fax 01296 625299

ETI 276-278 Chatsworth Road,
Chesterfield S40 2BH
.

Web: http://www.nct.ltd.uk.

Access Visa Orders (01246) 211202 fax 550959
Callers Welcome 9.30am-5,30pm Monday -Saturday
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ettin MORE

out of PICs

Part 4
Robin Abbott
The first of two parts on using the 12C bus.
There are two main serial buses widely used for
integrated circuit control: the I2C bus and the SPI
bus. Both buses are designed for relatively low speed communications for those integrated circuits
which rarely require configuration.

configuration information or for data logging where speed is not
significent. This article will describe how to drive the I2C bus from
a PIC, and the following article (in next month's issue) will describe
a complete serial eeprom programmer/reader application.

Slave devices

The SPI bus is based on a three -wire interface: one wire for
the clock, one wire for transmitted data, and one for received
data. It is easy to drive, and therefore is not the subject of this
series. It has the disadvantage that it is not easy to hang multiple
devices on the bus, or to have multiple bus masters.
The I2C bus is a two -wire bus which is more difficult to drive.
There are approximately 1,000 types of integrated circuit, mainly
in the consumer markets, which use this type of bus.The bus is a
proprietary standard designed by Phillips/Signetics. It has a great
advantage with devices which have traditionally been multi -pin,
and which can now be fitted into much smaller packages. Also, a
number of devices can be driven on the single two -wire bus,
which reduces the I/O count on the processor circuitry and
makes pcb layout easier. This flexibility comes at the expense of
increased interface complexity, and of relatively slow transfers.
Among PIC applications, the devices I have used most often
which run on the I2C bus are the small 8 -pin serial eeproms. These
suffer from slow access, but are mainly intended for storing

Master (1)

[part 1 of 2]

Devices on the I -C interface can be master devices, slave devices
or both. There must be at least one master, and there can be any
number of slaves (limited by the addressing range of devices).
Figure 1 shows a configuration for two master devices and three
slave devices. The wires on the interface are the clock line SCL
and the data line SDA. The master device controls the clock line
SCL. Normally devices use open -collector drivers on the 120 bus,
so the bus usually has a pullup resistor on SCL and SDA. This
allows multiple devices to drive the bus simultaneously, so that if
two masters attempt to access the bus at the same time there is
no excessive current drain. For the purposes of this article, we
shall assume only one master device as it is very rare that an I2C
bus has dual masters.
In any transfer of data there is always one device which acts
as the master and one which acts as the slave. The master
supplies the clock for the transfer, and defines which device is to
be addressed and whether the transfer is a read or a write

Slave

Slave

Master (2)
SDA

SCL

4K7 (typ)
4K7 (typ)

Figure 1: a typical 12C bus configuration
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Figure 2: start and stop conditions

access. The slave checks the address, and if it is correct
responds as defined by the master. In any transfer there will be
eight bits and one acknowledgement bit sent. The
acknowledgement bit is always sent by the device which is
reading from the bus: if the master is transferring to the slave, the
slave device acknowledges; if the slave is transferring to the
master, the master acknowledges.

Bus states and data transfer
The idle state of the bus is defined by both the data and clock
lines staying high. When the clock line is low, the data line can
change without affecting the state of the bus. When the clock is
high, the data line can only change to alter the state of the bus.
The master bus must issue a start condition to gain control of the
bus, and a stop condition when it has finished with the bus. A
start condition is defined as the data line falling from high to low
when the clock line is high, and a stop condition is defined as the
data line rising from low to high when the clock line is high. These
state changes are illustrated in figure 2.
Once a start condition has been issued, the master device can
initiate transfer of one or more bytes to or from the slave device.
Data is transferred using the clock. Each clock pulse (defined as
a high period of the clock) transfers a single bit. The data can
change when the clock is low, but must stay stable while the
clock is high. Data is transferred in eight bits with the most
significant bit transferred first. Following the eight data bits, the
master must issue one final pulse for the acknowledgement. The
transfer of a single byte with an acknowledgement is illustrated in

figure 3.
It is important to note that several bytes may be transferred
between the start and stop states: for example, many bytes may
be read sequentially from a serial eeprom without issuing start
and stop states between bytes. This increases the transfer
speed.

Addressing and controlling slave devices
Most I2C slave devices have an address which is sent by the master
device immediately after the start bit. The address forms the first
seven bits of the first byte. The final bit of the first byte transferred is
normally the read/write bit which defines whether a read or write

transfer is to be initiated. This bit is low to write, and high to read.
The address of slave devices usually has a fixed part and a
variable part. The fixed part occupies the upper bits of the
address, and the variable part allows several devices of the same
type to share the same bus. The fixed part is the same for a
group. For instance, I2C memory devices such as serial eeproms
and serial ram devices have a fixed address part of 1010 (binary).
The lower bits of the address (the variable part) can be selected
using pins of the device. Some I2C devices have address pins,
normally named A0, Al and so on. These pins can be connected to
Vss or Vdd. Thus, to define the address as 001 on a device with
three address pins, A0 would be connected to Vdd, and pins Al
and A2 would be connected to Vss.

Some devices use the variable part of the address for internal
decoding. For example, the 24LC16 eeprom device uses the
three variable address bits to provide the top three address bits
of the eeprom memory. There can only be one 24LC16 device on
an VC bus, and no other devices with the same fixed address
part can share that bus or the devices will clash.
For example, a 24LC65 has a fixed address of 1010, and a
variable part of 001, giving the overall address 1010001. The
sequence to read a byte from a LC65 is as follows:
Start State
Send the byte 10100011 (Read from address 1010001)
Receive single bit acknowledgement from the LC65
Receive byte from LC65
Send single bit acknowledgement to the LC65
Send stop bit

The acknowledgement bit sent by the slave is low if the slave
device recognises the address and has acted on the command,
and high otherwise. The acknowledgement bit sent by the master
is low if further bytes are to be received, and high if this is the last
byte read.
Once a master device has control of the bus (having sent a
start state and an address), then that master, and the addressed
slave, can send or receive further bytes until a stop state is sent
and the bus returns to the idle state. The further bytes sent
depend on the specific device. For example an address and a
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Listing 1

write bit sent to the 8570 serial ram is followed by a single eight bit internal address which is the ram address to be written,
followed by one or more bytes to be written to that address and
the following addresses sequentially.

Driving the 12C bus from

This is the IIC bus header file

;

#ifndef _PICDE
TRUE EQU 1
FALSE EQU 0

a PIC In practice

#endif

The routines shown below provide a completely general-purpose
120 interface. A full serial eeprom programmer/reader using these
routines will be in next month's article.
There is one main routine which has two entry points. This
main routine provides a complete 8 -bit interface to the I2C bus. It
may be configured to send a start state before the transfer, to
send a stop state after the transfer, to read or write eight bits to
the bus, and finally to read or write an acknowledgement bit after

PROCFREQ EQU .4000
EESETUP

EQU .100
EQU

EEHOLD

EECLOCKWID
EECLOCKWIDLO
OPDELAY

sclv,sdav
writeval

temp-temp4

.0

Hold time for IIC in

;

.600

;

;

;

;

FREQNS

The variables and definitions necessary for the I2C routines are
shown in listing 1. This Include file is set up to use the 18 -pin PIC
general-purpose module shown in the first part of this series. The
general-purpose module includes a DIL socket suitable for 8 -pin
eeprom devices.
Not all variables are used in this month's article; some are
intended for the eeprom routines. The variables are as follows:

sda

Set up time for IIC in

Minimum High clock
width for IIC
Minimum low clock width
EQU .1400
for IIC
Output delay from clock
EQU .1000
for IIC
Stop bit set up time
EQU .600
for IIC
EQU (.1000000/PROCFREQ)*4
Clock Cycle (nS)
EQU

STOPSETUP

scl

;

nS

Variables

picio

Processor frequency in

nS

the transfer.

PROCFREQ

;

KHz

picio

EQU

scl

EQU

0

;

sda

EQU

1

;

sclv

EQU

1

;

Port to be used
for IIC bus
Serial clock bit on
IIC bus port
Serial data bit on
IIC bus port
Value of clock bit

sdav

EQU

2

;

Value of data bit

PORTA

;

if set
if set

This is the processor frequency in kHz. This
frequency must be set correctly for the correct
operation of the eeprom, particularly at higher
processor frequencies.
This is the port used for the I2C bus. For the
demonstration this is set to PORTA.
This is the bit on the I2C port which is use for the
serial clock, the SCL line to the I2C bus. On the
demonstration this is bit 0 of port A.
This is the bit on the I2C port which is use for the
serial data, the SDA line to the I2C bus. On the
demonstration this is bit 1 of port A.
These represent the values of the port bit when
set. SoIv is 1, and sdav is 2.
This is the value to be written to the eeprom. It
may be used for other purposes when the eeprom
is not being accessed.
These are five temporary variables used in the
I2C and eeprom routines. They may be freely
reused when the eeprom and I2C buses are not
being accessed.

*define
*define
*define
*define
;

RAMPAGEO
RAMPAGE1
ROMPAGEO
ROMPAGE1

BCF
BSF
BCF
BSF

RAM
RAM
ROM
ROM

STATUS,RPO
STATUS,RPO
PCLATH,3
PCLATH,3

page
page
page
page

0
1
0
1

System variables

cblock 20h
writeval
temp
tempi
temp2
temp3
temp4
endc

;

;

;

Holds value to write to IIC bus
5 temp registers
IIC routines

eight bits to the I2C Bus
Listing 2 shows the routines which are used to read and write
the 120 bus. The routines are optimised for time not space. The
first half of the listing shows the macros which are used to
ensure that bus timing is met. Each macro is called with a
parameter which is the number of machine cycles between
two bus changes, the macro then inserts the necessary
number of NOPs to ensure the time is met. A machine cycle is
four clocks of the processor's main oscillator.

Write/Read

SCL

SDA

Bit 7

en

Bit 5

y

Bit 4

Bit 2

Bit 0

Ack

Transmitting device drives SDA

Acknowledging
device drives
SDA

Figure 3: transferring a complete byte
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Listing 2 - IIC Routines

movlw picio
doiic

;

;

IIC read/write
Uses
temp, temp1,2,3,4
:

Move default bus
to FSR
;

movwf FSR
movlw 8
movwf temp2
bcf 0,scl
btfsc temp3,3

drop clock
leap forward if
read
;

;

goto rdeelop
;

delay macros
wrteelop

These are the number of delay cycles needed between
actions, these vary
according to processor frequency and are essential at
20MHz clock to meet
the IIC characteristics

This writes 8 bits
to the IIC
now get correct
port bit

bcf 0,sda

;

;

rlf temp4

;

;

skpnc
bsf 0,sda
SETUP 1
bsf 0,scl
CLOCKWID 1
bcf 0,scl
CLOCKWIDLO 7
decfsz temp2
goto wrteelop
goto endthis

;

SETUPCYC EQU
(EESETUP/FREQNS)+(((EESETUP/FREQNS)*FRE
QNS)!=EESETUP)
HOLDCYC
EQU
(EEHOLD/FREQNS)+(C(EEHOLD/FREQNS)*FREQ
NS)!=EEHOLD)
EQU
(EECLOCKWID/FREQNS)+(((EECLOCKWID/FREQNS)*FR
CWCYC
EQNS)!=EECLOCKWID)
(EECLOCKWIDLO/FREQNS)+(((EECLOCKWIDLO/FRE
CWCYCLO EQU
QNS)*FREQNS)!=EECLOCKWIDLO)
WAITOP
EQU
(OPDELAY/FREQNS)+H(OPDELAY/FREQNS)*FRE
QNS)!=0PDELAY)
STOPCYC
EQU
(STOPSETUP/FREQNS)+(((STOPSETUP/FREQNS)*FR
EQNS)!=STOPSETUP)

rdeelop
rdee2

STOP macro exdelay
x=STOPCYC-exdelay
while x>0
NOP
x-=1
endw
endm

;

clock now high

;

clock low again

;

and loop

This reads 8 bits
from the IIC

clrf temp4

;

clrc
bsf 0,scl
CLOCKWID 4
btfsc 0,sda
setc
rlf temp4
bcf 0,scl
CLOCKWIDLO 4
decfsz tempt
goto rdee2

;

clock now high

;

now read input

;

;

Read in bit
clock low again
and loop

This section handles the last bit (acknowledge or read
ack), and handles stop
;

WAITCLOCK macro exdelay
x=WAITOP-exdelay
while x>0
NOP

endthis
etstop

dostop

;

;

;

;

WritellCNoStart movwf temp4

1

If no stop

Call here to do a
stop bit
;

,

otherwise clock
high
;

If stop return
driving high on
scl/sda
;

return
;
;

Generate a quick stop bit on the local IIC bus
rapidly clock 8 bits and then do no_ack and STOP bit

quikstop

quikclk

temp3 bit 3 indicates to read from device if set
temp4 reads input byte, or writes output byte
Ends driving sda & scl
bcf picio,sda

1/2
;

STOP 1
bsf 0,sda

Write/read 8 bits to IIC, check ack
Call WritellCStart for start bit to the local IIC bus
Call WritellCNoStart for no start bit to the local IIC
Call with scl bit driving
Call with sda bit set to read for a Read operation, and
driving for Write op.
temp2 is index, and returns the state of the ACK bit
from the device
temp3 bit 0 is not used
temp3 bit 1 indicates to generate a stop after the
transfer
temp3 bit 2 indicates to generate ack if set (Read ack

WritellCStart

Data line high
End by driving the
data line
;

bcf 0,sda
SETUP 1
bsf 0,scl

if reset)
;

;

btfss temp3,1
return
bit return with scl low

x-=1
endw
endm

;

;

bcf 0,sda
bcf FSR,7

CLOCKWIDLO macro exdelay
x=CWCYCLO-exdelay
while x>0
NOP

;

Test state of
acknowledgement bit
and if 1, then
leave in temp 5

bsf 0,sda
bsf FSR,7

x-=1
endw
endm

;

;

CLOCKWID 3
bcf 0,scl

CLOCKWID macro exdelay
x=CWCYC-exdelay
while x>0
NOP

;

Send the last
clock

incf temp2

x-=1
endw
endm

;

Now drive data
line if ack
;

WAITCLOCK 1
btfsc 0,sda

HOLD macro exdelay
x=HOLDCYC-exdelay
while x>0
NOP

;

;

bcf FSR,7
SETUP 2
bsf 0,scl

x-=1
endw
endm

;

Acknowledgement is

either read or
drive SDA
Read from data line

bsf FSR,7
bsf 0,sda;
btfsc temp3,2
bcf 0,sda

SETUP macro exdelay
x=SETUPCYC-exdelay
while x>0
NOP

;

;

low

x-=1
endw
endm

;

bcf 0,sda

Call here for
Start bit - drops
data
Call here for no
start bit
;

movlw picio
movwf FSR
movlw 8
movwf temp2
bsf 0,scl
CLOCKWID 1
bcf 0,scl
CLOCKWIDLO 4
decfsz temp2
goto quikclk
movlw 2
movwf temp3

read ack

goto etstop

;
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;

Set for stop bit and

1"--r-rFor example, the
Eh Da. Was. Hob?
itnotrOnS»100.04 1103.0S1
Flag Trre :1 00.0uS
48.6006
value CWCYC is set
Tom Name
to the minimum
06
10.0.6
200.6
3005
40146
500.6
700.6
60.0.6
sum
%W6
1000.6
Il
III 1111
III
.---.
number of machine
Ent°
cycles that the PIC
must wait between
POil TA Ffir 1 :
raising the clock line
b
b
and dropping it (the
clock width). Now
SEF
when the routine
raises the clock it
calls the macro
CLOCKWID with a
parameter of 1 (the
number of machine
cycles between the
instruction to raise
the clock, and the
instruction to drop it).
The macro now
inserts NOPs to
make up the total
required number of
clock cycles.
Air.wca-.ors,- .12
There are two bus
read/write call points to be used by user routines:
quikstop this routine sends a number of clocks and
terminates the bus operation with a stop bit. It is used to
WritellCStart
This is the call point which should
terminate the bus in the middle of an operation.
be used when a start bit is to be generated. Before calling
this routine the caller should ensure that the scl bit is high.
Figure 4 shows the waveform generated by the routines
In a write operation W should hold the value to be written
when sending the value AA hex to the I2C bus with a start
to the bus.
bit and stop bit. This is printed from the PICDESIM logic
WritellCNoStart This is the call point which should
analyser, and so is an accurate simulation report. The value
be used when no start bit is to be generated. In a write
of the pins of port A, and the variables temp2 and temp4,
operation W should hold the value to be written to the
are also shown as the routine runs. Note that temp2
bus.
returns with the value 1, which is read as an
acknowledgement bit from the bus.
The following variables are used by these routines:
Note that this routine is running with a PIC clock of
4MHz, and that the total time (measured by the cursors) is
temp2
This variable returns the state of the
approximately 100 microseconds, it can be seen that the
acknowledgement bit, 0 or 1 after the transfer is
I2C bus is not very fast when driven by software! When
complete.
reading from eeprom, this is as fast as a byte can be read
temp3
This defines the actions to be undertaken on the
sequentially. Random address reads take up to about
bus.
500us.
bit 0
Not used
bit 1
If set, a stop bit is generated after the transfer
Initialisation
bit 2
If set, an ack is generated by the PIC after the
To initialise the l'C bus the SCL bit must be set to drive, it
transfer.
must also be set to the value 1. As the processor could be
bit 3
If set, a read from the bus is performed, and the
reset when the l'C bus is in any state the initialisation
read byte is returned in temp4, otherwise the
routine also writes clocks and a stop bit to the 120 bus.
value in W is written
This has no effect normally, but terminates any current l'C
bit 4
Not used
operation when the device is reset.
bit 5
Not used
bit 6
Not used
Next Month - Using the routines
bit 7
Not used
Next month we shall look at using these routines to drive
W
The W register holds the value to be written to
24LC65 devices, to make an EEPROM reader/writer. The
the bus when the routine is called.
LCD module driving article will be held over until the article
temp4
This is the byte which is read from the PC bus
after that.
when a read operation is to be performed.
1100nS/Petel

1

1 derno.TRC"

I

i

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

,....

7D

16

17

154

16

152

15

14

195

152

10

11

144

195

126

11

155

Obtaining software
It is the responsibility of the calling routine to ensure that
the SDA line is set to read or write depending on the
operation to be undertaken. The routine returns with SCL
and SDA both set to drive the 120 bus.

The software listings for this month's articles will be
available from the ETI web site after the next article, and
will be available on a disk from the author at the end of the
series.
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Simulation Circuit Capture
PCB Autorouting CADCAM
Imagine an electronics design system that lets you draw
schematics onto the screen and then simulate them at the
touch of a button. Now imagine pressing another button
and seeing the schematic replaced with a PCB rats -nest.
Pressing another button starts the autorouter, and finally
you can click on File then Save As to create a complete
set of CADCAM files.
Too easy? We hope so. Quickroute has always been
designed first and foremost to be easy to use. That's why
simulation, circuit capture, PCB autorouting and
CADCAM support are all integrated into one package,
so that you only have to learn one package.

But it doesn't end there. We have included a wide range
of features in Quickroute to help you work effectively.
For example our Gerber import facility lets you check
your CADCAM files before sending them to your
manufacturer.
We have also introduced a major new PLUGIN module
called the SymbolWizard that actually creates custom
symbol designs for you. Simply select a template, specify
pad and spacing properties and SymbolWizard creates
the schematic and PCB symbols for you!

If you would like to find out more about Quickroute,
why not call us on FREEphone 0800 731 28 24, or visit
our web site on www.quickroute.co.uk. Prices start at
under £100 including UK P&P and VAT for a complete
system.

"modern, powerful
and easy to use"
Elektor Electronics 97

FREEphone

RECOMMENDED

0800 731 28 24
Int +44 161 476 0202 Fax 0161 476 0505
Web www.quickroute.co.uk

Tip

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Copyright (c) 1998 Quickroute Systems Ltd Regent House Heaton Lane Stockport SK4 1BS UK

Part 3: The BIOS and the Hard Disks
Robert Penfold
No doubt most readers will have heard the about the NASA service manual which
listed several things to try in the event of a fault, concluding with "kick with space
boot". This was later admitted to be an error - "kick with space boot" should of
course have been at the top of the list!
erhaps kicking troublesome equipment is taking
things a little too far, but problems with computer
hardware often are genuinely caused by nothing
more technical than a loose connector. Vibrating
faulty equipment will often produce a cure, but
such a cure is likely to be short-lived. Usually the main cause
of problems with a newly constructed or upgraded computer
is in getting everything set up correctly and the operating
system installed. In this concluding part of this series we will
look at some common teething problems, and how to
overcome them.

process, so watch out for this. Often the connector will not
pull completely free, giving no indication that all is not well.
Or it may become fully disconnected, but in the mass of
cables it may be less than obvious.
Correcting this type of fault is just a matter of checking
every cable thoroughly to make sure that it is connected
firmly at both ends. It is also worth double-checking that
all the connectors are the right way round. In theory, most
PC connectors are polarised, but in practice many of the
connectors are slightly simplified versions that can be
fitted either way round. Carefully check the connection
diagrams for the motherboard and peripheral components
to make sure that everything is as it should be.
Fortunately, if you should accidentally connect a data
cable incorrectly, it is unlikely that anything will be
damaged. Faulty PC components are rare these days, and
if you get everything connected properly it is virtually
certain that the computer will work.

Touch and go
If the computer fails to boot up properly, or hardware error
messages are produced during boot -up, it is always possible
that there is a faulty component in the system, but it is far
more likely that something is not connected properly. When
investigating this type of problem it is quite normal to find
that one of the connecting cables has come adrift at one
end. Because of the mass of cabling in PCs, getting
everything connected properly can be awkward. Fitting the
last one or two cables can result in one of the cables fitted
earlier being dislodged. Also, if you are tidying the cables
with cable -ties, it is very easy to dislodge a connector in the

When I have been asked to help solve problems with newly
constructed or upgraded computers the problem has often
turned out to be an incorrect jumper setting on one of the IDE
drives. When installing hard disk drives it is very easy to
overlook these jumpers and end up with two slaves or two
master devices on the same IDE channel. If the BIOS start-up
routine seems to last an eternity, and operation of the
computer is erratic, one of the IDE drives configured incorrectly
is the most likely cause.

ROM ITI/ISA BIOS (21691C3E)
CMOS SETUP UTILITY
AWARD SOFTWARE, INC.

STANDARD CMOS SETUP

INTEGRATED PERIPHERALS

BIOS FEATURES SETUP

SUPEAUISOR PASSWORD

SeePU d CHIPSET

USER PASSWORD

SETUP

POWER MANAGEMENT SETUP

IDE HDD AUTO DETECTION

PAP/PCI CONFIGURATION

SAUE 8 EXIT SETUP

LOAD SETUP DEFAULTS

EXIT WITHOUT SAUING

Esc

:

FI8

:

Quit

I

Save A Exit Setup

IShiftlF2

I .

:

:

AUDIO

RGGL

[Cable Select
r Slave
r Master
I
C. S. M
S. L. A

39
40

Select Item
Change Color

Time, Date, Nerd Disk Type...

Do not forget to set IDE devices for master or slave operaiton, as
appropriate. Ignore any "cable select" or similar option

The Award BIOS Setup progam is controlled via the keyboard
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ROM PCl/ISA BIOS (2A591C3E)

modules. Make quite sure that the memory modules are all
fitted right down into their holders at both ends. In theory it is
not possible to fit any memory modules around the wrong way,
but in practice some SIMMs seem to fit either way round into
their holders, however, on close inspection a module the wrong
way round will be clearly off-centre. Whenever memory
problems are suspected, it is probably worthwhile removing all
the memory modules and re -fitting them. This often clears the
problem.

STANDARD CMOS SETUP
AWARD SOFTWARE, INC.

Date (mm:dd:yy)

Time (hh:mm:ss)

Mon, Jun 29 1998

:

18

:

HARD DISKS
Primary Master
Primary Slave
Secondary Master
Secondary Slave
Drive A
Drive B

:

:

Video

:

Halt On

:

ESC

:

Fl

:

16

:

3D

:

TYPE

SIZE

:

Auto

8

0

8

:

None

8

0

:

Auto

8

0

:

Mone

8

8

-

CYLS HEAD PRECOMP LAIIDZ SECTOR

MODE

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8 -----

AUTO

8

AUTO

The BIOS

1.44M, 3.5 in.
Bone

lase Memory:

648K

Extended Memory:

645121

Other Memory:

3841

Total Memory:

65536K

EGA/VGA

Many would-be upgraders and PC builders are put off by
worries about dealing with the BIOS (basic input/output
system). In early PCs the BIOS Setup program was run from a
floppy disk, and stored only a few items of information in the
battery -powered CMOS ram, such as the time, date, types of
disk drive fitted, and the amount of memory. These are still
stored in the battery -backed memory of the computer, but so
are dozens of other parameters. It is this multitude of settings
that is so daunting for first-time users. However, the BIOS
defaults should ensure that the PC works reliably and
reasonably quickly, and you do not have to deal with things like
the memory timing. Nowadays the BIOS often detects the
drive types, etc., leaving you nothing to do except enter the
correct time and date.

All Errors

Quit
Help

t

1

:

(ShiftlFZ

:

Select Item
Change Color

PU/PD/+/-

:

Modify

The "Standard CMOS Setup" page of the Award BIOS. This will
auto -detect IDE drivers, but you have to set the correct floppy
drive type/s.

The microprocessor (under all normal circumstances!) will
only fit onto the motherboard the right way round, and the
ZIF sockets used on PC motherboards are of a very high
quality. If there appears to be a problem with the processor,
it is more likely that the motherboard is not configured right.
Where appropriate, check that the jumpers or DIP switches
have the correct settings for the exact microprocessor you
are using. If the computer fails to enter the normal BIOS
preliminary routines and just beeps at you, some form of
memory failure is the likely culprit. Study the section of the
motherboard manual that deals with memory to make sure
that you are not trying to use a memory arrangement that
the motherboard can not handle. Remember that SIMMs,
unlike DIMMs, must normally be used in pairs. If you are
using a single one pair of SIMMs they might work properly
only if they are fitted in the appropriate pair of sockets
(usually the bank 0 sockets). If the motherboard has
provision for both SIMMs and DIMMs it will probably not be
possible to use both types together, or one bank of SIMMs
may have to be left unused.
The most likely cause of memory problems is that one or
more of the modules is not fitted into its holder correctly. Even
some of the more up-market motherboards have quite crude
memory sockets that make it difficult to fit or remove the

Cables can easily become disconnected
as you connect up the other cables.
Often the connector will not pull
completely free, giving no indication
that all is not well.
In theory it is not possible to fit any
memory modules around the wrong
way, but some SIMMs will "fit"
incorrectly either way round into their
holders
Nowadays the BIOS often detects the
drive types, leaving you nothing to do
except enter the correct time and date

If you like trying to tweak things for
optimum performance you can
experiment with the ram and I/O timing
settings.

ROM PCl/ISA BIOS (2A59IC3E)
BIOS FEATURES SETUP
AWARD SOFTWARE,

Virus Warning

CPU Internal Cache
External Cache
Quick Power On Self Test
Boot Sequence
Swap Floppy Drive
Boot Up Floppy Seek
Boot Up MumLock Status
Boot Up System Speed
Typematic Rate Setting
Typematic Rate (Chars/Sec)
Typematic Delay (Msec)
Security Option
PCl/VGA Palette Snoop

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Disabled

Video

BIOS Shadow

:

Enabled

C81100-ClIFFF Shadow

:

Enabled

CC800-CFEFF Shadow

Enabled

DBBB8-D3FFF Shadow

:

C only

D41380-D7FFF Shadow

:

Disabled

8888B-DBFFF Shadow
DCB8B-DFFFF Shadow

Enabled

:

:

:

Enabled

Although the new hard disk will be lowlevel formatted, it needs high-level
formatting and the operating system
added before it will boot

Disabled

Disabled
Disabled
Disabled
Disabled
Disabled

Off

High

Life will be much easier if you set up
the disk correctly at the start

Disabled

:

6

:

258

:

INC.

Setup

Microsoft does not allow Windows 98 to
be sold on its own, and it can only be
obtained with some kind of hardware

Disablee
OS Select (For DRAM > 64(18): Non OS2
:

ESC

:

Help

Fl
F5
F7

Quit

:

.

Select Item
Modify
PU,PD,.iColor
(Shift)F2
:

Old Values
Load Setup Defaults

:

:

In Windows 98 there is now a
conversion utility to make the change

The BIOS Features Setup enables you to select the boot drives
and search sequence. As with other sections of the BIOS, the
default settings should give good results.

from FAT16 to FAT32.
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ANIMUS Setup. Vers100_2.4

American

(C)1987. American Megatrends inc.

Hyatrenis

FIMIB106 Setup. Version 2.4
(1)1997, American Megatrends Inc.

Se

Hard Disk T
Standard

Ad"anced

Chipset
Type

Cyl

Hd

AP

Sec

Size(MB)

43

830

7

512

17

48

44

830

10

65535 17

69

45

917

15

65535 17

114

46

1224

15

152

User
Auto

6256

16

65535 17
0
63

4.1Cl

PCl/PnP

3079

CDROM
FLOPTICAL

-

.

tkiril Disk Type

Set Date. Time, Floppy. Hard Disk

The modern AMI Setup progra... an be t_litrolled using a
mouse. The "Standard" sectionis the one used to set the time,
date, and so on

Selecting the drive type with the AMI Setup program. Forget the
40 or so predefined drive types. Select Auto, or user if you want
to enter the correct figures yourself

Now that virtually every motherboard has its own custom
BIOS, a custom Setup program is needed to handle it
correctly. The Setup is normally in an eprom on the
motherboard, and is activated by pressing the delete key while
the BIOS is going through its start-up routine. An on -screen
message normally tells you which key to press when this stage
of the start-up routine has been reached. BIOS Setup
programs vary somewhat depending on the age of the
motherboard and the BIOS manufacturer. Most can only be
controlled via the keyboard, and some basic on -screen
instructions provide details of the key functions. Some recent
AMI BIOS Setup programs will detect a mouse. The number of
parameters controlled by the BIOS is now so great that the
Setup program invariably divides then into several categories.
The most important category is the standard CMOS set-up.
This deals with traditional BIOS parameters such as the drive
types, time and date. Most of this is perfectly straightforward,
and only the IDE devices are likely to give any problems.
Various parameters must be entered for the hard disk drive/s,
and the manual for each drive should give the appropriate
BIOS settings. Any modern BIOS should be able to
automatically detect the drive types.
There are two ways of handling this. If you select "auto" as
the drive type, the drive will be automatically detected and the
appropriate parameters entered into the BIOS each time
computer is booted up. The only problem with this method is
that it can extend the boot -up time quite significantly with
some drives. The alternative is to go into the auto -detection
routine, which tests each of the IDE devices and places
suitable parameters into the BIOS. This is probably the better
option, as it should ensure that there is no boot -up delay.
There may be a BIOS setting specifically for CD-rom drives,
but it is often absent. Selecting "auto" is the easy solution to
the problem, but with some drives it produces a long boot -up
delay, and is not always reliable. Again, the better option is to
use the auto -detection routine so that suitable parameters are
entered into the BIOS. These settings have no real significance
for a CD-rom drive, and the auto -detect facility will probably
just enter zero for each parameter.

enabled. On most recent motherboards this will detect the type
of memory and set the BIOS parameters accordingly. The
BIOS is not able to detect the ram speed, and has to be rather
conservative. It will probably set a ram speed of 70
nanoseconds, which is suitable for fast page ram. If you are
using the EDO or SDRAM varieties this should be changed to
6Ons. It may be necessary to tell the BIOS which type of ram is
in use, but with most modern types this is unnecessary. If you
like trying to tweak things for optimum performance you can
experiment with the ram and I/O timing settings. The usual way
of doing this is to try various settings, using a speed test
program to check the system performance each time a change
is made. Some settings that give fast operation may also give
poor reliability. It's a matter of finding settings that give both
speed and reliability.
It is worth looking through the various options available via
the BIOS Setup program, as some of these allow some
customisation. For example, you can normally select whether
"Num lock" is on or off after boot -up, as well as which drive/s
are used during the boot -up sequence. Many modern
motherboards have a sensor that monitors the CPU
temperature and sounds an alarm or shuts down the computer
if a certain threshold temperature is exceeded. The BIOS Setup
program may offer a range of threshold temperatures, and may
even tell you the current CPU temperature. Perhaps more
usefully, the section dealing with the on -board serial and
parallel ports enables you to select the port addresses and
interrupt numbers. This can sometimes help avoid conflicts
with expansion cards such as an internal modem. In the case
of the parallel printer port you can also select its operating
mode. This may default to the standard (output only) mode,
and will probably have to be changed to EPP or ECP operation
in order to work properly with a modern printer or a scanner.
There is usually a BIOS setting that enables or disables
support for Plug and Play operating systems. On the face of it,
this feature should be enabled if you are using Windows 95 or
98. In practice, there can be the odd problem if this support is
enabled, and it is safer to leave it at the default "off" setting.
There will almost certainly be a facility for low-level
formatting a hard disk drive. Modern hard disks are supplied
with the low-level formatting already completed, and you
should not attempt to format them with this program. There will
also be an option that enables the BIOS to be returned to its
default settings. This is useful if you should tinker a little too
much and completely scramble the settings.

Other BIOS settings
The only other section of the BIOS that may need your
intervention to get satisfactory results is the one that deals with
memory. This will be called something like "Chipset Features",
and by default it will probably have an automatic configuration
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Speed reading

dreaded exclamation marks against the drivers in Device
Manager, then all is certainly not well. Deleting the damaged
drivers, rebooting, and then doing any necessary re -installation
may put things right. In practice, you may have to delete and
reboot repeatedly until everything sorts itself out. (This is known
as the "try everything until it works" method, and seems to
occur in computer troubleshooting up to very high levels.)
There can sometimes be problems with IDE devices for no
apparent reason. This is probably due to obscure compatibility
problems between certain makes of hard drive and CD-rom
drive. It is most likely to occur when trying to use old and new
hard drives together, but it can also occur when using a
UDMA33 hard drive and a CD-rom drive on the same IDE
interface. The CD-rom may fail to work at all, or can work in an
erratic fashion. In either case, simply operating the
incompatible drives on separate IDE interfaces will usually clear
the problem.

There can be problems when dealing with the UDMA33
hard disk interface. This is an improved version of the EIDE
interface, which is itself an upgraded version of the original
IDE interface. EIDE and IDE drives are fully compatible with
the UDMA33 interface, and UDMA33 drives are fully
compatible with the earlier interfaces. If you upgrade the
motherboard to one that has a UDMA33 interface, but you
continue to use your old drive, there will be no
improvement in drive performance. Similarly, upgrading to a
UDMA33 drive will not bring any major improvement in
performance if the motherboard has only one of the earlier
hard disk interfaces. To get the higher speed of a UDMA33
drive you require a motherboard and hard drive that both
support this interface. Additionally, the BIOS must also
support the UDMA33 interface, but if the motherboard
supports this feature it would seem reasonable to assume
that the BIOS will as well. The only other requirement is
that the operating system you are using supports this
interface and that it is equipped with a suitable driver. If
you do not already have a suitable driver, a Windows 95
driver is apparently available from the Intel website
http://developer.lntel.com/design

Beating the system

One problem with building a new PC from scratch or
undertaking a major upgrade that includes a new hard disk is
that the completed PC usually needs some further work
before it is fully operational. Although the new hard disk will
(look for the file called SETUPEX.EXE). However, a suitable
be low-level formatted, it still requires high-level formatting
driver should be supplied with the hard drive, or (more
and the operating system to be added before you can boot
probably) with the motherboard.
from it successfully. Having the disk supplied with the lowUDMA33 hard disk drives are normally trouble -free when
level formatting completed saves a fair amount of time, and it
installed in a new computer, but not always when installed as
also solves that old problem of the computer tending to
an upgrade along with a new motherboard. The problem
hang-up at switch -on with a totally blank hard disk
seems to be that Windows 95/98 does not automatically
connected. The default BIOS settings will cause the
remove old drivers when installing new ones. This can lead to
computer to attempt to boot from floppy drive A before trying
conflicts between the new and old drivers. At boot -up the
the hard disk, so there should be no problem in booting from
operating system is likely to play safe, and revert to a basic 16 a system disk in drive A. If the hard disk drive is supplied
bit MS-DOS driver that will provide relatively poor performance.
with partitioning and formatting software, it is probably best
In theory, correct operation can be obtained by going into the
to use that rather than the DOS programs. Follow the
Control Panel, then System and Device Manager. Select the
instructions supplied with the software and you should soon
offending drivers, delete them, and reboot the system. In
be able to boot from the hard drive successfully. Otherwise,
practice this will not always work, because the new drivers
the MS-DOS/Windows 95/98 FORMAT and FDISK programs
may not have installed properly. If there are still some of the
should be copied to the boot disk.
Things are unlikely to be much more
ROM PCl/ISA BIOS (2A59IC3E)
difficult using the DOS programs. FDISK
SeePU A CHIPSET SETUP
is run first, and this is used to partition the
AWARD SOFTWARE, INC.
disk. The menu system makes it easy to
create or remove partitions. Newcomers
Auto Configuration
Enabled
Spectrum Spread
Disabled
to PC construction sometimes make the
DRAM Timing
68ns
mistake of not using FDISK because they
Flash BIOS Protection
Disabled
only require a single partition. This will not
DRAM Leadoff Timing
18/6/3
Hardware Reset Protect: Disabled
work because the disk cannot be
DRAM Read Burst (EDO/FP)
SHIHHHE.
x222/x333
CPU Setup ******
formatted at all until it has been
DRAM Write Burst Timing
x222
CPU Type
Intel 1.55C
partitioned with FDISK. There must be an
Fast EDO Lead Off
Enabled
User's favorite
Disabled
active
partition for the format program to
Refresh RAS* Assertion
4 Clks
CPU Speed
288 (66*3)
2.8U
work on, and you must use FDISK to set
Fast RAS To CAS Delay
3
the whole disk as a single partition before
DRAM Page Idle Timer
2 Clks
DRAM Enhanced Paging
it can be formatted. Depending on the
Enabled
Fast MA to RAS* Delay
vintage of the DOS version you are using,
2 Clkr
SDRAM(CAS Lat/RAS-to-CAS): 3,3
the maximum size for a single partition
SDRAM Speculative Read
Disabled
may be 2.1 GB.
System BIOS Cacheable
Disabled
Even if it is possible to set a large hard
Uideo BIOS Cacheable
Disabled
Select Item
ESC
Quit
it++
drive as a single partition, this may not be
8 Bit I/O Recovery Time
1
Modify
Fl
Help
PU/PD/+/the best way of using your disk drive, and
16 Bit I/O Recovery Time
1
Color
F5
Old Ualues
(Shift)F2
it is worth giving some thought to the way
Memory Hole At 15M -16M
Disabled
F?
Load Setup Defaults
in which the computer will be used before
Specific PCI 2.1 Transfer: Disabled
partitioning the disk. There are programs
By default the DRAM timing will probably be 7Ons. Modern ram can use the 6Ons setting.
that enable the partitioning to be altered
:
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questions and follow a few
basic instructions. If you
INTEGRATED PERIPHERALS
have an upgrade version of
AWARD SOFTWARE, INC.
Windows 95 or 98, note
that you do not have to
378/IRQ7
Onboard Parallel Port
Enabled
install the old version first
ECP+EPP
Parallel Port Mode
Auto
and then upgrade it. The full
3
ECP Mode Use DMA
version of Windows is
Auto
included on the upgrade
Disabled
USB Keyboard Support
Auto
CD-rom or disks, and this
Auto
can be installed onto a
Auto
"clean" hard disk. During the
Auto
installation process you will
Auto
almost certainly be asked to
Auto
prove that you have
Enabled
something to upgrade by
Enabled
inserting the disk containing
the old Windows Setup
program into the
appropriate drive. Do not
Enabled
throw away, give away or
Disabled
Select Item recycle your old Windows
tl++
Quit
ESC
Enabled
Modify Setup disk!
PU/PD/+/Fl
Help
3F8/IRQ4

ROM PCl/ISA BIOS (2A53IC3E)

IDE HDD Block Mode
IDE Primary Master PIO

:

:

:

IDE Primary Slave PIO
IDE Secondary Master PIO
IDE Secondary Slave PIO
IDE Primary Master UDMA
IDE Primary Slave UDMA
IDE Secondary Master UDMA:
IDE Secondary Slave UDMA:
PCI IDE:
On -Chip Primary
On -Chip Secondary PCI IDE:
:

:

:

:

:

Onboard FDC Controller
FDC Write Protect
PS/2 mouse function
Onboard Serial Port 1
Onboard Serial Port 2
COM2 Mode

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

ZFB/IRQ3
Standard

F5
F7

:

:

Old Values

(Shift)FZ

:

Color

Load Setup Defaults

Buying problems

There is no need to buy an
operating system if you are
upgrading an old computer,
or scrapping an old machine and building a replacement. It is
quite legitimate to use the old operating system on a new or
upgraded computer, because you will still be running just a
single copy of it. The situation is different if you are building a
computer from scratch, and to be legitimate you should buy an
operating system for the new PC. Microsoft does not allow
Windows 98 to be sold on its own, and it can only be obtained
with hardware. There is a "get out clause" here, because
"hardware" does not necessarily mean a complete computer
system. Therefore, when buying a motherboard and processor,
or perhaps just a hard disk drive, you may also be able to
obtain the full version of Windows 98. The alternative is to buy
Windows 3.11/MS-DOS 6 and an upgrade to Windows 98. In
theory this should give a total cost that is about the same as
buying the full version of Windows 98, but in practice it could
well cost more.

The default "Integrated Peripherals" settings should give good results, but you may need to change the
printer port mode.

without wiping the disk and starting from scratch, but they are
not cheap and do not generally guarantee that there will be no
loss of data. Life will be much easier if you set up the disk
correctly at the start.
Once the required partitions have been set up on the disk
you should format them. The active partition is the one that the
computer will boot from, and is normally drive C. This is
formatted using the FORMAT C: /s command so that the
system files are copied to drive C and it is made bootable.
Alternatively, do a straightforward format of drive C and use
SYS.COM to transfer the system files to drive C. If there are
any other partitions they will be drives D, E, etc., and they
must be individually formatted. Of course, you do not need to
boot from these partitions and the system files are not copied
to them. It should be possible to boot from the hard drive once
the formatting has been completed.
These days most PC users run Windows 95 or 98, and
putting MS-DOS onto the disk is really just a first step in
getting Windows installed. In the unlikely event that you have
the floppy disk version of Windows 95/98, you should first
install the mouse driver, and then run the Windows Setup
program to install Windows onto the hard disk. With the CDrom version you must first install the mouse driver and the CDrom driver. Some new CD- rom drives do not make any
mention of MS-DOS compatibility on the box, but in most
cases suitable drivers are actually included. If the CD-rom drive
does not include MS-DOS drivers it is necessary to resort to a
generic driver. No doubt such drivers can be purchased
somewhere, but at present I am only aware of one solution to
this problem: use another computer to make a Windows 98
recovery disk. This offers the option of CD-rom support during
the boot -up process.
With the mouse and CD-rom drive operational, you can
then run the Setup program on the Windows 95/98CD-romand
install the operating system. This is largely automatic, and the
user has to do nothing more than answer a few simple

FAT chance
FAT16 is the 16 -bit disk filing (File Allocation Table) system
used by MS-DOS and Windows up to the original version of
Windows 95. This was still the default disk filing system in the
later versions of Windows 95, but from OSR2 onwards there
was some support for the improved 32 -bit FAT32 filing system.
This support has been improved in Windows 98, and there is
now a conversion utility that makes the change from FAT16 to
FAT32. For most users it is well worthwhile doing this. FAT16
can only handle large disk partitions by using a large sector
size. Unless a large hard disk is split into lots of small partitions
this results in a sector size of 32k. The important factor here is
that the filing system only allows one file to be assigned to
each sector. This means that something like a 100 -byte batch
file will occupy some 32k of disk space! In theory an average
of about 16k per file will be wasted, but due to the large
number of small files used by most Windows programs the real
figure seems to be about 20k or so. FAT32 permits a sector
size as small as 4k to be used, which greatly reduces the
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amount of wasted hard disk space. In fact it seems to give an
effective increase in capacity approaching 20 percent.
Programs should also load slightly faster.
The conversion utility is accessed via Start, Programs,
Accessories, System Tools, and then selecting Drive Converter
(FAT32). The conversion process is largely automated and
requires little user input. Read the warnings in the Windows 98
manual before going ahead with the conversion. The
drawbacks are mainly minor, but users of dual -boot systems
that can boot either Windows 98 or their old version of MSDOS will find that the MS-DOS boot option is no longer
available. The "real" versions of MS-DOS are not compatible
with FAT32. The Windows 98 version will still be available
though, either via the MS-DOS prompt option in the Programs
menu, or Start, Shutdown, and Restart Computer in MS-DOS
Mode.

Spitting image
You may wish to copy the image of an old disk drive to a new
drive so that all your old programs run exactly as they did
before, complete with any customisation. Unless you are
unlucky it should be easy enough to run the old drive alongside
the new one, and copying files from one drive to the other is
then quick and easy.
However, simply copying programs and their support files
across to the new drive will not give the desired result with
Windows. Unless the programs are properly installed, Windows
will not know they are there and they will probably not run
properly. It is possible to copy an image of the old disk across
to the new disk, complete with all the system files. It should
then perform just like the old drive, booting -up and running all
the programs properly. There are utilities available that give

varying degrees of help with this process. This may seem like
the ideal way of getting your new PC up and running, but I
would certainly recommend taking the longer route of
reinstalling everything "from scratch", and then copying across
your data and customisation files.
This will take longer, but it is likely to provide a better
installation. One major drawback of Windows is that it tends to
get clogged up with obsolete files over a period of time.
Making an exact copy of an old hard drive retains all this
clutter. Reinstalling everything from the beginning will be time
consuming, but.it is a good opportunity to get the computer
"cleared out" and working efficiently.

USB
Although USB (universal serial bus) ports have had little impact
yet, it seems likely that this interface will be central to
computing soon. Most modern motherboards have a USB
port, but a connector and lead is usually an optional extra. One
reason for the lack of use so far is that USB ports tend to give
problems with Windows 95. If you go into the System Manager
there will probably be an entry for the USB port, but it will
almost certainly be accompanied by an exclamation mark and
warning notices to the effect that it is not installed properly and
is not working. Even when using the last version of Windows
95, getting the USB port to work reliably seems to be
problematic. Probably the only practical solution is an upgrade
to Windows 98. This operating system will install proper
support for the USB port, and the exclamation mark in Device
Manager should miraculously disappear (I)

Some more details on upgrading a modern PC system will
appear in the next issue of ETI.

Most modem motherboards have a USB port, but you may have to delve between expansion slots to find it. You may also need
Windows 98 to make it work
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Recruitment Today,
Or Which Engineer?
Technical staff shortages there may be, but employers are still looking for a sound
skills base when interviewing
The travelling IEE Engineering Recruitment Show
concentrates on experienced engineers and recent graduates.
When the show came to Hammersmith, London, we asked a
number of the exhibitors what they were looking for, and
whether they were finding it.

ualified to degree or PhD level in engineering or
science..." "significant product development
experience ..." "a wide range of technological
skills ..." "graduate engineer with 3.5 years'
experience ..." "RF engineering" "embedded
real-time software ..." "If you are degree qualified OR have
relevant experience ..."

Up to 10 years
Established in Berkshire in 1998 to manufacture cellular
phones under the prestigious Panasonic brand name,

Extracts from recruitment adverts in a well-known trade journal
around the end of the academic year show that there are any
number of large companies falling over themsleves to catch the
engineering talent now pouring off the educational production

Matsushita Communication Industrial UK is now a thriving
part of the Matsushita empire turning over more than £200
million annually, and a major employer in the
Berkshire/Oxfordshire area. Their original GSM handheld
cellular phone was the first to gain Type Approval in the UK.
Having built up their cellular phone line, the company is
expanding again and moving into other digital mobile
technologies.
Panasonic are looking both for graduates, and engineers
with up to 10 years' experience, particularly in RF and
software. The company is in an expanding phase, with a high
demand for technical people and attracting staff from other
large organisations. Salaries, they say, are competitive, and
people tend to stay with them. (Retaining well -trained technical
staff is a problem faced by nearly all engineering firms in these
days of shortages and competition.) They are looking for
people with telecommunications expertise - and finding them.
Awareness that telecomms is going to be the growth industry
for some time to come is high at the moment.
How is the company finding the basic skills among recent
graduates? The news is good and bad: there is no skills

lines.

"talented senior development engineer to lead a team ..." "take
our design capability into the next generation ..." "pioneering
multi -disciplined engineer ..." "test, commissioning, support
and board layout ..." "leading new developments..."
"Engineers drive our business ..."
The more elusive creature that employers want to net is the
engineer with 3 to 5 years' experience in the specific job slot
they need to fill, or a closely related one. That particular trophy
is a harder one to find, because engineers with practical
qualifications tend to be snapped up the minute they stick their
heads out into daylight. For that reason, engineers and
technicians with good skills and experience and a flexible
attitude may well find adjacent fields open to them - provided
the interviewer is convinced that they have what it takes to do
the job.
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problem "if you can get the right people". In general, the
standards among new graduates is good - but a previous fair
produced some very poor applicants, believed to be the
unfortunate leftovers from the previous year who had failed to
establish themselves in a career in the intervening time. It's a
salutary warning that a degree qualification is not an instant
passport to success even in these days.
One problem faced by companies recruiting technical staff
is that many graduates expect to move quickly into
management. Career offices are tending to advise engineers
that the management path is likely to be more prestigious and
profitable than working at the cutting face. Unfortunately, in the
UK this is still true in many cases, but graduates need to know
that if they want to work for leading companies, they will
progress to management mainly through work on project
teams, and then only if they show strong technical
competence as well as other qualities.
The Panasonic recruiters

Roke have found that graduate applicants are weak in
essential maths. A shortage of technical candidates means
that candidates are getting onto good courses with two Es at
A level, and are failing to deliver in some areas. The recruiters
have found that the younger universities and former
Polytechnics provide some very good specialised courses at
MSc level, but are less reliable at Degree and HNC. Roke tend
to concentrate on "traditional good quality universities" which
attract higher A level passes and generally provide a good level
of skills, but this this is by no means infallible.
The Roke recruiters have no problem with older applicants,
and will undertake a certain amount of retraining to get good
experienced applicants up to speed in specific skills. They
stress that they tend to attract people "in work rather than out
of work" - an indication that they are looking
for people who are currently active in
technical fields, rather than displaced
managers and others hoping to join or
rejoin a technical career.
The goal of Continuing Professional
Development is encouraged but is
considered to be a personal matter. Like
most large employers, Roke look upon
CPD as just one approach to keeping
abreast of developments and a useful
motivator for the individual, but not as a
career qualification. Engineers need to
keep up with changes outside their
immediate field if they are to compete
with more recent trainees, but the
skills they can demonstrate are more
important to employers than how
they acquired them.
The advice at all levels is to
"keep flexible" - but not to opt for a
broad -based engineering degree.
Mixed engineering qualifications
spread skills too thinly to produce
good results on one of the major
engineering fields. Roke would
like to see colleges design more
courses in consultation with industry to
create more relevant graduates. There is demand for
software skills with direct commercial application, such as
embedded systems software. The computer science course at
York University was well regarded, as was Manchester UMIST
for commercial software.

always carry out basic tests
"because the applicants can't
always do them, even though
their degree should have
covered it." The days when

employers could assume that
successful
students
had
mastered all the elements of the
course passed a long time ago. (A
colleague of ours dates it,
to
the
somewhat
bitterly,
introduction of "new maths" into the
school syllabuses and the resulting
sidelining of tougher mathematical
disciplines in too many cases.) In

general, maths is not seen as a major

problem, but the weak areas are
effectively in the whole educational

system, not just in a few applicants.
Weakness in essential hard engineering
skills like transistor biasing is a problem,
"even in First Class Honours" - many
students get too focussed on one project
and fail to develop a breadth of knowledge
and flexibility.

Applicants with very specific experience
at top levels are still hard to obtain, and specialised skills tend
to be developed in-house.
This is the case in many companies, and there is a problem
here for engineers of some years' standing in one project area:
they can become overspecialised. It may be better to look for a
sideways move every few years to avoid being left behind
when demand changes. Panasonic find that the best age
range for experienced engineers is between 26 and 35, widely
seen as the best compromise between up to date study and
experience in the field.
Many companies offer training, but keeping up with
changes independently is now an important part engineering at
all levels, particularly in the higher salary bands.

Biasing matters ...
GEC Marconi were experiencing finding experienced people,
particularly in software. The "big shortage area" is in people
with 3-5 years' experience. Too many years in one field can be
a positive disadvantage: they find that people with more than
10 years' specific experience risk falling behind in other fields
and losing their flexibility, so unless their skills are the exact fit
to the job requirement they may be less useful than someone
with fewer years on the job but more recent training.
Once again, the demand is for "doers, not managers".
Embedded software, ADA software, C++, structured design
methodologies and digital signal processing are particularly in
demand.
GEC says that there is an element of truth about weakness
in basic skills. The message is: "biasing a transistor does
matter". The engineer must be able to follow calculations even

Good skills, poor maths
Roke Manor Research were finding a good supply of
graduates to interview, but having more difficulty obtaining
experienced people in RF and digital signal processing, currently
among the most competitive fields. Skills relevant to mobile
communications and mobile phones are also much in demand.
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expectations. People who have retrained or are moving into a
new area should not expect to achieve their previous salary level
until they have practical experience in their new field. This advice
is almost universal now, but some older engineers still go forth
unprepared for the fact that they will have to drop down the
salary tree again until they build up a track record in their new

when using a simulator, and understand the basis of the data
generated. The trend towards wide-ranging, mixed media
degrees is again judged to be counter -productive. Put bluntly:
"We are very rarely interested in them, because they cannot
design printed circuit boards." The general degree "dilutes the
time spent learning about electronics." People with MBAs and
other business qualifications are not required. A good level of
management training is available to staff who can do the tech
job productively for a number of years.
GEC admits that engineering in the UK still pays less well
across the board than some careers because many of the best
people are dedicated, but that skills shortages (the Best People
are hard to find) are gradually pushing salaries up, particularly in
the telecomms field. It is a seller's market for people with good

field.

In the end ...

(CLRC) develops very high level instrumentation for test facilities
and universities, among others. They are IEE certified for
graduate training, and anyone working for them can expect
technical training in line with their involvement with high-level
research. Unfortunately, one side effect of this enlightened policy
is difficulty retaining trained engineers - nearly always a problem
for companies that train, even where salaries are good, as
younger and more restless employees move on looking for a
change of experience and a chance of promotion elsewhere.
However, trainees or no trainees, CLRC still find that technical
staff are at their most useful at around 30 - 35 years of age that desirable time when a combination of training and
experience comes into its own.

A career move more often adopted in the USA than the UK is for
engineers to take a year or three out of work in their late thirties
or early forties and study for a second degree to update their
skills. Americans are used to financing their own education on a
shoestring, so this is perhaps not such a shock to them as it is
to a Brit suddenly compelled (unless they have an understanding
and well -salaried partner) to go back to living on beans and
bananas. Nonetheless, the signs are that midlife study will
become increasingly important in all professions.
For prospective students who are concerned about their
maths capabilities, the advice is: find a college that offers
catchup maths tutoring. Don't trade off a college with a good
technical reputation for a lesser one with remedial maths, but
take the trouble to find out if there is a thorough program of
engineering maths at your first choice. It is difficult to top up
maths without the help of a tutor, and essential if you hope for
even a reasonably high-level career. Nobody who works with
figures now believes that it is sufficient to relay on calculating
machines or simulators.
Good luck.

Software shortage

Contacts:

skills.

The Central Laboratory of the Research Councils

Lucent Technologies at Swindon are part of one of the largest
technology companies in the world and start graduates off at
around 218k, with teamwork and product training, and
management development for people with aptitude.

Sony: (CVs and covering letter outlining your suitability to)
Marc Schonagen, Sony, Jays Close, Viables, Basingstoke, Hants
RG22 4SB. Email sony.hr@ccmail.eu.sony.co.jp Web
www.topjobs.net

@B:Unsurprisingly, with the advantages of a very large, very
modern company with a wide spread of interests, they have no
trouble attracting good graduates in most disciplines. They are
currently looking for electronics, RF and software engineers with
telecomms backgrounds. Finding software engineers, "real time
and applications", is the biggest problem because the field is
expanding faster than the supply of good engineers.
Lucent employ contractors as well as permanent staff, and are
keen to convert contractors to permanent if they get on well in
the company. They describe their success in persuading good
contractors to settle down in one spot as "gradual". The '90s is
a buoyant time for contract engineers, especially in software. It
remains to be seen how long this remains the case in the 2000s.
Lucent uses a recruitment agency, Venus, which determines the
company's selection process.
Japanese entertainment electronics giant Sony describes its
company culture as "easy-going, laid back, but very productive"
- rather like the company's legendary Walkman in the '80s. Sony
has a very high technical standard, and is looking for graduates
in computer science, electronics and micro -electronics. Success
in getting the right people is "reasonable - we are not saying it's
easy". Finding good experienced people is harder. The company
is expanding and there are plenty of vacancies.
Sony's experience with basic skills is "no real problem", but they
would like to see people with better grounding in specific
technologies. They are definitely looking for graduate skills,
particularly C++ and systems engineering at present.
Experienced engineers changing jobs are welcome but the
company looks carefully at relevant experience versus salary

Lucent Technologies: Operations HR Account Manager,
Lucent Techologies, Swindon Road, Malmesbury, Wilts SN16
9NA. Tel 01666 832303 Fax 01666 832196 Web
www.lucent.co.uk/
or
The Venus Group, Clarence House, The Promenade,
Cheltenham GL50 1NW Tel 01242 224333 Fax 01242 224999
Email: Christie@venus-group.co.uk Web www.venusgroup.co.uk
CLRC: Application forms and information from: Recruitment
Office, Personnel Division, Rugherford Appleton Bavoratory,
Chilton, Didcot, Oxfordshire OX11 OQX. Tel 01235 445435
(ansmac) quoting reference VN1647/98. Web www.cclrc.ac.uk
Technical queries: Steve Quinton tel 01235 445534 Emial
s.p.h.quinton@rl.ac.uk

Roke Manor Research: CV to Roke Manor Research Ltd.,
Rake Manor, Romsey, Hants S051 OZN Email
chris.prince@roke.co.uk Web www.roke.co.uk

Panasonic: CV to Mark Robinson, Matusuhite
Communications Industrial UK Ltd., Daytona Drive, Colthrop,
Thatcham, Bers RG19 4ZD. Tel. 01635 871466.
GEC: Many different establishments: check recruitment
advertising in trade journals or your college library.
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30% discount for ETI readers
on 30V 5A and 50V 3A power supplies
Features
Twin 3.5 digit lcd displays
Coarse & fine voltage control
Over current alarm
Floating outputs
Low noise & ripple
Rugged steel case
12 month guarantee
Service manual available

REM Aro DC POI% ER SUPPLY 305 LDD )16-

-\,!j;>,==4)--

_

0

0

Vann Draper Electronics Ltd

305LDD 30V 5A £139 inc vat & delivery
503LDD 50V 3A £139 inc vat & delivery
Vann Draper is offering over 30% discount to readers
of Electronics Today International on two of their
digital display power supplies.
The 305LDD and 503LDD power supplies normally
sell for £186.83 and are available to readers of ETI
magazine for just £139 fully inclusive of vat and
delivery.
Both power supplies are delivered ready to use
complete with mains lead, operating manual and a
12 month guarantee.
To order simply post the coupon to Vann Draper
Electronics Ltd at Unit 5, Premier Works, Canal St,
South Wlgston, Leicester LEIS 2PL.
Alternatively tel 0116 2771400, or fax 0116 2773945.
or E-mail salesgvanndraper.co.uk

Key specifications
Output rating : 0-30V 5A (305LDD), 0-50V 3A (503LDD)

Output ripple : Typically 10mV

The test & measurement specialists

www.vanndraper.co.uk

Use this coupon for your order
Please supply me :

305LDD power supply(s) at £139 inc vat & del
503LDD power supply(s) at £139 inc vat & del
Service manual(s) at £15 inc vat & del

Name:
Address :

Tel no:
Total £

Cheques payable to Vann Draper Electronics Ltd
Or debit my visa, master, access or switch card :
Card type :

Load regulation : Typically 0.2%

Card No :

Digital display : 2 x 3.5 digit, accuracy 0.1 decimal digit

Expiry date :

Protection : Continuous short circuit, overload alarm

Signature :

Size & weight : 310 x 260 x 120mm, 5.5kg

Overseas readers can still obtain this discount but carriage
charges vary according to country. Please telephone, fax E-mail
or write to Vann Draper.

Power requirements : 220/240Vac 50/60Hz

Switch iss no :

18 -Channel Infra-red
Remote Controller
By Pei Ar
This article describes a general purpose infra -red remote receiver which could be
implemented in equipment where remote control would be desirable. Its partner is
a handset transmitter using the BL9148/BL9150 chipset.
Output waveforms

he remote controller consists of a receiver board
with 18 remotely controlled digital outputs (figure
1), which responds to a transmitter handset with
an 18 -key keypad. The handset requires two 1.5V AA size batteries. The maximum control
distance is up to 10 meters. The handset unit or the chips are
available from the author.
Today's televisions sets, VCRs, satellite decoders, hifi, CD
players etc. are expected to have remote control facilities.
There are also emerging applications such as domestic lights,
garage doors, curtains, air conditioners, heating appliances
and computers, and so on. It won't be long before we can
choose whether or not to walk across the room at all.

As has been mentioned, there are 18 controlled outputs
on the receiver board. They have three output waveforms
(figure 2) .

Among the 18 outputs, ten of them have a single pulse
output form (SP, key 7 to key 16). When one of these
buttons on the remote handset is pressed, one infra -red
emission cycle is produced by the handset. On the
receiver side, a single low -to -high -then -low pulse is
produced at the corresponding output.
Two channels have a latched pulse output waveform
(LP, key 17 and key 18). When a button is pressed, the
handset produces one infra -red emission cycle. On the
receiver side, the corresponding output changes the logic
status from one to the other.

With a mufti:channel controller like the one described here there
are many more complex control opportunities than with a simple one.

INFRA -RED LIGHT EMISSION

I

INFRA -RED

LIGHT DETECTOR
IC3

KEY NUMBERS

SW
KEY PADS

J5

8 - 15VDC

OUTPUT CONNECTOR

GND
cr
0cr

U.

KEY 1

-

--

KEY 7
KEY 8
KEY 9

KEY 2

KEY 3 KEY 4 KEY 5 -- -

-4- KEY 10
-4- KEY 11

4- KEY 12

KEY 6

KEY 13

WAVEFORM 3

KEY 17 -- - -

-4- KEY 14

KEY 18 -

- KEY 16

- KEY 15

How it works

OUTPUT CONNECTOR
REMOTE CONTROL HANDSET:':

OUTPUT WAVEFORMS:
WAVEFORM 1 - PRESSING THE KEY ONLY PRODUCES ONE LOW -TO -HIGH PULSE
WAVEFORM 2 - OUTPUT IS HIGH WHILE THE KEY IS PRESSED CONTINUOUSLY
WAVEFORM 3 - PRESSING THE KEY TOGGLES THE OUTPUT STATUS

Figure 3 illustrates the
principle of the remote
control system. The handset
consists of an 18 -key
keypad, a key encoder IC
(BL9148), an infra -red light

TWO M SIZE BATTERIES

emitter and its driver (figure
3a). The key encoder detects
which key is pressed, then
outputs a stream of digital

FITTED INSIDE

Figure 1: the 18 -channel intra-re

Six channels among
have a continuous high
pulse output waveform (CP,
key 1 to key 6). When a
button on the handset is
pressed continuously, the
handset repeatedly
produces the infra -red
emission cycle. On the
receiver side, the
corresponding output goes
from logic low to logic high
state and stays high as long
as the button is pressed.
These output forms can
be used for different
applications. Some
suggestions are given lower
down this article.

emote control system
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SERIALLY ENCODED DATA

KEY PRESS
DETECTION
AND ENCODING

The format of the codes
generated by the encoder is
unique to a certain
encoder/decoder pair. This
means that different remote
control systems can be operated
in the same area. The code for
the present encoder/decoder will
be explained later.

MODULATED 38kHz
SIGNAL

38kHz CARRIER
SIGNAL
GENERATOR AND
MODULATOR

DRIVER AND

on>INFRA -RED

INFRA -RED

EMISSION

EMITTER

REMOTE CONTROL ENCODER IC

The handset

The circuit of the remote control
handset is given in figure 4. It
consists of a BL9148 encoder, a
3 x 6 key matrix, a 455 -kHz
ceramic resonator, one infra -red
emitting LED and two transistors
SERIAL DIGITAL DAT- A
38 kHz MODULATED
which drive the LED.
SIGNAL
The encoder ic, BL9148, is a
CONTROLLED
CMOS
device and requires a
OUTPUT
voltage supply 2.2V to 5.5V. The
INFRA -RED mt>
SP
EMISSION
ic automatically detects which is
LP
CP
key pressed. When no key is
38kHz INFRA -RED DETECTOR
pressed, the ic is in the standby
mode. Once a key press is
detected, the ic is activated and
REMOTE CONTROL DECODER IC
outputs an encoded data
REMOTE CONTROL RECEIVER
stream. In the standby mode the
quiescent current is less than 10
Figure 3: the principle of a typical remote control system
uA and in the active mode, the
current
consumption
is
around
1 mA. This chip is ideal for
data (a stream of "0" and "1") which is unique to the pressed
battery
-powered
applications.
key. This data modulates a 38 -kHz carrier signal. When the data
From figure 4 we see that pin 16 and pin 1 of the ic are
is 0, no carrier signal is produced. When it is 1, the 38k -Hz carrier
connected to the positive and negative rails of a power supply.
signal is produced. The signal is amplified by the infra -red LED
Pin 4 to pin 9 (K1 to K6) and pin 10 to pin 12 (T1 to T3) form a
driver and is transmitted by the LED emitter.
6 x 3 scanning key matrix. Pin 13 (CODE) is used to set a user
The receiver board consists of an infra -red detector which is
address of the handset. Pin 15 (TX) is the data output which is
tuned to receive only the 38 -kHz signal (figure 3b). When it
a stream of burst of the 38 -kHz carrier signal. When no key is
detects a 38 -kHz carrier, the output goes high; when it does
pressed, the TX line is always at logic high state. The 455 -kHz
not receive the carrier signal, it goes low. The output from the
18 KEY KEYPAD

REMOTE CONTROL HANDSET (TRANSMITTER)

detector is fed into a decoder ic (BL9150) which is in pair with
the encoder. The received data is decoded first, and then
causes the corresponding output change status.
The reason why the 38 -kHz carrier signal is used to transmit
the code is because that there is always interference in the
environment. This however interferes in a random manner.
Using a specific frequency signal for the data to be transferred
could eliminate this interference to some extent.
The second reason is that using an oscillating carrier signal
reduces electrical power consumption required for transmitting
the data, as the transmitted signal consists only of pulses. To
reduce power consumption even further, the carrier signal has
a duty cycle of 1/3. This means that the switch -on period of
the infra -red emitter is shortened still further.

KEY PRESSED

SIGNAL TRANSMITTED
FROM HANDSET

MANDASSION CYCLE

2,BIT

12 -BIT

SINGLE PULSE PRODUCED
OUTPUT WAVEFORM
FROM THE RECEIVER

0.107s

a) SINGLE PULSE OUTPUT
2nd KEY PRESS

1st KEY PRESS
KEY PRESSED

SIGNAL TRANSMITTED
FROM HANDSET

TRAMBNISS. cat

lTANSIASSOM CILLE

12 -BIT

12 -BIT

OUTPUT HIGH/
OUTPUT WAVEFORM
FROM THE RECEIVER

OUTPUT LOW

b) LATCHED PULSE OUTPUT, LP
KEY PRESSED
KEY PRESSED

Ten channels with single pulse operation

SIGNAL TRANSMITTED
FROM HANDSET

nwasuss.cycLE

//

KEY PRESSED
TIMISPASSIOX CYCLE

12 -BIT

12 -BIT -

Two channels with latched pulse operation

OUTPUT HIGH/
OUTPUT WAVEFORM
FROM THE RECEIVER

0.1&

Six channels with continuous high pulse operation
c) CONTINUOUSLY HIGH PULSE OUTPUT, OP

No adjustment needed on the receiver board.
Figure 2: waveforms of the controlled outputs on the receiver
board
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Table 1: encoded data format for keys
Key

H

1

1

2

1

3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

1
1

1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

S1

S2

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1

1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

D6

Output waveform

1

0

0
0

0
0

1

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Waveform 2
Waveform 2
Waveform 2
Waveform 2
Waveform 2
Waveform 2
Waveform 1
Waveform 1
Waveform 1
Waveform 1
Waveform 1
Waveform 1
Waveform 1
Waveform 1
Waveform 1
Waveform 1
Waveform 3
Waveform 3

0
0
0
0
0

1

0

0
0
0
0

1

0
0
0
0
0

1

0
0
0
0
0

1

1

1

0

1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

1

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

1

0
0
0
0
0

1

0
0
0
0
0

1

0
0
0

ceramic resonator is used to produce the 38 -kHz carrier signal.
It is connected between pins 2 and 3. The driver circuit for the
LED consists of two transistors (T1 and T2, BC557 and
ZTX300) and has an inverting action. When TX is at logic low,
the LED is turned on, and goes off when TX is at logic high.

1

0

0
0
0
0

1

0
0
0

1

0

1

0
0
0
0
0

0

0

1

0
0

1

connected between pin 13 (CODE) and T pins (anode connected
CODE) represents 1. If there is no diode, the corresponding
address bit is 0. Bits H, S1 and S2 define the output waveform whether it is a single pulse output or other types. Dl -D6 specify
which key is pressed. All possible transmitting codes for the 18
keys on the handset are summarised in table 1.

Encoded signals
Once a key press is detected, at
least two identical 12 -bit serial
digital data are generated inside
the encoder ic (the two
transmissions are termed as a
transmission cycle, see figure
5a). The signal is not the one
output from pin 15 (TX). Pin 15
is the 38 -kHz carrier signal which
is modulated by the signal. The
actual signal at pin 15 has a
waveform which is shown in
figure 5c. It can be seen that
pin 15 (TN is always at logic high
state if no key is pressed. The
38 -kHz carrier signal has a 1/3
duty cycle. The logic low period
is 8.8 us and the period is 26.3
us (see figure 5c).
The bit functions of the 12
serial data bits from bit 0 to bit
11 in sequence are:

1

--

+3V

C9

:47p

D1 -D3 1 N4148

II

D3
R2
10k

D2
D1

.1

BC557
16

1)02

14

15

Vcc

TX

13

TEST

CODE

ZTX300
LED
R1

12

11

T2

T3

IC1

TX = 1, LED ON
TX = 0, LED OFF
GND XT

1OR

2

XT
3

K1

4

K2

K3

K4

K5

5

6

7

8

455kHz

-I I- 13 :4 :5
C1 imm

C2 imm

1007 10001

C3 - C8 100p

T1 - T3

KEY MATRIX

Figure 4: the circuit diagram of the remote control transmitter
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9

K6

BL9148

01, C2, C3, H, S1, S2, D1, D2,
D3, D4, D5, D6
C1, C2, C3 are user defined
address bits. Possible
combinations are 011, 101 and
111 (001 is not used). The
address must be the same as
that on the decoder ic. This
allows up to three remote control
systems to work in the same
vicinity without interfering each
other. Bits 01, C2 and C3 are
determined by the connection of
T1, T2 and T3 pins. A diode

10
T1

SECOND DATA TRANSMISS ON (12 BITS)

FIRST DATA TRANSMISSION (12 BITS)
LOGIC HIGH

C2 C3 H

C1

S1

S2 K1

K2

K3 K4

K5 K6

LOGIC LOW

1.63ms

b) A BIT MAY TAKE THIS WAVEFORM

ANOTHER BIT

ONE BIT

/\
c) WAVEFORM OF THE SIGNAL
OUTPUT FROM PIN 15 (TX)

MODULATED 38kHz CARRIER SIGNAL
WITH A DUTY CYCLE OF1:3

8.8ps

26.3ps

Figure 5: transmission cycle and the modulated signal output

data has the waveform as shown figure 6b. If a single pulse
key is pressed (keys 7 to 18), only one transmission cycle is
generated (figure 6c). If a continuous high pulse key is
pressed (keys 1 to 6), The cycle is transmitted repeatedly (see
figure 6d).

If the external resonator is 455 kHz, the period for one bit is
1.62 millisecond (a = 405 micro second). A serial data 0 and 1
are represented by different duty cycles. 0 has a 1/4 duty cycle
and 1 has a 3 /4 duty cycle (figure 6a). As an example, if an
encoded data 01 01 001 001 00 is to be transmitted, the serial

The receiver board
BIT=0

BIT - 1
1.62 milliseconds

a) SERIAL DATA '0' AND '1'
a = 405pS

a

ji 3a

a

4

4a

C3

C2

0

4a

r

SERIAL DATA BIT '1'
DUTY CYCLE = 3:4

SERIAL DATA BIT '0'
DUTY CYCLE = 1:4

C1

H

0

1

a

S1

S2

0

0

K1
1

K2

K3

0

0

K4

K5

K6

0

0

b) AN EXAMPLE

19.44 ms

AN EXAMPLE OF ENCODED SERIAL DATA (010100100100)

A SINGLE PULSE KEY (KEYS 7 -18) IS PRESSED
c) TRANSMISSION FOR
SINGLE PULSE KEYS

0.ka 48a .14

60a

80a

4

48a

A CONTINUOUS HIGH KEY (KEYS 1 - 6) IS PRESSED
d) TRANSMISSION FOR
CONTINUOUS HIGH
KEYS

k460 a+ 48a

0.

80a

8a

208a

48a

,

80a

"k 48a

,1

The circuit of the receiver
board is given in figure 7. It
consists of a 38 -kHz infra -red
detector (IS1U60), a decoder
(BL9150, which is in pair with
the encoder) and a 7805
voltage regulator.
The infra -red detector is
the IS1U60. It is housed in a
3 -pin plastic package and
incorporates a circuit capable
of receiving a modulated 38 kHz infra -red signal and
converting it to a digital pulse
train at the output. The pin out and the internal block
diagram of the IC are shown
in figure 8. The voltage supply
is +5V and the current
consumption is typically 3 mA.
It will receive infra -red
emission coming in a 30 degree angle (see figure 7).
When it receives a 38 -kHz
infra -red light, the output goes
high. The signal output from
the IS1U60 is inverted by T1
before it is fed into the
decoder.

Figure 6: the format of the encoded serial data
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The decoder, BL9150, only
requires a 5 percent tolerance
capacitor and a 5 percent
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Figure 7: the circuit of the remote control receiver

tolerance resistor to make it to work. The 18 controlled
outputs are from pins 3 to 20. As was explained earlier (see
figure 2), the waveforms of the outputs are different. HP1
to HP6 (pins 3 to 8) are continuous high pulse output. LP1
and LP2 (pins 10 and 9) are latched outputs. SP1 to SP10
(pins 20 down to 11) are single pulse outputs. They are
available from connectors J3 and J4. C1 (pin 22) and C2
(pin 21) set the address of the decoder. Pins 21 and 22 are
pulled to Vcc internally. Capacitors C1 and C2 are used to
generate a reset signal when the decoder is firstly power
on. The BL9150 is a CMOS device. The quiescent current
is typically 1 mA.

The decoder operates by receiving the first serial
data of the transmission cycle and storing it in a
register. The decoder then receives the second data. If
the second data is identical to the first, the transmission
is valid. Next, the decoder checks if the address of the
serial data received is the same as the address selected
by C1 and C2 pins. If it is, the received data will be
latched to the output and the output goes high. If the
addresses are different, the received data will not be
latched to the output. If the two received data are
different, the decoder resets itself and is ready to
receive the next data.

Figure 8: the pin -out and internal diagram of the IS1U60
Vcc (+5V)
LENS

BAND PASS DEMODULATOR INTEGRATOR

COMPARATOR

FILTER

Vout

GND

GND
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T EL, NE rT
8 CAVANS WAY,

BINLEY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
COVENTRY CV3 2SF
Tel: 01203 650702
Fax: 01203 650773
Mobile: 0860 400683
(Premises situated close to Eastern -by-pass in Coventry with easy access
to Ml, M6, M40, M42, M45 and M69)

OSCILLOSCOPES
Beckman 9020 - 20MHz - Dual Channel
£150
Cossor 3102 - 60MHz Dual Channel
£250
Gould OS 245A/250/255/300/3000/3351/4000
from £125
Hewlett Packard 180A/180C/181A/182C
from £200
Hewlett Packard 1740A, 1741A, 1744A, 100MHz dual ch
from £350
Hewlett Packard 54100D - 1GHz Digitizing
£2995
Hewlett Packard 54200A - 50MHz Digitizing
£650
Hewlett Packard 54201A - 300MHz Digitizing
£1500
Hitachi V650F - 60MHz Dual Channel
£350
Hitachi V152FN302BN302FN353FN550B/V650F
from £125
Intron 2020 - 20MHz Digital Storage (NEW)
£650
Iwatsu SS 5710/SS 5702 - 20MHz
from £125
Kikusui COS 6100 - 100MHz, 5 Channel, 12 Trace
£475
Kikusui 5100 - 100MHz - Dual Channel
£350
Meguro - MSO 1270A - 20MHz Digital Storage (NEW)
£650
Nicolet 310 - L.F. D.S.O. with twin Disc Drive
£550
Nicolet 3091 - L.F. D.S.O
£900
Lecroy 9450A - 300MHz/400 Ms/s D.S.O. 2 ch
£2250
Philips PM 3211/PM 3212/PM 3214/PM 3217/PM 3234/PM 3240/PM 3243/PM 3244/PM 3261/
PM 3262/PM 3263/PM 3540
from £125
Philips PM 3295A - 400MHz Dual Channel
£1750
Philips PM 3335 - 50 MHz/20Ms/s D.S.O.2 ch
£1500
Philips PM 3055 - 50 MHz DUAL Timebase
£450
Tektronix 434 - 25MHz -2 Channel Analogue Storage
£250
Tektronix 454 - 150MHz -2 Channel
£400
Tektronix 468 - 100MHz D.S.O
£750
Tektronix 2213 - 60MHz Dual Channel
£425
Tektronix 2221 - 60MHz Digital Storage 2 Channel
£1500
Tektronix 2215 - 60MHz Dual trace
£450
Tektronix 2235 - 100MHz Dual trace
£800
Tektronix 2335 - Dual trace 100MHz (portable)
£750
Tektronix 2225 - 50MHz dual ch
£450
Tektronix 2440 - 300 MHz/500 Ms/s D.S.O. 2 Ch
£3750
Tektronix 455 - 50MHz Dual Channel
£350
Tektronix 464/466 - 100MHz An storage
from £350
Tektronix 465/465B - 100MHz dual ch
from £350
Tektronix 475/475A - 200MHz/250MHz Dual Channel
from £475
Tektronix 485 - 350MHz -2 channel
£900
Tektronix 5403 - 60MHz -2 or 4 Channel
from £250
Tektronix 7313, 7603, 7613, 7623, 7633, 100MHz 4 ch
from £300
Tektronix 7704 - 250MHz 4 ch
from £650
Tektronix 7904 - 500MHz
from £850
Trio CS -1022 - 20MHz - Dual Channel
£125
Other scopes available too
SPECIAL OFFER
HITACHI V212 - 20MHZ DUAL TRACE
HITACHI V222 - 20 MHZ DUAL TRACE + ALTERNATE MAGNIFY

£180
£200

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS
Advantest 41338 - 10KHz - 20GHz (60GHz with external mixers) + Ext. Keyboard
£7250
Advantest 4131B - 10KHz - 3.5GHz
£4950
Ando AC8211 - Spectrum Analyser 1.7GHz
£2950
Anritsu MS610B - 10KHz - 2GHz - (Mint)
£4750
Anritsu MS341A + MS3401B - (10Hz - 30MHz
£3995 + £4995
Anritsu MS62B - 10KHz - 1700MHz
£2500
Avcom PSA65 S - 1000MHz - portable
£1500
Hewlett Packard 3580A - 5Hz-50KHz
£995
Hewlett Packard 1827 with 8559A (10MHz - 21GHz)
£3750
Hewlett Packard 35601A - Spectrum Analyser Interface
£1000
Hewlett Packard 3562A Dual Channel Dynamic Sig. Analyser
£7500
Hewlett Packard 3562A Dual Channel Dynamic Sig. Analyser
£7500
Hewlett Packard 853A + 8558B - 0.1 to 1500MHz
£3250
Hewlett Packard 1827 + 8558B -0.1 to 1500MHz
£2750
Hewlett Packard 8754A - Network Analyser 4-1300MHz
£2000
Hewlett Packard 8591A - 9KHz - 1.8GHz
£4995
Hewlett Packard 8594E - 9KHz - 2.9GHz
£7000
Hewlett Packard 3582A - 0.02Hz - 25.6KHz (dual ch.)
£2000

Hewlett Packard 3585A -20Hz -40MHz
Hewlett Packard 8754A (opt. H26)- 4MHz-2.60Hz

IFR 7750 10KHz - 1GHz
Marconi 2370 - 110MHz
Marconi 2371 - 30KHz - 2000MHz
Meguro MSA 4901 - 1-300GHz (AS NEW)
Meguro MSA 4912 - 1-1GHz (AS NEW)
Polrad 641-1 - 10MHz - 18GHz
Rohde & Schwarz - SWOB 5 Polyskop 0.1 - 1300MHz
Takeda Riken 4132 - 1.0GHz Spectrum Analyser
Tektronix 7L18 with mainframe (1.5-60GHz with external mixers)
Tektronix 495P - 100Hz - 1.8GHz programmable

£4995
£2950
£3250
£995
£1250
£1500
£1995
£1500
£1800
£2500
£2000
£4950

MISCELLANEOUS
Adret 740A - 100KHz - 1120MHz Synthesised Signal Generator
ANRITSU ME 462B DF/3 Transmission Analyser
Danbridge JP30A - 30KV Insulation Tester
Anritsu MG642A Pulse Pattem Generator
Dranetz 626 - AC/DC - Multifunction Analyser
EIP 331 - Frequency counter 18GHz
EIP 545 - Frequency counter 18GHz
EIP 545A - Frequency counter 18GHz
EIP 575 - Frequency counter 18GHz
Farnell AP70-30 Power Supply (0-70v/30A) Auto Ranging
Farnell TSV-70 MKII Power Supply (70V - 5A or 35V - 10A)
Farnell DSG-1 Synthesised Signal Generator
Farnell ESG-1000 Synthesised Signal Generator 1GHz (as new)
Flure 5100A - Calibrator
Guildline 9152 - T12 Battery Standard Cell
Hewlett Packard 331A- Distortion Analyser
Hewlett Packard 3336C - Synthesised Signal Generator (10Hz -21MHz)
Hewlett Packard 3437A System voltmeter
Hewlett Packard 3456A Digital voltmeter
Hewlett Packard 3438A Digital multimeter
Hewlett Packard 3488A - Switch/Control Unit
Hewlett Packard 35600A Dual Ch. Dynamic Signal Analyser
Hewlett Packard 3711A/3712A/3791B/3793B Microwave Link Analyser
Hewlett Packard 3325A - 21MHz Synthesiser/Function Gen
Hewlett Packard 3488A - HP - 1B Switch control unit (various Plug -ins available)
Hewlett Packard 3455A 65 Digit M/Meter (Autocal)
Hewlett Packard 3478A - Multimeter (5% Digit) + HP - 1B
Hewlett Packard 3586A - Selective Level Meter
Hewlett Packard 3776A - PCM Terminal Test Set
Hewlett Packard 3779A/3779C - Primary Mux Analyser
Hewlett Packard 3784A - Digital Transmission Analyser
Hewlett Packard 37900D - Signalling Test Set (No 7 and ISDN)
Hewlett Packard 4262A - Digital LCR Meter
Hewlett Packard 4275A - LCR Meter (Multi -Frequency)
Hewlett Packard 4338A - Millionmeter (As New)
Hewlett Packard 4342A '0' Meter

£800
£3000
£1500
£1500
E650

£700
£1500
£1600
£1750
£750
£250
£125
£1650
£2500
£550
£300
£1000
£350
£850
£200
£650
£3750
£2250
£1500
£650
£750
£550
£1000
£1500

from £600
£4995
£6000
£1350
£3950
£2000
£995

Hewlett Packard 435A or B Power Meter (with 8481A/8484A)
from £750
Hewlett Packard 4279A - 1MHz C -V Meter
£4500
Hewlett Packard 4948A - (TIMS) Transmission impairment M/Set
£1500
Hewlett Packard 4972A - Lan Protocol Analyser
£1750
Hewlett Packard 5420A Digital Signal Analyser
£350
Hewlett Packard 5335A - 200MHz High Performance Systems Counter
£600
Hewlett Packard 5314A - (NEW) 100MHz Universal Counter
£250
Hewlett Packard 5316A - Universal Counter (IEEE)
£500
Hewlett Packard 5183 - Waveform Recorder
£1750
Hewlett Packard 5238A Frequency Counter 100MHz
£250
Hewlett Packard 5370A - 100MHz Universal Timer/Counter
£450
Hewlett Packard 5384A - 225 MHz Frequency Counter
£650
Hewlett Packard 5385A Frequency Counter - 1GHz - (HP1B) with OPTS 001/003/004/005
£995
Hewlett Packard 6253A Power Supply 20V - 3A Twin
£200
Hewlett Packard 6255A Power supply 40V - 1.5A Twin
£200
Hewlett Packard 62668 Power Supply 40V - 5A
£220
Hewlett Packard 62718 Power supply 60V - 3A
£225
Hewlett Packard 6622A - Power upply, Dual 0/P
£1650
Hewlett Packard 6623A - Power Supply, Triple 0/P
£1750
Hewlett Packard 6652A - Power Supply (0-20V, 0-25A
£1250
Hewlett Packard 6264B - Power Supply (0 - 20V, 0 - 25A
£400
Hewlett Packard 7475A -6 Pen Plotter
£250
Hewlett Packard 7550A 8 Pen Plotter A3/A4
£450

HEWLETT PACKARD 6261B
Power Supply 20V -50A £450 Discount for Quantities
Hewlett Packard 83555A - Millimeter - Wave source Module 33-50GHz
£4250
Hewlett Packard 8015A - 50MHz Pulse Generator
E£375500
Hewlett Packard 8405A - Vector Voltmeter
Hewlett Packard 8165A 50MHz Programmable Signal Source
£1650
Hewlett Packard 8350B - Sweep Oscillator Mainframe (various Plug -Ins available) extra
£2650
Hewlett Packard 8152A - Optical Average Power Meter
£1250
Hewlett Packard 81588 - Optical Attenuator (OPTS 002 +011)
£1100
Hewlett Packard 8180A - Data Generator
£1500
Hewlett Packard 8182A - Data Analyser
£1500
Hewlett Packard 835013 Sweep Oscillator Mainframe (various plug-in options available)
£2500
Hewlett Packard 83554A - Wave Source Module 26.5 to 40GHz
£3500
Hewlett Packard 8620C Sweep oscillator mainframe
from £250
Hewlett Packard 8656A - Synthesised Signal Generator (990MHz)
£2000
Hewlett Packard 8656B - Synthesised Signal Generator
£2950
Hewlett Packard 8750A Storage normaliser
£375
Hewlett Packard 8756A Scalar Network Analyser
£1500
Hewlett Packard 8757A - Scalar Network Analyser
Hewlett Packard 8903A - Audio Analyser (20Hz - 100KHz)
E
£22620500
Hewlett Packard 8903E - Distortion Analyser (Mint)
£2000
Hewlett Packard 8958A - Cellular Radio Interface
£2000
Hewlett Packard 8901A Modulation Analyser
£3400
Hewlett Packard 8920A - R/F Comms Test Set
£6000
Hewlett Packard 8922b GSM Radio Comms Test Set
£9995
Hewlett Packard P382A Variable Attenuator
£250
Hewlett Packard 1630D Logic Analyser (43 Channels)
£650
Hewlett Packard 16500A - Fitted with 16510A/1651
16530A/16531A - Logic Analyser
£4000
Hewlett Packard 11729B - Carrier Noise Test Set
£2000
Krohn -Hite 2200 Lin/Log Sweep Generator
£995
Krohn -Hite 4024A Oscillator
£250
Krohn -Hite 5200 Sweep, Function Generator
£350
Krohn -Hite 6500 Phase Meter
£250
Leader 3216 Signal Generator (100KHz - 140KH z) AM/FM/CW with built-in FM stereo
modulator (mint)
£995
Marconi 2019 - 80KHz - 1040MHz Synthesised Sig. Gen
£1450
Marconi 2019A - 80KHz - 1040MHz - Synthesised Signal Generator
£1600
Marconi 2022A - 10KHz - 1GHz AM/FM Signal Generator
£2000
Marconi 2041 - (10KHz - 2.7GHz) Low Noise
£7500
Marconi 2305 - Modulation Meter
£1995
Marconi 2610 True RMS Voltmeter
£850
Marconi 2871 Data Comms Analyser
£1000
Marconi 2955 - Radio Comms Test Set
£3000
Marconi 6960- Power Meter & Sensor
from £950
Philips PM 5167MHz function gen
Philips 5190 L.F. Synthesiser (G.P.I.B).
£800
Philips 5193 Synthesised Function Generator
£1500
Philips 5518 Synthesised Function Generator
£1500
Philips PM5519 - TV Pattern Generator
£350
Philips PM5716 50MHz Pulse Generator
£525
Philips PM6652 - 1.5GHz Programmable High Resolution Timer/Counter
£900
Philips PM6673 - 120MHz High Resolution Universal Counter
£430
Prema 4000 -6 3 Digit Multimeter (NEW)
£450
Raca 1992 - 1.3GHz Frequency Counter
£800
RacaDana 9081/9082 Synth. sig. gen. 520MHz
from £500
Raca Dana 9084 Synth. sig. gen. 104MHz
£450
Raca Dana 9303 R/F Level Meter & Head
£650
Raca Dana 9917 UHF frequency meter 560MHz
£175
Raca Dana 9302A R/F multivoltmeter (new version)
£375
Raca Dana 9082 Synthesised am/fm sig gen (520MHz)
Raca 9301A - True RMS R/F Multivoltmeter
Raca 6111/6151
GSM Radio Comms Test Set
Rohde & Schwarz LFM2 - 60MHz Group Delay Sweep Gen
Rohde & Schwarz Scud Radio Code Test Set
Rohde & Schwarz CMS 54 Radio Comms Monitor
£6250
Rohde & Schwarz CMTA 94 GSM Radio Comms Analyser
£7500
Schaffner NSG 203A Line Voltage Variation Simulator
£950
Schaffner NSG 222A Interference Simulator
£850
Schaffner NSG 223 Interference Generator
£850
Schaffner WSG 431 Electrostatic Discharge Simulator
£1250
Schlumberger 4031 - 1GHz Radio Comms Test Set
£4995
Schlumberger 2720 1250MHz Frequency Counter
£500
Schlumberger 7060/7065/7075 Multimeters
from £350
Schlumberger Stabilock 4040 Radio Comms Test Set
£3500
Solartron 1250 - Freq. Response Analyser
£2500
Stanford Research DS 340 15MHz Synthesised Function (NEW) and arbitrary
waveform generator
£1200
Systron Donner 6030 - Microwave Frequency Counter (26.5GHz)
£2500
Telequipment C771 Curve Tracer
£250
Tektronix TM5003 + AFG 5101 Arbitrary Function Gen.
£1500
Tektronix 1240 Logic Analyser
£500
Tektronix DAS9100 - Series Logic Analyser
£500
Tektronix - Plug -ins - many available such as SC504, SW503, SG502,
PG508, FG504, FG503, TG501, TR503 + many more
Tektronix AM503 + 741501 + P6302 - Current Probe Amplifier
Tektronix PG506 + TG501 + SG503 + TM503 - Oscilloscope Calibrator
£1995
Tektronix AA5001 & TM5006 M/F - Programmable Distortion Analyser
£1995£1150
Tektronix 577 - Curve Tracer
Time 9811 Programmable Resistance
£400
Time 9814 Voltage Calibrator
£550
Toellner 7720 - Programmable 10MHz Function Gen (AS NEW)
£700
Valhalla Scientific - 2724 Programmable Resistance Standard
£P.O.A.
Wendel & Goltermann PFJ-8 Error/Jitter Test Set
££1121005000
Wendel & Goltermann PCM4
Wendel & Goltermann PCM4 (+ options)
£9950
Wayne Kerr 4225 - LCR Bridge
£600
Wayne Kerr 6425 Precision Component Analyser
£275
Wayne Kerr 8905 - Precision LCR Meter
£850
Wavetek 171 - Synthetised Function Generator
£250
Wavetek 1728 Programmable Sig Source (0.0001Hz - 13MHz)
Wavetek 184 -Sweep Generator - 5MHz
Wavetek 3010 1-1GHz Signal Generator
£.182.A
Wiltron 6409 - RF Analysers (1MHz 2GHz)
Wiltron 66205 - Programmable Sweep Generator (3.6 - 6.5GMz)
E£P°65
AO
e£E1p36350000000

erat

V

MANY MORE ITEMS AVAILABLE SEND LARGE S.A.E. FOR LIST OF EQUIPMENT
ALL EQUIPMENT IS USED WITH 30 DAYS GUARANTEE.
PLEASE CHECK FOR AVAILABILITY BEFORE
ORDERING - CARRIAGE & VAT TO BE ADDED
TO ALL GOODS
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Figure 9: the handset unit with the Receiver PCB

Figure 10: trio component layout of the remote control receiver board
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Vcc (25V MAX)
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1 N4001
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OPERATING VOLTAGE <25V
OPERATING CURRENT <500mA
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Figure 12: various power drivers
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igure 11: the CD4013BE and its applications

a) PINOUT OF CD4013BE

Construction and testing

Receiver board

The receiver is constructed on a single -sided PCB. The
component layout is given in figure 10. The board is easy
to put together. Use an ic socket for the decoder ic. There
is no adjustment required on the board. Once the
components are mounted correctly, the system should
work straight away. During testing, you could connect
some LEDs to the outputs and point the handset at the
receiver board.
The transmitter is available as a single unit, but the
circuit is given and the transmitter can be built on a piece
of stripboard for experiments. A keypad (Maplin JMO9K)
can be used to operate it.

Resistors
(1 percent metal film 0.25W)
R1

1k

R2
R3

20k
39k

Capacitors
C1 -C3
C4
C5

1000 pF ceramic disc 5 percent
100 nF ceramic disc
10 uF electrolytic

Semiconductors
IC1

Application notes

IC2
IC3

Latched outputs (2 outputs) can be used for controlling
lights. If a key is pressed, the corresponding light is
switched on and stays switched on. If the key is pressed
again, the light goes off. This can also be used for
controlling other electrical appliances.

T1

IS1U60 infra -red detector
BL9150 18 key decoder ic
78L05 +5V voltage regulator
ZTX300 npn transistor

Others
2 -way screw terminals
2 -way PCB connector
10 -way PCB connector
J3,J4
2 x 2 PCB pins
J5
PCB and PCB pillars
J1

J2

The single shot (10 outputs) outputs are useful in light
dimmer applications. A single pulse will cause the lighting
control circuit to increase the power output light bulb by
one step. The outputs can also have a latch action using
an external CD4013 (see the circuit in figure 11).

Components used in the handset
Resistors
(1 percent metal film 0.25W)

The continuous high outputs (6 outputs) can be used for
controlling curtains. When a key is pressed, the curtains
open (or close). If the key is released, the curtains stop! So
the actual position can be controlled.

R1

1OR

R2

10k

Capacitors
C1 -C8

To control electrical devices operating at a higher voltage
and current, transistor, mosfet transistor and relay drivers
can be used. For mains controls, optically -isolated solid
state relays can be used. Some of the driver circuit types
are shown in figure 12.

C9
TX

100 pF ceramic disc capacitors
47 uF electrolytic capacitors
455 kHz

Semiconductors

Parts and kit

D1 -D3

1N4148

IC1

BL9148 18 key encoder ic
BC557 pnp transistor
ZTX300 npn transistor
Infra -red emitting diode, maximum
forward current: 100 mA

T1

T2
LED

The project is available as a whole kit, which includes an
assembled handset and an unassembled receiver board
with decoder ics and other components. The price is
£39.00 sterling including P&P. The handset unit alone is
priced 221.00. Handset parts are not available separately.
The receiver IC BL9150 and PCB are 28.00 and £6.00
respectively. Please add £3.00 post and packing to each
order. If you require information or other receiver
components, please make your enquiry to Dr. Pei An, 11

Others
PCB, key board, handset housing

Most components are available from Maplin. The
encoder and decoder ics (BL9148 and BL9150),
the receiver PCB and the handset unit are only
available from the author (see text).

Sandpiper Drive, Stockport, Cheshire, SK3 8UL UK.
Tel/Fax 0161 477 9583. Email: pan@fsl.eng.man.ac.uk.
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Professional Electronics Design -

90% biscount!

. Genuine, professional EDA software with no limitations! - and you can afford it!
. EDWin NC comes from Visionics: one of the longest established, most experienced producers
of professional EDA systems, so it's fully proven in professional work.
. Now you can have this best-selling non-commercial version of the software at just 10% of the normal price,
with no limits in its capabilities.
. It does just about everything you could want! Schematics, simulation, PCB layout, autorouting,
manufacturing outputs and many more advanced features are available and it runs in Windows 3.x, 95 or NT.
. Where's the catch? It's for non-commercial use - but companies may order for evaluation purposes

El)

NC

Electronics Design
for Windows

We aim to dispatch
immediately we receive payment,
but please allow 14 days.
Postage £5 UK; Overseas £10
Prices inc. VAT.

Don't forget Phone Today for Your

90% Discount!

Here's what you get:
. EDWin NC BASIC: Schematics, PCB Layout Basic Autorouter,
manufacture outputs, Max. 100 component database, 500 device Library £49.00
. EDWin NC De Luxe 1: BASIC + Professional Libraries
and unlimited database £79.00
. EDWin NC De Luxe 2: BASIC + Professional
Libraries and Mix -mode simulation £79.00
EDWin NC De Luxe 3: BASIC + Professional Libraries,
unlimited database, Mix -mode Simulation
and Arizona Autorouter £115.00
. EDWin NC De Luxe 4: De Luxe 3 + Thermal Analyser,
EDSpice Simulation, EDCoMX Spice model kit £199.00
EDWin NC De Luxe 5: De Luxe 4 + ED-EMA (EMC Analyser)
ALL FOR ONLY £235.00

Order hotline: 01992 570006 Fax 01992 570220 E-mail: visionics.eu@diaLpipex.com
Swift Eurotech Ltd., Twankhams Alley, 160 High Street, Epping, Essex, CM16 9AQ
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If you have, or know someone who has, an Acorn computer then you could do
worse than looking at our roundup; a complete guide to ProAction's titles. The
best bit - it's FREE, and if you quo** ETI when ordering well send a demo disc!
ProAction's software is distributed by R-Con-ip & R -Comp Interactive
R -Comp Interactive. 22 Robert Moffat. High Legh. Knutsford. Cheshire WA16 6PS
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Al 'METER
A APTER

This simple adapter by Raymond Haigh enables the Q factor and inductance of RF
coils to be measured with a signal generator and multimeter.
The benefits of a high Q factor, under most circumstances,
are very clear. Indeed, the standards of performance achieved by
early valve receivers can be attributed, in no small measure, to
the quality of their RF and IF coils and transformers. The quest
for miniaturisation and the ability to maintain sensitivity by means
of high -gain, low-cost semiconductor devices, has sometimes
led to the Q factor being traded off for reductions in size. Home
constructors are not always preoccupied with extreme
miniaturisation, and space can often be found, especially with
simple or single band receivers, for larger, and possibly more
lightly coupled, inductors, in order to secure the advantages of
their higher Q factors. Even when small size is important, it is still
desirable to select inductors with the highest possible Q.

nyone involved in radio construction will, from time
to time, wish to measure the inductance of RF
coils and transformers, and to compare their
performance by determining the Q factor. Most
serious experimenters will have a multimeter and
signal generator in their workshops, and the unit described
here enables these items to be used for Q metering purposes.

The Q factor
The Q factor of a tuned circuit defines its ability to magnify a
signal at its resonant frequency, and to reject signals at
frequencies off resonance; that is, its selectivity. An inductor
with a Q of 100 arranged in an UC tuned circuit will magnify a
1 mV signal to 100mV. If the Q factor is reduced to 20, the
voltage developed across the inductor will then be only 2OmV.
This is an important aspect of signal amplification; one without
recourse to valves or transistors and the added noise these
devices introduce.
Turning to the question of selectivity: for a a medium -wave
coil tuned by a capacitor to resonate at 1MHz with a Q factor
of 100 the bandwidth at the 3dB down (half power) points is
10kHz. If its Q is reduced to 20, the bandwidth widens to
50kHz and selectivity is seriously impaired.

Methods of measurement
Q factor can be measured by determining either the
magnification or the selectivity of a resonant circuit formed by
an inductor and a capacitor. The Q of a good quality air spaced variable capacitor can, for all normal purposes, be
regarded as infinite, and any resistive or dielectric losses which
reduce the Q of the tuned circuit can be attributed solely to the
inductor. Q measuring instruments which rely on the
phenomenon of signal magnification place the coil under test in
series with a variable capacitor. The capacitor tunes the coil to
resonate with a signal injected into the circuit, and the
magnified voltage developed across either the inductor or the
capacitor (the voltages across the two components are
identical) is compared with the applied signal voltage.
A diagram showing the basic arrangement is given in figure 1.

Figure 1: method of deviing the Q factor from the selectivity of a tune
circuit: Q = resonant frequency/bandwidth at 0.707 of V at resonance
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impedance at the drain high. The signal from the generator is
applied across the source bias resistor R1, and the output
voltage is developed across L1, an RF choke which acts as the
drain load. Coupling to the inductor under test is by means of
the low -value capacitor C2.
The inductor to be checked is connected in a parallel
resonant circuit with variable capacitor C4. The Q of RF coils is
best measured at the mid -point of their tuning range, and C4
can be set to simulate this.
The high impedance at the gate of Q2 minimises damping
on the tuned circuit. The gate is grounded by R3 to avoid the
possibility of damage to the device when there is no coil
connected, and this resistor has been given a high value in
order to maintain the input impedance of the stage.
Output to the moving coil meter is developed across source
resistor R5. As there is a DC potential at the source, a blocking
capacitor C6 has to be provided, and a signal rectifier, D1,
shunt connected. R6 and R7, wired in series with the meter,
set the sensitivity of the voltage measuring circuit, and R7 is
adjustable so that the pointer can be set to a convenient scale

Figure 2: method of deriving the Q factor from the magnification
effect of a tune circuit: Q = VmagNin

The meter used for the measurements must be a high impedance electronic instrument, and the signal generator
must have a very low output impedance, or the accuracy of
the measurements will suffer. Such a circuit cannot normally be
used to measure the Q of coils wired into equipment.
Measuring instruments which exploit the relationship
between selectivity and Q test the inductor in a parallel tuned
circuit. A simplified diagram is given in figure 2. Signal source
and voltmeter must both have a high impedance in order to
avoid damping the tuned circuit.
The adapter unit described here provides the necessary
low -to -high impedance buffers between the signal generator,
the voltmeter, and the inductor under test, so that selectivity
can be measured, and the Q factor determined, with
reasonable accuracy. With this arrangement, the Q factors of
coils wired into equipment can usually be checked and, if the
variable capacitor is calibrated, inductor values can be
measured also.

reading.

R2 eliminates a tendency for Q2 to become unstable when
very high Q coils are being tested. Bypass capacitor C3,
connected across the supply rails, also ensures the stability of
the circuit.
A frequency counter makes the unit much easier to use and
improves the accuracy of the measurements, especially when
the signal generator is not finely calibrated. An output for a
counter is taken from the drain of Q2 via blocking capacitor
C5. Further guidance on connecting a counter is given later.
An instrument of this kind can be inadvertently left switched
on when it is not in use. Low current LED D2, with its dropping
resistor R8, acts as a visual reminder that current is being
drawn from the battery.

The circuit of the adapter unit

Components

The circuit of the adapter is given in figure 3, where Q1 acts
as a low -to -high impedance buffer for the signal generator, and
Q2 as a high -to -low impedance buffer for the testmeter.
Blocking capacitor C1 avoids the possibility of the output
circuitry of the signal generator disturbing the operation of Ql.
This transistor is configured in the grounded gate mode, and
input impedance at the source is accordingly low and output

2N3819
(UNDERSIDE
VIEW)

ggg

II

C5
100n

"( L1
487pH

10n

OUTPUT FOR
FREQUENCY
COUNTER

C2
1p

C1
I

II
01
2N3819

INPUT FROM
SIG GEN
R1

1k

INDUCTOR
UNDER
TEST

- METAL CASE

Figure 3: the circuit of the Q meter adapter

All the components are widely available and constructors
should experience no difficulty in obtaining them. No doubt
many spares boxes will already contain the necessary parts.
A good quality air -spaced variable capacitor must be used
for C4. (Polythene dielectric variables reduce Q measurements
by around 10 percent). Its precise value is not critical but,
ideally, it should have a minimum capacitance of less than
15pF and a maximum
capacitance of 350pF or more.
Suitable units can often be
salvaged from old radios, and one
0A47
gang of a two gang component
can be wired into circuit if desired.
If a salvaged component is to be
fitted, make sure it is clean and
R8
2k7
dry, remove any built-in trimmers,
a
and use a testmeter, set to the
R7
22k
k1t, LED
highest resistance range, to check
Q SW1
for any shorting of the vanes. A
single -gang Jackson type 0
9V
variable is ideal if a new
component has to be purchased.
METER
50 OR
Maplin list this item in their
100pA
FSD
catalogue.
The low -value coupling
capacitor C2 can be a ceramic
type. In the prototype instrument it
was formed by twisting together,
0m2
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fairly tightly, lengths of plastic insulated,
solid core, hook-up wire. The length of
the twisted section should be about
D2
MOVING
LED
VANES
6mm.
L TEST TERMINAL
FIXED
L
TEST
TERMINAL
An 0A47 is listed as the meter
VANES
(EARTHY SIDE)
-METER+
rectifier D1, but most germanium signal
9V 4 diodes should work well. Do not
substitute a silicon diode. A slight
INPUT SIGNAL
FROM SIGNAL
improvement in accuracy was
GENERATOR
perceived when a Schottky diode was
used in this position, and constructors
may wish to try this. An inexpensive
general purpose device should prove
satisfactory.
Any test meter or moving coil meter
with a full-scale deflection of 50 or
.9V
OUTPUT FOR
100uA will be suitable. It should have
FREQUENCY
COUNTER
a 0-100 graduation, and a meter with
a large scale will, of course, be easier
Figure 5: the front panel layout used in the prototype, approximately real size
to read accurately.
Provided lead lengths are not
Construction
excessive, there is no need to screen the connections
Most of the small parts are mounted on a printed circuit board.
between the adapter, signal generator, multimeter and, if used,
The component layout is given in figure 4. Vero pins, inserted
the frequency counter. If preferred, therefore, terminals can be
at the lead -out points, make the task of off -board wiring easier.
fitted instead of the coaxial connectors quoted in the parts list.
The PCB, together with the remaining components, is
The output from some simple signal generators can be low,
mounted on the lid of a small box, and the arrangement
especially as they are tuned into the upper HF region. If low
adopted for the prototype is shown in the photographs. The
readings are encountered even when R7 is set for maximum
PCB is secured by means of small Perspex brackets
sensitivity, fitting a J310 FET in the Q1 position will give more
Supaglued to the underside of the lid. The retaining clip for the
gain and boost the output. The use of this 'hotter' device will
PP3 battery is likewise Supaglued to the potentiometer case. It
not affect the stability of the adapter unit, but its lead -out
is a good idea to check the PCB for poorly soldered joints,
arrangement is different from that of the 2N3819, and a
bridged tracks or wrongly placed components before mounting
length of insulated sleeving should be placed on its
it. The moving vanes of the variable capacitor are connected to
centre (source) lead to prevent shorting.
the negative supply rail. If a metal case is used (this is
recommended), it should be connected to the negative supply
rail also.

The front panel layout is shown in figure 5. The panel was
marked out on thin card and annotated with rub -down letters
and numerals. A piece of 2mm acetate sheet, drilled jointly with
the box lid, protects the card panel. Capacitor calibrations
have been omitted so that constructors who wish to adopt this
arrangement can mark up a copy of the panel layout to suit
their own component. The 'earthy' inductor terminal is
indicated on the panel so that an appropriate connection can
be made when testing coils wired into equipment.
When the off -board wiring has been completed and
checked, connect a fresh 9V battery. Current consumption,
including that of the LED indicator, should be in the region of

+

meter

C
pF

counter

signal in

7mA.

Measuring Q values
The input from the signal generator should be kept as low as
possible consistent with meter readings of around 75 percent
of full-scale. Too high an input may cause clipping of the signal
and the accuracy of the measurements will be impaired (the
results will err on the low side).
If a 100uA meter, or a test meter switched to this range, is
used, the sensitivity control, R7, will have to be set towards
maximum, that is, to a low resistance. If a 50uA meter is
connected, R7 can be turned closer to the half -way position.
A medium wave coil is useful for getting the feel of the unit.
Connect an inductor of this kind across the test terminals and
proceed as follows:

5

\\1/
C4

on

ED

41,

-

6

off
-CO

/

0

on
oN.

Figure 4: the component layout
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1: Set the variable capacitor to about 150pF and slowly sweep the
signal generator from 500 to 1500kHz. The meter pointer will rise,
suddenly, to a peak, when the injected signal is at the resonant
frequency of the coiVcapacitor combination. Read the resonant
frequency from the dial of the signal generator and note it down.
2: Adjust the output from the signal generator so that the meter
reading is a convenient round number such as 60, 70, 80 or 90. It
may prove easier to use the sensitivity control to make the final small
adjustment.
3: Gradually tune the signal generator to a higher frequency. The
meter reading will drop. When it has reached 0.707 of the reading at
resonance, note the signal generator frequency.

4: Repeat the above procedure, but this time tuning the signal
generator below the resonant frequency. Again, note the frequency
when the meter pointer has dropped to the 0.707 position.

Generator frequency below resonance to give meter reading of 49.5
= 716.15 kHz
720.48
71F 1

5: The Q of the coil can now be calculated from the following
formula:

The procedure takes longer to describe than it does to execute. In
this instance the correlation between the manufacturer's quoted
figure and the Q measurement is close. However, core setting has a
significant effect on 0, especially with modern miniature coils, and
the measurements can produce results which differ by up to 20
percent from the figures quoted by manufacturers.
When measuring the Q of commercial or home-made coils, it is
a good idea to set any cores at roughly the mid -way position, and
to set the variable capacitor to simulate the mid -point of the
proposed tuning range. Intermediate frequency transformers already
have the necessary tuning capacitors wired inside the screening
can, and the variable capacitor in the unit should be set to its
minimum value. When measuring the Q of IFTs, always adjust the
cores to give a peak reading at the intended operating frequency, for
example, 455 or 470 kHz.

frequency at resonance
higher 0.707 frequency - lower 0.707 frequency

The use of a round number for the meter reading at resonance just
makes the arithmetic easier. 70 is a good scale marker to choose
for the peak. The 0.707 point is then, near enough, 49.5, and the
readings are being taken over a segment of the pointer swing where
the meter is likely to be at its most linear.
An actual example should help to make the process clear. The
inductor is a Toko medium wave RF coil with a quoted Q value of
70 and a nominal inductance of 330uH. The variable capacitor in
the adapter is set to 150pF and a meter with a FSD of 100uA is
connected.
Generator frequency for peak response (meter pointer set to read
70) = 720.48 kHz

Measuring the inductance value of coils
The variable capacitor in the unit will have to be calibrated if
inductance values are to be measured. Connecting a capacitance
meter and marking off the dial at appropriate round -number settings
is the easiest and quickest method of doing this. Constructors who
do not have access to meter of this kind can, however, use
inexpensive, close -tolerance ceramic capacitors as a means of
calibration. Obtain ten 10pF and three 100pF capacitors, and
proceed as follows:

Generator frequency above resonance to give meter reading of 49.5
= 726.50 kHz

1: Disconnect the variable capacitor, connect up the signal
generator and meter, and wire a suitable coil to the test terminals (a
medium wave coil is ideal).

2: Connect one of the 100pF capacitors across the coil and adjust
the signal generator to peak the meter reading.
3: Remove the 100pF fixed capacitor, reconnect the unit's variable
capacitor, and adjust it to restore the peak. Mark the scale
accordingly.
4: Repeat this procedure with different series and parallel
combinations of the fixed capacitors until the scale is marked out.
The 10pF components will, of course, facilitate the sub -division of
the scale.

When the capacitor has been calibrated, the relationship between
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inductance, capacitance and frequency, in a tuned circuit at
resonance, can be used to determine the unknown value of the
inductor. For radio frequency work, the following variant of the
standard formula is a convenient one:

f=

25330.3
LxC

where f is in MHz; L is in uH and C is in pF.

Transposing the formula to give the value of the inductor:
L=

Using a frequency counter

25330.3
xC

Using the same Toko medium wave coil as an example, set the
variable capacitor to 100pF (a convenient round number) and slowly
sweep the signal generator up from 500kHz. With this particular
inductor, the meter peaked at 871kHz, (or 0.871MHz). Inserting this
value in the formula:

L=

25330.3
0.871 x 0.871 x 100

and if there are no signals present (other than the test signal from
the generator), its 0 can be measured while it is operating. The
adapter imposes a minimal loading on the coil under test, and it is
possible to observe the rise in Q with increasing amounts of positive
feedback in regenerative circuits.
Unloaded Q factors, whether measured or quoted by
manufacturers, can seldom be realised in practice. The damping
effects of transistor input and output impedances, and other circuit
elements, inevitably reduce the operating Q level. This is particularly
evident with miniature coils which usually have tightly coupled
impedance matching windings.

= 333.89uH

The manufacturers quote a nominal value of 330uH, but this will
vary over fairly wide limits depending on the setting of the cup core.

Unless the signal generator is of a very high quality, a frequency
counter will considerably improve the accuracy of the readings,
particularly in the case of HF coils with a high 0 factor. (With
inductors of this kind, comparatively narrow 0.707 bandwidths have
to be measured on signal generator ranges where the calibration is
often in fairly broad increments.) Accordingly, provision is made for
connecting a unit of this kind to the adapter. @B:Do not attempt to
overcome any lack of sensitivity in the frequency counter by
increasing the input from the signal generator beyond that
suggested earlier. If counter -triggering becomes erratic, perhaps
when the generator is tuned to the '0.707 position', connect the
counter directly to the unattenuated output of the signal generator.

Harmonics
Resonant circuits are responsive to harmonics of their fundamental
frequency, and the swing of the variable capacitor will usually cover
at least the second, even on the lower frequency ranges.
Fortunately, the instrument is far less sensitive to harmonics, and
provided the input from the signal generator is kept reasonably low,
it will be very obvious when the fundamental is being injected. This
is, of course, more of a problem when coils of unknown inductance
are being checked and it is not possible to estimate the appropriate
capacitor setting and the likely resonant frequency. In these cases,
the generator must be slowly swept over its ranges until the
dramatic peaking of the meter occurs at the fundamental frequency.

Resistors
All 025W, 5 percent tolerance
R1, R5
R2

1k
100R

R3
R4
R6
R7
R8

6M8
150R

2K2

22k linear potentiometer
2k7

Capacitors
10nF ceramic
1p5 ceramic, or twist insulated
wires together (See text)
100nF ceramic
C3, C5
365pF air -spaced variable
C4
capacitor (See text)
If the variable capacitor is to be calibrated by the
substitution method, ten 10pF and three 100pF
close -tolerance ceramic capacitors will also be
required.
C1,C6
C2

In -situ measurements
The adapter can be used to check coils wired into equipment.
Disconnect the equipment from its power supply before making any
tests, and keep the leads to the coil as short as possible.
If the inductor is at 'earth' potential as far as DC is concerned,

Inductors
L1

4700uH miniature RF choke.

Semiconductors.
01
Q2
D1

D2

2N3819 (See text)
2N3819
0A47 (See text)
low current (2mA) LED

Miscellaneous
PCB making materials, Vero pins and hook-up
wire. Four terminals and two co -axial sockets.
Miniature toggle switch, LED holder, PP3 battery
and connector. Metal or plastic case, front panel
materials and two control knobs.
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TIP
TECH
Different ways of doing things
Andrew Armstrong
any people who work in the field of electronics
develop their own collection of design fragments
which can add up to a useful part of a larger
design. This is the first of an occasional series of
circuit techniques and design hints.
The origins of most of these circuits stretch back into the
depths of time, to past design projects and problems that
needed solving - not necessarily by the circuits here, but on a
path that passed through them along the way. Other people
will have independently encountered and solved the same
problem, or similar ones. If, as this series progresses, I find the
odd useful one which does not fit well into the magazine, I will
try to find time to put it on to the website.
If you are looking for something specific, email me at
eti@aaelectron.co.uk or drop me a line c/o Nexus House (see
page 76) and I will include anything I can find which is relevant
in a subsequent part.

These two characteristics were not, at the time, included in
any easily available regulator. One or two came near, but in
addition to having a slightly higher power consumption than
was desirable, available re-entrant regulators also increase their
power consumption dramatically as the input voltage gets very
close to the output voltage. This is because they employ a pnp
transistor with its emitter to the input positive supply, and its
collector supplying the positive regulated output. When the
transistor has to be switched on to the point of saturation, the
base current must rise considerably. In addition, when the
transistor is fully saturated, it is difficult to limit the base current
to only that which is actually required.
At the time I could find no re-entrant regulator chips using
mosfets and possessing the required characteristics. I did see
one fairly recently - it was only available in surface mount and
cost too much, but otherwise it was a possible candidate.
The circuit shown in figure 1 does what is required,
although it has its limitations. It uses a p -channel mosfet as the
Microamp voltage regulation
series pass element, so that the voltage drop across the
The range of single -chip voltage regulators is excellent, and for
regulator can be arbitrarily small if a device with a suitably low
most applications there is a suitable one available at a
on resistance is chosen, and if the input voltage is sufficient to
reasonable price. The use of discrete regulator circuitry has
bias it fully into conduction. Because the gate requires no
rightly declined almost to zero. Occasionally, however, there is
actual current for it to remain switched on, the only
a requirement which cannot be met by an available chip, and
requirement for drive current is that the mosfet must be
then discrete circuitry is necessary.
capable of switching off, so there must be a resistor which
One such requirement involved a battery operated device,
discharges the gate bias voltage. The current through this
which had to operate for a minimum of one year from a PP3
resistor may be very small, but the smaller it is, the slower will
battery. The circuit needed between 4.5V and 5V, so regulation
be the switch -off, and therefore the less will the regulator will
was definitely needed. The specification required a very low
be able to respond to rapid reductions of load current.
drop -out voltage, so that the equipment would continue to
In extreme cases the delay could be sufficient to cause
function until the PP3 battery was down almost to the regulator
oscillation, in less severe cases there may be an unacceptable
output voltage, and that it should consume as little current as
level of overshoot if the load current suddenly reduces.
possible to operate itself.
Therefore, it may be necessary to add a large value capacitor,
100uF or even more, in
parallel with the output to
make everything work well.
This is how it regulates
REGULATED
INPUT
the output voltage: if the
OUTPUT
01
C2
voltage on the output is
R1
R2
R3
10n
2M2
2M2
above its equilibrium level,
1M
then this means that the
voltage on the gate of Q3
RV1
1M
C3
will cause it conduct more
100n
100n
heavily than equilibrium
level, and therefore Q2 will
R4
1M
conduct less, and so will
02
Q3
Ql. Conversely, if the
voltage is too low, Q3 will
conduct less, and Q2 and
Q1 will conduct more to
Figure 1: a very low power mosfet voltage regulator
remedy the situation. If

M

1

'Cl

O
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employs the little-known
property of a light -emitting diode
that it can act as a reasonable
low current voltage reference. If
approximately 50 uA is fed
through a red LED, the voltage
across it will be about 1.8V, and
this will not be nearly so
temperature dependent as the
turn -on voltage of a mosfet.
The current to drive the LED
is drawn from the regulated
output of the circuit, so that the
current will remain constant and
hence voltage variations will be
minimised. Variation of regulated
voltage with temperature is not
eliminated because of the
variation is base/emitter voltage of Q3. If necessary, an
approximate compensation could be made by adding a diode
in series with R5, or a carefully chosen thermistor in parallel
with it. However, if a very precise regulated output is required,
then it may be better to use a low -current voltage reference
and a low -current op -amp to control the output. This circuit is
better used when low-cost and a reasonable degree of
regulation are the main criteria.
The circuit in figure 2 also illustrated the possibility of
shutting the circuit down by the use of an external logic signal.
If the cathode of D1 is taken to logic 0, then the circuit will
switch off, making it suitable for use in cases where the load
need only be energised occasionally.
The value of R3 should be chosen to pass approximately
50uA through the light emitting diode. This figure may be
chosen differently, according to the size of LED used, but
50uA is a reasonable average.
The shut -down capability illustrated in figure 2 could also
be used with the circuit in figure 1 but has not been shown
there, in the interests of simplicity.

Figure 2: a low power voltage regulator with improved stability

there is insufficient input voltage to meet the set output voltage,
then Q3 will be switched off, 02 and Q1 will be switched fully
on, and the output voltage will be very close to the input voltage.
Inspection of the circuit reveals that the current drawn to operate
the regulator does not rise particularly in this mode.

Tempco
There is no actual voltage reference in the circuit. For its
voltage reference it relies on the turn -on voltage of Q3. This
has four main consequences. First of all, the cost is
minimised, because a voltage reference is not needed.
Secondly, the current consumption is minimised for the same
reason. Then, it is unavoidable to have an adjustment in the
circuit because of the tolerance of mosfet turn -on voltage,
even for fets from the same batch. Finally, and perhaps most
seriously, the turn -on voltage of a mosfet is temperature
sensitive, so that if a precise regulated output is needed then
it will not be good enough.
This last problem is addressed in the circuit of figure 2,
which is not much more expensive in terms of parts cost. This

R2
1k

R1

10k

R3
3k9

R5

IC1b

4.4mV/°C
0 OUTPUT

3k9
I

R6

3k9
RV1
470 R

Q1

R4

470R

IC1a

X D1
BZX79C5V1
OV

Figure 3: using a transistor as a good, low-cost temperature sensor
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samples of the same type of diode or transistor run at the
same current. It is only the change which is predictable, so
that if a diode or transistor is to be used for accurate
temperature measurement, then a calibration adjustment is

R1

required.

A

D1

1N4148

ON/OFF o-I

There is a way to avoid the need for a calibration
adjustment, by using the fact that, whatever the precise
voltage drop of the device at a given temperature, the
amount by which it changes when the current is varied
does remain constant. Therefore, if the current through a
diode is varied over a range of 10 to 1, and the voltage at
the lower current subtracted from the voltage at the higher
current, the result will be a voltage relating to the actual
temperature with no calibration required. However, this
approach required significant circuit complexity, and would
only be suitable for use if a large number of temperature
measurement channels were used. In this case, the cost
and delay associated with calibrating them would be
considerable, while the extra circuit complexity would not
grow linearly with the number of channels.
For most projects likely to be encountered in ETI, only
one or two measurement channels are likely to be needed,
so that the use of a calibration control will result in the
simplest solution. The circuit of figure 3 illustrates a way
in which this property may be used to provide a
temperature measurement. It uses more components than
would be used with a precision temperature measuring
device such as the AD590, but the temperature sensing
device is very much cheaper that the overall cost of the
circuit is very competitive.
Further, if IC1B were wired as a comparator, then with
no extra complexity this circuit would form a thermostat.
This type of thermostat would be good enough to control
the temperature of a room, or for example of a PCB
etching tank, although it may not be suitable for precise
laboratory applications. It could certainly be used to
provide a cheap substitute for the now -obsolete LM3911.
The temperature setting would use a potentiometer

= C1

R2
1k
I

Q1

Figure 4: a simple way to reduce the power dissipated in a solenoid

Temperature measurement
There are occasions when the variations of base/emitted
voltage in a transistor with temperature can be a benefit
rather than a nuisance. It might be considered a benefit
when a transistor is used as an amplified diode to
temperature -compensate the output stage of a class A/B
amplifier. Closer consideration reveals that if the output
stage were not temperature sensitive, then the
temperature sensitivity of the amplified diode would no
longer be necessary.
However, it is possible to use this temperature variation
to measure the actual temperature. If a constant current is
fed through a silicon P -N junction, then the voltage across
it changes the rate of 2.2 mV per degree Centigrade. One
snag associated with this is that the voltage drop at a
given temperature is not necessarily the same for different
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Figure 5: a way to minimise the power drawn by a solenoid where power consumption is critical
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C4

me 100n

instead of a preset in the calibration
position, and actual calibration would
be carried out by positioning the knob
to match the actual temperature to the

INPUT

scale.

Temperature reduction

ICI

If used in the ON position for a long
PIN 11
time, solenoids get hot. The first time I
encountered this problem was when I
101
build a comprehensive charging and
etc
PIN 10
control system for the secondary
battery supply in a large camper van.
What I wanted to do was to connect
Figure 6: timing diagram given by the circuit of figure 5
the subsidiary battery to the main
battery with the lowest possible
continuously, because the holding current is normally
resistance path when the following two conditions were
much less than the pull -in current.
satisfied: the vehicle was running and charging its main
Another way to reduce the power consumption, by as
battery, and the voltage difference between the two
much as possible if this is the main requirement, is shown
batteries was not so great that a dangerous current would
in figure 5. What this does is to switch the solenoid on
flow. The purpose of this was to permit the subsidiary
continuously for a short period, then subsequently to
battery to be charged as fully as possible as rapidly as
mark:space ratio modulate the current to provide an
possible while the vehicle was actually running, without
adequate holding current. This is like a switched mode
any risk of compromising the capability of the vehicle to
power supply, with the solenoid acting as both load and
start even if use of the interior lights etc. had completely
magnetic energy storage element.
flattened the secondary supply.
If the input is at logic 0, then IC1 pin 4 is forced to logic
To this end the secondary battery was charged via two
1, and 101 pin 11 remains at logic 1 in its normal state, so
separate paths. The first was via a diode with a series
that the output remains off. When there is a 0 to 1
current -limiting resistor from the switched side of the
transition on the input, 101 pin 11 switches from 1 to 0 for
ignition, and via a starter solenoid directly from the main
a time period determined by the values of R5 and C1. This
battery. The solenoid was only switched on in the above
period is chosen to be sufficient to pull in the solenoid.
specified conditions.
The function of R4 is to limit the current which will flow
This worked very well, with the secondary battery
when the input returns to logic 0, when the right hand pin
rapidly being recharged to a high -enough voltage for it to
of C1 has discharged to OV via R5. The current to restore
be safe to switch on the starter solenoid, and the charging
this point close to OV instead of the -5V it would have
thereafter proceeding rapidly.
been, flows in the input protection diodes of IC1d - and
The problem which became apparent was that the
limiting this current is good for long term reliability.
starter solenoid draws a lot of current to operate its coil,
After this period, which is about 150ms with the values
and becomes dangerously hot if left switched on for a
shown, the output of 101 pin 11 reverts to its normal logic
protracted period. The solution I employed at the time was
1 state, and the output is now controlled by the oscillator.
to use a spare cmos gate as a delay timer to switch a
This is illustrated by the timing diagram in figure 6.
large wire -wound resistor in series with the coil after it had
The oscillator is of a conventional type, but has its
time to pull in properly. The circuit shown in figure 4
mark:space ratio modified by the addition of R3 and D1.
achieved this end more simply. The value of C1 is chosen
The values chosen should make the on time of the output
so that it has enough charge to guarantee to energise the
about half the off time. The resistor value may be altered
solenoid fully, while the value of R1 is chosen so that the
to set the current to the level actually required to hold the
required holding current, but not much more, will flow.
solenoid in reliably.
Two interesting points about this circuit are that,
The oscillation frequency has been chosen to be a
although the overall dissipation is much reduced,
reasonable compromise between the need to minimise the
unnecessary heat is still generated by Al. The second
ripple on the current flowing in the solenoid, and the need
point to note is that, although the current flowing in the
to minimise losses due to circulating currents in the core,
solenoid may be substantial, a 1N4148 diode would
which is not laminated or arranged in any way to reduce
normally be sufficient to pass the current flowing in the coil
circulating currents in a dc solenoid. The frequency may
when 01 is switched off, thus protecting Q1 from
be altered to suit specific solenoids being driven.
destruction by voltage spike. Normally, diodes can pass a
When the input returns to logic 0, the oscillator is
brief peak current of 10 or more times their continuous
immediately disabled, and the output switches off.
rating without any damage, so long as the duration is
The catch diode for this circuit is of a higher rating than
within the limits specified for that type of diode, and the
that for figure 4 because it has to conduct for two thirds
device is allowed to reach thermal equilibrium before
of the time that the solenoid is ON, rather than one pulse
another such pulse is applied.
occasionally.
It is not only vehicle starter solenoids which can
Finally, L1 and C4 prevent switching noise from leaving
become excessively hot if energised continuously. Even if
the confines of the circuit and radiating from the power
the heat is within reasonable limits, a lot of power is
supply connections.
wasted if a solenoid is energised at full power
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Bart Trepak's scalded foot gave him the idea for a bathwater warning device
mounted in the most appropriate fashion, and using a blue LED for instant
temperature `identification.
Sensor

guess that I have always been a sucker when it
comes to electronic gadgets - show me a
corkscrew with a built-in digital wine
thermometer or a can opener with a built-in
calculator and I am hooked. Of course, some
gadgets are more useful than others, so my fascination is
usually limited to "I wonder how they managed to fit that in
there?" I stop short of actually buying unless I can see a
clear need for it or can adapt it for some purpose useful to
me. Naturally, my fascination extends to electronic
components but there I am far more easygoing because of
the relatively low cost. The very fact that a new component
has become available is usually enough to persuade me to
send off for one first and think up a use for it later.
LEDs are a particularly good example. I suppose it is the
magic of seeing a piece of plastic glow red or green when a
current is fed into it. Seeing a new, blue one listed in a
catalogue was something I could not resist. Having obtained
a few, the question then became "what I could do with
them?" that I could not do with a cheaper red or green one.
I was idly pondering this question the day I stepped
into a scalding hot bath
"Eureka" I shouted (it was actually "You ****-er", but
it sounded enough like the exclamation reserved for
great discoveries to pass unnoticed by other members
of the household) as the solution dawned on me faster, incidentally, than it did on Archimedes. Luckily,
retained enough presence of mind not to run down the
street in my birthday suit, but then my discovery was
not quite as earth shattering (or as profitable) as that of
the great man. I realised that what I needed to do,
apart from put my foot under the cold water tap, was to
build a device that would display the temperature of the
water before I got in and my toe found out the hard
.

.

The first requirement is a sensor. We are spoilt for choice
nowadays, with temperature sensing devices from the
humble silicon diode to fancy integrated circuits with
matching prices which provide an output voltage or current
proportional to temperature.
The best sensor to use for this project, however, is a
thermistor. Not only does this produce a relatively large
output change for a given temperature, so that the signal
does not need further amplification, but it is also relatively
cheap. The only disadvantage is that it is non-linear but,
since we are not displaying the actual temperature but
merely determining if it is too high or too low, this is not
important.
A thermistor is basically a device whose resistance varies
with temperature. Devices with positive or negative
temperature coefficients (PTC or NTC) are produced,
although the latter seem to be more generally available, so I
have used this type for this circuit. With these, the
resistance changes inversely with temperature, so that, as

.

I

way.

A full blown thermometer was obviously an overkill,
but a simple device which would show if the water was
too hot for comfort would be most welcome. Since a
freezing cold bath is only marginally less unpleasant
than a scalding hot one, a three -LED display would be
ideal. What better than a "cold" colour like blue to show
TOO COLD, a "hot" red to show TOO HOT and a green
LED to show when the temperature was just right.

Figure 1: the Duck circuit
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the temperature increases, the resistance falls. The value is
normally specified at 25 degrees C, and devices are
available with resistance values of a few hundred to tens of
thousands of ohms which fall to a few ohms (or a few
hundred ohms) at a high temperature. The precise value at
any particular temperature is not too important in this
application as virtually any NTC thermistor could be
accommodated simply by changing the value of resistor
RV1. Since the unit must be battery operated (mains
electricity and bathrooms should, famously, be kept well
apart) the current consumption of the circuit should be kept
low. Therefore, a higher value of thermistor resistance is
preferable.
The complete circuit of the bath temperature indicator is
shown in figure 1 and it can be seen that the thermistor is
connected in series with a resistor RV1 across the 9V
battery supply, assuming that Q2 is switched on. The
voltage at the junction of the two resistors (marked X) will
therefore depend on the relative values of the resistors so
that, if they both have the same value, the voltage will be
one half of the supply, or 4.5 volts. If the temperature rises,
the thermistor resistance will fall and the voltage at point X
will rise above 4.5 volts. If the temperature falls, this voltage
will fall. Incidentally, if a PTC thermistor were to be used, the
relative positions of RV1 and TH1 would need to be altered,
with the thermistor placed in the lower arm (connected to
the negative rail).

Figure 2: the component layout

Comparators
To determine the category into which the water temperature
falls and which LED should be lit, the voltage at point X
needs to be compared with a voltage which represents the
"TOO HOT" state and another which represents the "TOO
COLD" state. This is done by means of two comparators.
These are basically op -amps with no feedback, so that the
gain is very high and any small imbalance in the voltage at
the two inputs will result in the output limiting at the positive
or negative supply rail, depending on which input has the
higher voltage. Sometimes a little positive feedback is
added by connecting a high -value resistor from the output
to the non -inverting input to cause the output to switch

"cleanly" between the two states, especially if the input
voltage changes slowly. But this is not necessary in this
circuit.

Because everybody's idea of what is too hot or too cold
varies, the two voltages representing these conditions must
be made variable and since the voltage representing TOO
HOT will always be higher than that representing TOO
COLD, these can be obtained by a single potential divider
chain consisting of R1, RV2 and R2. If RV2 is adjusted to
minimum (zero) resistance, then the voltage at the non inverting inputs of both comparators will be the same and
since R1 and R2 have equal values this will be the mid supply voltage. As RV2 is increased in value, the voltage
across it will increase so that the voltage at the non inverting inputs of both comparators will vary symmetrically
about the mid -supply voltage. R1 and RV2 therefore sets
the lower trip level and R2 and RV2 the upper one with RV2
effectively defining the range of temperatures which is
considered to be not too hot or not too cold.
To see how this circuit works, suppose that the
temperature is very low so that the voltage at point X is
below the value set at the junction of R1 and RV2. The
inverting inputs of both comparators will therefore be below
their non -inverting inputs so both comparator outputs will
be high at + 9 volts. In this condition, only LED D1 (the blue
LED) will have a voltage across it and will therefore light with
R4 limiting the current to a safe value.
As the temperature increases, the
voltage at point X will rise until it
becomes higher than that set by R1/RV2
but lower than that due to R2/RV2 and
the output of the lower comparator IC1 b
will therefore switch to 0 volts causing
LED1 to go out. The output of IC1a will
however remain high so that LED D2,
the green LED, will now light to signal
that the temperature is alright. Should
the temperature continue to rise, the
voltage at X will eventually also exceed
that set by R2/RV2 so that the output of
comparator IC1 a will also go low,
causing LED D2 to extinguish and LED
D3 to light, indicating that the
temperature is too hot.
In a real circuit, things would not
normally work so smoothly, because the
outputs of most op -amps do not switch
between the full supply rails and it would
not be unusual for the output to swing
only to within 2 volts of the negative line.
This would normally mean that when the
temperature was at the safe value and output of IC1 a was
high, the ouptput of IC1b would be low but would only fall
to around 2 volts. This could still be enough to light an LED
which has a forward volt drop of 1.5 - 2 volts. In this
situation, both the lower LEDs D1 and D2 would come on which is not what is required. The answer is either to use a
more expensive CMOS op -amp for IC1, so that the outputs
swing much closer to the supply rails, or to insert a low
voltage zener diode (2.7V or 3.3V) or a few forward biased
silicon diodes between R4 and D1 to increase the effective
forward voltage drop of the LED. Luckily, blue LEDs, which
are manufactured from silicon carbide and not gallium
arsenide as is the case with red, green and yellow ones,
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exhibit a higher forward voltage drop of around
2.5 - 3 volts. In this case, the LED will either not
light or it will glow only very faintly and no other
components should be required. This is a point to
bear in mind should you want to build the circuit
using a cheaper yellow or amber LED for Dl.

Switch
It was envisaged that the circuit together with
the battery would be fitted into a waterproof box
of some kind and simply allowed to float in the
water with the thermistor either on the outside or
in contact with the wall of the container where it
would monitor the temperature of the bath
water. However, a battery -powered circuit of this
sort which draws a current of 10 mA or so has
to be fitted with an on/off switch if the battery is
to last any reasonable length of time, but most
small switches such as sliders or toggles are not
Figure 3: a suitable internal arrangement in a duck
waterproof, so a different method of on and off
switching had to be found.
by temporarily soldering the two leads together. The
Water is a pretty good conductor of electricity so the
conductivity of the water may also upset the adjustment,
solution adopted here is to use a simple touch switch
especially if a high resistance unencapsulated thermistor is
circuit consisting of two transistors connected in Darlington
used so that it is important that water is not allowed to
configuration, which produces a transistor with a very high
bridge the thermistor leads. The thermistor may be placed
gain, together with two contacts mounted on the surface of
in a thin polythene bag when it is dipped in the water while
the "box", plus a series resistor. The contacts should be
the circuit is set up.
arranged so that when the box is placed in the water, they
Once the circuit is working satisfactorily, it should be
are bridged, causing a small base current to flow into the
fitted into its "box". The thermistor should be mounted
first transistor Q1 resulting in the second transistor Q2
adjacent to the wall of the box which will be in contact with
conducting heavily and effectively switching on the supply
the water and in good thermal contact with it which may be
for the rest of the circuit. When the box is removed from
difficult to achieve. Better still, a small hole may be drilled
the water, the contacts will no longer be bridged, so the
in the box to allow the thermistor to protrude into the
transistors will switch off, saving the battery. The contacts
water. If this is done, the circuit will respond better to
can easily be sealed to prevent water from entering the box
changes in the water temperature but the hole for the leads
and should be positioned sufficiently far apart to prevent
will need to be sealed with Araldite or a silicone sealer
them being bridged accidentally by drops of water and
(available in most DIY shops for sealing gaps around sinks
surface tension remaining on the box when it is removed
and baths) to prevent water from entering the box. A thin
from the water.
smear of adhesive should also coat the component itself to
prevent it being "short circuited" by the water if the
Construction
thermistor is an unencapsulated type.
A suitable printed circuit board layout is given in figure 2
The sensor pads may be made by drilling two small
which is small enough to allow the device to be fitted into
holes in the box and pushing drawing pins into them. If
almost any sized box which will accommodate the PP3
possible, use ones that have been plated which will prevent
battery and construction should not present any problems
them from rusting and arrange them on the box so that the
even to a beginner. The thermistor will probably need to be
water will drain from them when it is removed from the
connected to the circuit board with flying leads to allow
bath. If possible, do not place them on one face as this
more flexibility in positioning, as will the sensor pads, so
could result in the circuit being switched on if left on a wet
that a few centimetres of insulated wire should be soldered
surface or one which became wet of which there are many
to the appropriate points on the circuit board to connect
in a bathroom. The distance between them is immaterial,
these components.
but should be at least a centimetre or two and they should
Once construction of the board is complete, the two
be connected to the appropriate points on the printed
preset resistors should be adjusted with RV2 initially set to
circuit board by flying leads.
minimum resistance and RV1 to maximum. With a 9 -volt
It is important that the circuit is housed in a waterproof
PP3 battery connected and the thermistor placed in water
box which can of course be any shape as long as it floats
which you consider to be at the correct temperature for a
in an upright position with the thermistor and sensor
bath, RV1 should be adjusted to give a voltage of around
contacts submerged and the LEDs showing. For this,
half the supply across it. Next, place the circuit in water
perhaps, the most appropriate shape is a duck or a toy
that is just about bearable and adjust RV2 until the RED
boat (which can always double as a toy if you are into
LED goes out and the GREEN LED lights. Placing the
playing with such things in the bath!). The most important
thermistor in cold water will automatically ensure that the
requirement is that it has a tightly fitting cap which covers
BLUE LED lights. To ensure that the circuit remains
an opening large enough to enable the PP3 battery to be
switched on while these adjustments are made, the sensor
inserted and changed. A look along the shelves in a
pads may be bridged by touching them with wet fingers or
supermarket will reveal many suitable plastic containers
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output high only at this time. Connecting a
buzzer so that it switches off in this
condition as shown in figure 4 will
therefore sound the alarm when the
temperature drifts outside the set limits. It
should be remembered that the output of
most op -amps does not drop to zero
when the output is low so that a further
potential divider may be required between
points A and B and the logic gate to
provide recognisable low logic levels to the

TO A

gate.

TO B

As well as providing over/under
temperature monitoring or warning, it is
also possible to replace the thermistor
with, say, a light dependant resistor (LDR),
in which case the circuit would indicate if
the light level at a particular location was
suitable for (for example) photography or
environmental monitoring. In general the
value of any parameter such as
temperature, light level, pressure, weight
etc. could be displayed provided a suitable
sensor which converts the parameter in question to
resistance can be devised.

Figure 4: adding an over/under temperature alarm

such as shampoo bottles, etc. If the chosen one is round
and could therefore float in any position, it can be suitably
weighted down to ensure that it floats in the correct
position with the thermistor and the contacts always
submerged. The battery itself will probably act as a suitable
weight especially if it is secured so that it cannot move
about inside the box. The exact details will depend on the
size and shape of the box and are therefore left to the
ingenuity of the constructor, but figure 3 shows the

Editor's note: an LED -scale sensor circuit built into a
tobacco tin and detecting hot water level in the domestic
tank has been the means of avoiding bathtime conflicts
around the editorial household for many years. It beats us
why they don't come fitted as standard. Now: who is going
to send us a design for an indicator that warns you when
the shower is about to run freezing cold - before it does it?

general idea.

The prototype was built into a hollow polythene duck
into which the circuit was fitted. The "battery compartment"
was made from a film container which is just large enough
to fit a PP3 battery and connector and has a tight fitting
cap. This was inserted into the base of the duck by cutting
a suitable diameter hole and sealing any gaps around the
container with sealant. Note that the circuit had to be
calibrated before it was fitted into the duck to avoid the
necessity of making further holes in it to gain access to the

Resistors
R1

R2

pre-sets.

R3
R4
R5
R6

Other applications
The circuit is not limited to showing the temperature of a
bath and may also be used for displaying the temperature
of the water in a hot water tank or the air in a room or
freezer but for this application RV1 may need to be readjusted. It may also be possible to mount it on a mixer
bath (or kitchen) tap instead and in these cases, it is not
too important to have a waterproof case. Because the
sensor pads will not now be immersed in water, a more
conventional on/off switch such as a push button will need
to be fitted in place of the two transistors.
Providing the circuit is not used in damp or wet
conditions, a mains adapter could be used enabling the
unit to be powered continuously. The circuit could then be
used as the basis of a dry -condition over/under
temperature alarm by the addition of a buzzer. Since the
outputs of the comparators are both high or both low when
the temperature is outside the set limits, and only assume
different levels when the temperature is correct, an
exclusive or gate connected to these points will give an

RV1

RV2

22k
22k
100k
270R
270R
270R
100k
10k

Semiconductors
'Cl
01, 022
Di
D2
D3

LM1458
N3903 npn
Blue LED
Green LED
Red LED

Miscellaneous
TH1

Thermistor (see text)

Printed circuit board, 8 -pin dil is socket, battery
connector, etc.
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e long and the short of it
Owen Bishop

Divider chains can be used to prolong tim ing periods. Two demonstration boards a divide -by -60 chain and a 15 -minute timer are included, with programming
examples for the 4018, 4541 and Basic Stamp.
n the previous part of this series in issue 7,
described a practical crystal clock running at 1Hz.
The crystal naturally vibrates at high frequency, and
we use a binary dividing chain to slow down the
oscillations to more useful frequencies. With a
32.768 kHz crystal we use a 15 -stage binary dividing chain to
produce the 1 -Hz output. You can also use 4.194304 MHz
crystals and a 22 -stage binary chain to produce 1Hz. In both
examples, the crystal frequencies are predetermined to produce
a convenient 1 -Hz signal after repeated binary division.
The 555 timer described in the first article in issue 6 also
runs at 1Hz and needs no dividing chain. This is a reasonably
stable timer because we can use a polycarbonate capacitor for
frequencies around 1Hz. Polycarbonate capacitors are stable,
have low tempco and are made with 1 percent precision. In
any case we can include a trimmer resistor in the circuit for
final adjustment to exactly 1Hz or whatever other frequency is
required.
Unfortunately those ancients of Babylon who pioneered our
units of time were not 'binary -minded'. They worked in sixties,
so when we move from seconds to minutes and hours, we
have to leave binary behind. It would be possible to cut a
crystal that, divided by a suitable number of binary stages,

would give a 1 -minute frequency, but this does not seem to
have been done. We need a divide -by -sixty chain.
The 555 timer is an excellent and precise device with many
applications. The difficulty with using it for long -period timing is
that it depends on the precision of the capacitor, and large value capacitors such as electrolytic and tantalum capacitors
are not precise. They are also unstable. The best way to obtain
long period timing is to build a short -period timer (such as the
1 -Hz 555 timer) and feed its output to a divide -by -sixty chain.

I

Divide -by -sixty chain
Figure 1 shows a practical divide -by -sixty chain. Given a 1 -Hz
input from the crystal clock or 555 timer, as shown in the
figure, the output has a frequency of 0.1667 Hz, or 1 cycle per
minute. No single divide -by -60 ic is available, so we are
tackling the division in two stages. First we use a 4018 to
divide by 6, and then we take the output from this and feed it
to a 4017 for division by 10. The two dividers (or we can also
think of them as counters) are rather different in their action, so
we shall look more closely at each one in turn.
The 4018 is usually known as a divide -by -n counter
because it can be set to divide by any number from 2 to 10.
This is a useful feature because we can use this ic to build
dividing chains for other values. To
divide by 6 we take the 03 -bar output
+9V
from pin 6, and use this as the output of
the ic but at the same time feed it back
to the IN input at pin 1 (see table 1).
There are also five inputs that allow the
R3
counter to be pre -loaded with a starting
330R
value. We do not use this facility here so
R2
10k
these inputs (pins 2, 3, 7, 9 and 12
01
BC107
must be connected to the OV rail, as
must the LOAD input at pin 10. The
1/60Hz
RESET input at pin 15 is held low by a
resistor Al. A push-button wired as in
figure 1 allows the counter to be reset.
Instead, the reset input could be
connected to a logical output to reset
the counter digitally.

Figure 1: a divide -by -60 chain
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several different output frequencies.
However, if you want to divide by 10 only,
use a 4017 instead of a 4017 as the
wiring is easier. You could use other
divide -by -ten (decade) dividers such as
the 4029 (decade/binary, up/down), 4518
(dual decade, up/down) and the
74HC390. The latter contains two
dividers, to divide by 2 and by 5, which
can be used individually. If you need
division by 10, divide by 5 first, and then
Figure 2: stripboard layout of the divide -by -60 chain
divide by 2. If you connect the counters
the other way round, you get an
asymmetrical output.
Adding another complete divide -by -sixty chain to figure 1
Table 1: Programming the 4018
increases the period to 1 hour. This can be increased to 2 to
10 hours by following with a 4018. A period of 24 hours could
Take the output listed, or AND the two listed outputs
be obtained from 1 hour by using two 4018s to divide by 6
together, to obtain the division required, then feed back
and then divide by 4. The use of dividing chains gives very
the output to IN (pin 1).
precise periods, with the same precision as the initial timing
circuit. A crystal clock with an inexpensive crystal has a
Divide by
Output from pin no.
precision of 15 ppm and a zero or very low tempco. This is
2
5
equivalent to 1.3 seconds in 24 hours,.
3
4 AND 5
The circuits we have described so far are intended to
4
4
provide a timed period, at the end of which something happens
4 AND 6
5
(or something stops happening). So far we have been content
6
6
merely to switch an LED off at the end of the period. But we
7
6 AND 11
can design circuits to produce all kinds of actions and these will
8
11
be the subjects of a future installment. Another way in which
9
11 AND 13
these circuits can be used is to measure the time elapsed since
10
13
the circuit was set to run. This is another topic that will appear
in future issues. For the moment we will look at a few more
The 4017 is unusual in that its 10 outputs are normally at
methods for generating the fundamental timed periods.
logic low but on each count one of these goes high. This
feature has some interesting applications but we use the
Ready-made chains
special divide -by -10 output at pin 12, which goes high on
The technique of coupling a fast clock to a long dividing chain
counts 0 to 4 and low on counts 5 to 9. In other words, it has
works so well that a number of integrated circuits are available
a frequency one -tenth that of the input.
which have the circuitry for the clock and the chain on a single
This practical project (figure 2) includes a transistor chip. Of course, building up a chain to your own specification
switched LED to indicate the state of the output. It is best to
allows you to plan it to produce a number of different timing
build and test the circuit in two stages. First assemble 101,
periods at various points along a single chain. But if you want a
complete with the pull -down resistor Al. Note that a solder
single long period with the minimum of wiring and using the
blob connects pins 2 and 3. Pins 7 and 8 are also connected
minimum of board -space, then the dedicated timing ic is the
in this way and to the OV strip. Strips H and J are not cut
answer.
beneath 101. Connect either one of the 1Hz timers to pin 14
One well -established example of this is the 4541 timer
and use a testmeter to monitor the output of 101 at pin 1. The
ic (figure 3) which, in spite of what we said just now
about single long periods, does have the facility for
output is low for three 1Hz flashes on the timer's LED, then
producing four periods of different lengths. The clock is
high for three flashes, repeating. If this does not operate
correctly, check that all the relevant pins are connected to OV
and that the reset pin (pin 15) is also at OV.
Next assemble IC2 and the LED circuit (R2, R3, Q1 and
D1). The only connections to OV are the ENABLE (pin 13) and
the OV-supply terminal (pin 8). The RESET (pin 15) shares
resistor R1 with 101, so that both counters may be reset at the
same instant. Switch on and count the flashes on the 1 -Hz
clock. The LED is on for counts 1 to 30 and off for counts 31
to 60, repeating. The circuit is a precise minute -timer.

Longer periods
The chain may be extended to increase the time period. Just
adding another 4018 to the output of figure 1 allows you to
increase the time to any whole number of minutes between 2
and 10 minutes (see table 1). It is possible to design a
switching system so that the circuit can be switched to provide

Figure 3: a long -period astable, based on the 4541 timer ic
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+9V 0
D1

R3

,44

470R
R1

270R

100k

IC1

U6047B
R.4

Figure 5: stripboard layout of the 15 -minute timer

100k
R2
1 k8

100n

One -hour timer
This design (figure 5) may be adapted for any period within
the range of the U647B. It is just a matter of changing the
values of RT and CT within the limits specified in the previous
section. This design does not include the decoupling capacitor
which is necessary to filter out spikes, but, if you are intending
to use the device in a car or other 'noisy' environment, wire a
47 nF capacitor between the supply rails. Once again we are
using only an LED to indicate the state of the timer, but it
should be mentioned that the output of this ic is capable of
driving much heavier loads. The output stage at pin 2 consists
of an open -collector Darlington transistor able to switch up to
300 mA. So this ic can be used for switching on various
devices for precisely timed periods. The output can switch a
relay and is protected by a diode to prevent damage due to
induction.

TOGGLE

OVo

Figure 4: a 15 -minute monostable based on the U6047B ic

based on charging a capacitor. The timing capacitor CT
can have a value between 100pF and 100nF, so we can
use polycarbonate or multilayer ceramic capacitors for
maximum precision. The timing resistor RT can be
between 5k and 1M. The basic frequency is f =
1/(2.3RTCT). This gives a wide range of possible basic
frequencies, from 4.35Hz to 870kHz. But the basic
frequency is divided by one of four amounts, depending
on the division control inputs, as in table 2.

Starting and stopping errors
The usual way to use a counting chain is to have the clock
running continuously and to reset the counter(s) when timing
has to start. Counting starts on the next rising or falling edge of
the clock's output. The 4060 used as the first counter in the
crystal clock advances one count on the falling edge. The
4018 used in the divide -by -60 chain counts on the rising edge.
Whichever kind of edge is used, there is an indeterminate delay
of up to one clock cycle before the first active edge arrives and
counting begins. Thus the timing period may be up to one
clock period late in starting. In the case of the crystal clock, the
period of oscillation of the 32.768 kHz crystal is about 30us, so
the average delay is only 15us. This is insignificant when
measuring periods of a second or more.
If we are using the output to indicate when the timing period
ends, there is no further error. If we are using the clock to
measure the time interval between, say, a 'start' pulse and a
'stop' pulse, we do this by counting the number of clock
pulses between 'start' and 'stop'. There is a similar error at the
end. Again, with high clock frequency and a relatively long

Table 2: Programming the 4541
Input

Input

A

B

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

Divides by
8192
1024
256
65536

This provides output ranging from 66.4uHz (period about
4.2 hours) to 3.4kHz (period 300 us). Division amounts can be
switched by the use of two single -pole double -throw switches
as shown in figure 3 or under logical control. Pressing S1
resets the counter, after which the ic counts continuously as a
low -frequency astable. If pin 10 (MODE) is wired. to the OV rail
instead of to the positive rail, counting stops after 1 period.
A more recent ic operating on similar principles (though
without the facility for switching ranges) is the
U647B. This is intended for automotive use.
2
3
With filtering on the power line provided by R1
CLOCK
and C1, it is relatively immune to the spikes
and surges commonly encountered in car
TIME = 4 CLOCK PERIODS
power supplies. The ic has many applications
START
STOPoutside the automotive field as our second
CONTROL
practical project for this month shows (figure
4- START ERROR
14- STOP ERROR
4). Basic timing is provided by RT and CT. RT
may have any value between 59 k and 650 k,
FIRST
LAST
and CT may range from 1nF to 4.7uF. These
COUNTED
COUNTED
PULSE
PULSE
values give a timing period from 3.7s to 1229
min (just over 20 hours).
Figure 6: timing by counting pulses. The clock is incremented on the rising edge
1
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1

3

2

4

the pulse counting, and
the calculation of errors
and the final result is
better done by a
computer. This is not to
say that we need a
whole PC to perform the
task. A humble micro controller will do the job

6

5

CLOCK

1- IGNORED ERROR

CONTROL

VOLTAGE
ON
CAPACITOR

FAST
CHARGE

adequately.
One such device is

SLOW DISCHARGE

the Basic Stamp, and
we shall use this to
EXPANDED START ERROR = 5 CLOCK PERIODS
4
illustrate how a
4- START ERROR
microcontrollers can be
used in time
Figure 7: using the dual slope techique to measure the starting error
measurement or in the
production of timed
timing period the error can be ignored. The general aim for
output pulses. The Basic Stamp is so called because it can be
high precision timing is to make the clock period as short as
programmed in its own version of Basic. This includes
possible and use a long counting chain.
commands specially designed to make it easy to do things that
A problem arises when we are timing periods than are
the Stamp is likely to be used for. This includes timekeeping.
only a few clock periods long. We might want to time the
The command of special interest for time -keeping is
length of the flash of a camera flash -gun using a photo PULSIN, which measures the length of a input pulse and
sensor to detect the flash with logic to produce the 'stop'
returns the pulse length in units of 10us. The maximum length
and 'start' pulses. There is a limit on how fast the clock can
measurable is 65535 units of 10us. This comes to 0.65535
go. As well as a circuit to count the clock pulses we need
seconds, so the Stamp is obviously a candidate for measuring
to measure the time interval between the 'start' pulse and
short time periods. The units are based on the period of the
the first clock edge, and between the last clock edge and
Stamps clock, which is a ceramic resonator, accurate to +/-1
11

the 'stop' pulse (figure 5). The circuitry to do this is fairly
complicated and we have to take into account the various
delays inherent in the system, but the principle of one such
technique is easily understood.
The idea of a dual slope integrator is known from its
application in analogue -to -digital conversion. In measuring
the short time interval between the 'start' pulse and the first
clock pulse, we start charging the capacitor at the 'start'
pulse and continue charging until the first clock edge
occurs (figure 6). We charge it from a constant -current
circuit, so that the voltage built up on the capacitor is
proportional to the length of the start-up period. The
capacitor is then discharged through another constant
current circuit which restricts the current to, say, 1/1000 of
the charging current. The capacitor takes 1000 times longer
to discharge than it took to charge. We can not show this
to scale in the figure. There the start error has
been expanded by only about 25 times. The time
taken to discharge the capacitor can be
measured against the clock. In effect we have
expanded this short period by 1000. There is still
a 'stop' error in measuring the length of this
period but this is on 1/1000 the scale and can
be ignored. A similar charge -discharge technique
is used to measure the period between the last
clock edge and the 'stop' pulse.

percent.

Figure 7 shows a circuit suitable for measuring the length
of a photoflash, or some other short-lived phenomenon
involving light. Photodiodes have a rapid response time, often
only 250ns. Some have even shorter times, such as the BPX65
with a response time of 0.5ns. VR1 is set so that the voltage at
the (0 terminal of IC1 is higher than that at the (+) terminal and
the output of 101 is OV. 101 is wired as a comparator. It has a
reasonably high slew rate, which suits it for this application,
and can operate on a supply of +/-2.5 V During the flash there
is an increase in the leakage current through the photodiode.
This causes an increase in the voltage across Al. The voltage
at the (+) terminal of 101 rises above that at the (0 terminal. The
output of the circuit rises close to 5 V, the equivalent of a
logical high input. In summary, we get a positive pulse lasting
as long as the flash.

6-15VDC

+5V

7

RV1

-0k
1

0
7

IC

CA3140E

Time stamp

IC2
BSI

0

4

In these days when we come across a
microprocessor inside even a humdrum appliance
such as a cheap fan heater, it is not surprising to
find that it is simpler and less expensive to tackle
complex measuring tasks by using software in
place of hardware. The dual slope integration
technique described above is certainly one in which

R1

R2

330k

4k7

TO PC

o PARALLEL
PORT

RESET
OV

Figure 8: using a Basic Stamp to measure the length of a photoflash
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Another application of the circuit is to measure the length of
time for which the photodiode detects a shadow. A light
source and a photodiode are set up to that an object (for
example, a model racing car) comes between them. There is a
low output each time the car passes by. Knowing the length of
the car, we could then calculate its velocity. The program has
'0' as the second parameter of PULSIN. It could include a
routine to calculate and display the velocity. There are
numerous other ways in which physical events can be made to
generate pulses and Stamp or similar microcontrollers (such as
the PIC family) can be programmed to measure them.

Measuring long periods
The Stamp's built-in ceramic resonator is a convenient way of
timing short periods but its precision is insufficient for timing long
periods. For longer periods we employ a precise pulse generator, such as the crystal clock unit, and use the Stamp to
count the pulses and then flash an LED, sound an alarm, or take
other appropriate action when a particular count is reached.
Figure 8 shows how the crystal clock is interfaced to a
Stamp. The clock needs only 300 uA, plus about 15 mA for
the LED. This can easily be powered from the Stamp's 5V
regulated output. If you want to power other things from the
same source, omit the transistor and LED from the clock. The
figure shows the Stamp connected to the PC for programming
and for reading results by using DEBUG during the
development stages. Later it could be freestanding with
outputs controlling LEDs, relays and anything else that needs
time control. We plan to include a working project of this kind
in a future part of this series.
A program for using the Stamp with an external clock
appears in the Application Notes in the Programming Manual,
so we shall not repeat it here. Our version is using a 1 -Hz
clock instead of their 2 -Hz clock, so the second line of
subroutine 'tick' must read:

Figure 9: precision timing using a crystal clock and a Basic Stamp

We use PULSIN to measure the length of the flash by
measuring the length of the pulse received at pin p0 (table 3).
This is a very basic Basic program with plenty of scope for
expansion. To use this program the Stamp must be connected
to a PC, using the special lead provided in the Stamp kit. The
syntax of PULSIN is:

pulsin pin, condition, byte or word
The condition is 0 for a low pulse, or 1 for a high pulse. In
the program we are waiting for a high pulse at pin p0, and the
time is to be stored in word 1. The easiest way to read the
result is to use DEBUG to send the contents of w1 to the PC.
Eventually the Stamp might be programmed to send the result
to a LCD numeric display.

Table 3: Programming the STAMP

if b0<2 then MAin

' Program to measure a flash
pulsin 0, 1, w1
debug w1

As it says in the Manual, this timer can measure periods up
to 18 hours or, if modified to count minutes instead of
seconds, up to 45 days. Quite a lot of counter ics would be
needed to do the same thing in software.

Supplier

Run the program by pressing the reset button. Then
operate the flash. If the flash is operated within 0.65 seconds,
its duration in units of 10us then appears on the computer
screen.

The Basic Stamp is available from Milford Instruments, 120
High Street, South Milford, Leeds, LS25 5AQ, UK. Tel 01977
683 665 Fax 01977 681465.

The divide -by -60 chain board (see figure 2)

The 15 -minute monostable board (see figure 4)
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The Electromail CD-ROM Catalogue provides
a
virtual technical
superstore,
product
encyclopaedia, and a help line with
round-the-clock service - the moment you slip

same day you order (failing that, the next

working day).
The Electromail CD-ROM Catalogue offers
you more products and services than any of the
a more professional choice
it into your computer!
alternatives. Send for your copy and get a head
Its quite amazing just how much you can get out of it. Products from
start in your business, your home or hobby ... and at just £3.99 with free
batteries to bearings, fuses to fans, semi -conductors to computers, hand to
delivery, it's not worth struggling on without it!
power tools. On-line advice, and access to a full library of data sheets,
HOW TO ORDER
4
providing detailed information on almost every product in our range.
Tel 01536 204555 or Fax 01536 405555
But the best thing about Electromail, is that it's open just when you want
to go shopping. 24 hours a day. 365 days a year.
When ordering by fax or phone quote stock no. 313-6988 and have your credit card details
And in most cases your order will be despatched on the very
handy. Alternatively, you can open your own Electromail account - please ask for details.
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Electromail, P.O. Box 33, Corby, Northants, NN17 9EL. Tel: 01536 204555 Fax: 01536 405555

Suppliers of Quality Electronic
Thingies at Very Eden
ces

CVC
CHELMER VALVE COMPANY

uts
Limited
-----

If you need Valves/Tubes or RF
Power Transistors etc. ...then try us!
We have vast stocks, widespread sources
and 35 years specialist experience in meeting our
customers requirements.

(bn I y

t
#41>N
#

Laser
Pointers £15
£40
£50
Colour Board Camera £95
Colour Cased Camera 1, I 25
13.141; Board Camera

BlVor Cased Camera

Date &Time Module £45
4 Channel Switcher £50

Tuned to the needs of the Radio Amateur

Post & Packing f2.50

CCD

Cameras
From £40

Nonuts Limited

Chelmer Valve Company, 130 New London Road,
Chelmsford, Essex CM2 ORG. England.

2 Chase Cottagos, New Road,
Aldham, Essex CO6 3QT
Tel 01206 213322 Fax 01376 561373

Tel: 44-01 245-355296/265865
Fax 44-01245-490064
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Microcontroller Development from Forest...
We've changed our ownership, and reduced our prices .I
PIC BASIC

PIC & AVR Microcontroller Programmers

FED's PIC BASIC products - straightforward, capable, powerful,

PIC Serial - Handles newer PIC devices in a 40 pin multi -width ZIF socket.
16C55X, 16C6X, 16C7X, 16C8x, 16F8X, 12C508, 12C509, PIC 14000 etc.
Aso In -Circuit programming. Price : £40/kit, or £45 built & tested.
PIC Introductory - Programs 8 & 18 pin devices : 16C55X, 16C61, 16C62X,
16C71, 16C71X, 16C8X. 16F8X, 12C508, and 12C509 etc. Price £20/kit.
AVR - Programs all current DIP devices in a 40 pin ZIF. Price : £354dt £40
built & tested.

rapid development. Operating in a Windows Development Environment
our modules need no assembler or UV eraser to program your PIC's, and
operate from a serial link to your PC. The 16C74 module features - 8k
EEPROM, up to 2000 lines of BASIC, 27 lines of programmable I/O, 8 A/D
inputs. Interrupt driven serial RS232 interface, Peripheral l2C bus interface,
LCD display driver routines, up to 178 bytes for variables and stack,
extendible with optional external RAM and all the standard 16C74 features.
16C57 version still available - ask for details.

Note : All our programmers operate on a PC, using a standard RS232 serial
interface (COM1, 2, 3, or 4). No hard to handle parallel cable swapping !
All programmers are supplied with instructions, Windows 3.1/95/98/NT and
programming software for the AVR or PIC.

COMPILER HALF PREVIOUS PRICE I- The FED PIC BASIC compiler for
the 16C74. It produces hex code to program your 16C74 directly with no
need for external EEPROM. Compatible with the EEPROM versions of PIC
16C74 BASIC modules - develop on an EEPROM based module then
compile and program your PIC chips directly.

AVR, PIC, & HC11 Windows Based Development:
Simulator allows assembly and simulation of your AVR, PIC or HC11 projects
in one Windows program. Incorporate multiple files, view help file
information directly from the code, edit within project, build and track errors
directly in the source, then simulate. Simulator allows 3 breakpoint types,
follow code in the source window, set breakpoints directly in code. Run
programs, or single step, or step over subroutines. Logic Analyser Display 1
Track variable values and trace for display on the Trace Analyser. Input

16C74 Module Kit (8k EEPROM, 4MHz) £35.00, Pre -built £42.00
16C74 Module Kit (8k EEPROM, 20MHz) £40.00, Pre -built £46.00
Complier - £30.00

Coming Soon....
PIC BASIC - surface mount modules and updated development
system, watch for details !

stimuli include clocks, direct values and asynchronous serial data.

AVR & PIC devices

Profile your program - examine frequently called routines which are timed and
use the information to optimise out bottle necks. PIC Version Simulates up to
50 times faster than MPSIM !

PIC16C74/JW Erasable 20MHz
4MHz
PIC 16C74A-04P
4MHz
PIC16F84-04P
AVR

Cost £20.00. Please specify Windows 3.1, or Windows '95 (32 bit) and
either AVR, PIC, or HC11 version

,---

£5.00
£10.00
£1.80

PIC16C558
PIC 16C74A-20P 20MHz
PIC12C508-04P 4MHz

Ring for details

Prices are inclusive, Add 0.00 for P&P and

Forest Electronic Developments

X\

£18.00
£8.00
£6.00

handling to each order. Cheques/POs
payable to Forest Electronic Developments,
or phone with credit card details.

60 Walkford Road, Christchurch, Dorset, BH23 5QG.
httpl/dspace.dial.pipex.com/robin.abbotf/FED

MasterCard

VISA

01425-274068 (Voice/Fax)
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STEVENAGE

Professional Sub -Contract Manufacturing & Suppliers to the
Electronics Industry
Do you have a requirement for any of the following services:
PCB Assembly (Conventional and
Surface Mount)
Wave & Hand Soldering
Complete Equipment
Manufacture
Device Programming from hand
written shts or PC 31/2" disc
Cable Harness Assembly/loom
Manufacture
Card Cage and Module Wiring
Full Inspection

osziFOX universal
storage oscilloscope
A hanateld iwcope with promise in the field

Product Design/Consultation
Full Procurement Service
PCB Test & "Burn in" Facilities
Enclosure Design & Manufacture
PCB Artwork Manufacture
Circuits Drawn Professionally
Kit Procurement & Supply
Component Sales
Refurbishment a speciality
Top Quality Work at Reasonable
Rates

Phone Steve on (01438) 360406 or fax details of your requirements to us
on (01438) 352742
EQT LTD, UNIT 5, First Floor, Caxton Point, Bessemer Drive, Stevenage HERTS SG1 2)(T

NoNuts Ltd.
2 Chase Cottages
New Road
Aldham
Essex C06 3QT
Tel/fax 01206 213322

intennation
As a standalone instrument it is minimalist in operation. Menu and
select buttons are used to select the different functions, while input
range selection (1V, 10y, 100V and AC, DC, GND input coupling)
is carried out by two three-way slide switches. Compared with a
desktop instrument, the setting of timebase and trigger levels is
fiddly, but if you are debugging audio or logic it is likely that one
setting will do for most measurements, while the instrument is not
suitable for use in the kind of development laboratory environment
where very accurate waveform measurements are needed.
The printout of the hardware Help (figure 1) gives a fair view

hen I first saw this I didn't believe it. It's about the

same size as any normal self contained pen -type
digital multimeter, but it is a 20 -MHz oscilloscope
as well as a meter. It does need an external power
source, which is hardly surprising. It is still
impressive to fit all so much functionality into so small a package.

of the controls and their functions. The scope comes into its
own in situations where you would not otherwise have an
oscilloscope available, and it can help you to trace at which
stage in an amplifier distortion is introduced, or which half of a
waveform is being clipped. This sort of information is usually all
you need to identify the necessary repair.

With this pocket scope, a gas -powered soldering iron, and
perhaps half a dozen small hand tools, you have the basic
equipment to fault find and repair a wide range of equipment.
You can also use it with a PC to capture waveforms via the
serial port.

Essential
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MINIM

UNTITLED

Software

Help

You may be wondering why the
N11 L=1 0 ?PRI Stt
(111111:1101
oscilloscope has more memory than
is reflected by the LCD screen
fitted. This is to provide for its other
function, which is to display
100us1div 100kSats
captured waveforms on the screen
of a PC. Interface software to run
under Windows is provided, and this
+INTERMINGLE
captures waveforms and DVM
readings as shown on the screen
DC
printout (figure 2). The resolution
and length of trace on the PC
250mVidiv
screen is much better than that on
the LCD screen, so the usefulness
of the instrument for more complex
&TR
measurements is enhanced.
0,11ms
The screen captured also shows
the use of cursors to measure
voltage and time. On the toolbar is
0,54 V
a button to switch from time display
to frequency, and it is possible to
hold one waveform to compare with
a current one.
The PC is not used to control the
oscilloscope, but functions merely
For Help, press Fl
!NUM
to indicate the current settings. The
Figure 1: the hardware Help screen
timebase, trigger level and so on
must be set using the menu and select buttons.
The bandwidth is specified as 5MHz, with sample periods
Software to run under DOS is also provided, but it did
of 5Ons, 100ns, 0.5us, 1us, 5us, 10us, 50us, 0.1ms, 0.5ms,
not
prove possible to verify the complete operation of
and 1 ms. The resolution is 6 bits, and there is 128 bytes of
this.
It would load, and it displayed the last waveform
ram. The display on the side of the instrument is a 16 x 32 -dot
which
had been shown when the Windows software was
liquid crystal, green -backlit.
running. However, it claimed that the oscilloscope was
Power is from a 9V to 13V source. In practice I found a
connected to Corn 1, to which in my case the modem is
small 12V sealed lead acid battery convenient for the function.
actually connected. When I manually configured it to
Power consumption is quoted as: backlight OFF Com 3 it would still not display current waveforms under
approximately 12mA; backlight ON - approximately 85mA. A 1LINIMJIS

DOS.

Ah battery has a long life in this application.
In use, I found that the auto trigger function was reluctant to
allow the applied signal to trigger the scope, while the standard
internal trigger and single shot modes were very effective.
The croc-clip power lead and a data lead are included in
the pack. Instructions and other documentation are in the Help
file on the software disk that is included, and this can be
printed out or read on -screen.

No doubt this is due to some sort of clash with the
Win95 drivers, and it may reasonably be expected to
work correctly on a basic DOS machine which does not
have Windows installed. This does raise the possibility of
using an otherwise obsolete PC with the osziFOX 'scope.
Still, if you have Windows installed, the Windows interface
is more convenient for the purpose, and works well.
On the other hand, if you have a laptop PC for other
reasons, this can form a useful adjunct to the portable
oscilloscope. We could be seeing this kind of thing in the
armoury of PC or network support staff in some contexts.

In conclusion
At a price of around £75 this handheld oscilloscope is
remarkably good value for anyone who can make good
use of its functionality, and a nice present for anyone who
likes to keep their pocket -collection up to date.
maximum
1 00Vpp

1) Measurement Tip
2) Select Button
3) Menu Button
4) Input Coupling Switch

9-13Voc

For more information contact NoNuts Ltd. (see head of
this article).

5) Input Voltage Switch
6) Serial Line Connector
7) Power cable
8) osziFOX Software
9) Zero Line Adjustment

All the documentation is in a
Help file on the software disk

Figure 2: a PC screen showing waveform and DVM readings
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ETI PCB lkortikto

ELECTRONICS

TODAY INTERNATIONAL

ETI can supply printed circuit boards for
most of our current projects - see the list
below for boards available. For recent
boards not listed, check the constructional
article for an alternative supplier.

number of units you are ordering. Make
cheques/POs/money orders, in £ sterling
only, Laable to Nexus Special Interest
Limit
ase allow 28 days for delivery.
ccessNisa orders may be made on
01442 266551 (ask for Readers Services).

Please use this order form or a copy of
it. Check that all relevant information is
filled in, including the Unit Order Code, and
that you have signed the form if sending
credit card number. Overseas customers
please add postage appropriate to the

Only boards listed here are available
from our PCB Service. For past issues of
magazines, or binders, please see page 74
or ontact Readers Services for
ormation.

Name and issue of
ET1 Issue 2 1998

Ricky Sound (Music Lovers)
Meter
Bath Duck

gn PCB Service Issue 8 1998
PIC Electronics Security Switch
PIC Multiplexed LED Display
PIC Non -multiplexed LED Display
Easy Parker
Tiny Traffic Lights
Q Meter
Bath Duck

Smartcam main board
Smartcam opto-sensor board
.th smartcam boards
itched Mode Internal Power Supply
uto Cupboard Light

£5.09
£5.09

E/898/1

E/898/2
E/898/3
E/898/4
E/898/5
E/898/6
E/898/7

Issue 1 1998
ntrol Centre Desk -Top Unit
ntrol Centre Main Section

E/298/1

E/298/2
E/298/1&2
E/298/5
E/298/3

£5.09
£5.09
£7.00
£7.87
£5.64

E/0198/1
E/0198/2

£8.99
£7.87

E/1397/1
E/1397/2
E/1397/3

£5.64

£5.09

4 -Go Rocket Launcher - main board
4 -Go Rocket Launcher - relay board
Mighty Midget

£5.

£5.50

£6.
£9.

"`EP1 Issue 7 1998

PIC 16C74 Development Board
Surface Mount Diagnostic Interface
Surface Mount Logic Probe
Mains Monitor
Aquaprobe
ETI Issue 6 1998
PIC Development Board
Signal Generator
Headlight Delay Unit
6 -Interval Games Timer
EU Issue 5 1998
UHF Transmitter (DS)
UHF Transmitter Encoder
UHF Receiver Front End (DS)
UHF Receiver IF stage (DS)
Fridge Thermometer
AVR Controller
27C16 Eprom Programmer
Guardian Light
ETI Issue 4 1998
LED Voltmeter

BB Ranger Control Board
BB Ranger Score Board
Line -Up Oscillator with Glitch
Tic Tac Toe

E/798/1

E/798/2
E/798/3
E/798/4
E/798/5

E/698/1
E/698/2
E/698/3
E/698/4

E/598/1
E/598/2

E/598/3
E/598/4
E/598/5
E/598/6
E/598/7
E/598/9

£5.09
£5.09
£5.09
£12.33
£5.50

Please supply:

Quantity Project Unit Order Code Price Total price

£5.50

£8.99
Prices are inclusive of post and packing in the UK. Overseas Post and
Packing (if applicable): Add £1 per unit
Name

£5.09
£5.0
£5.0
£5.50
£5.50
£7.87
£6.22

E/498/2
E/498/3
E/498/4
E/498/5

£5.64
£6.22
£22.89
£8.99
£8.44

E/398/1
E/398/2
E/398/3
E/398/4
E/398/5

£5.64
£7.32
£5.64
£6.77
£5.64

E/498/1

r

Address

I enclose payment of £
Sterling only) to:

PCB Service, READERS SERVICES DEPARTMENT, Nexus Special Interests Ltd.,
Nexus House, Azalea Drive, Swanley, Kent BR8 8HU

nn

En issue 3 1998
Medium Wave Loop
AA Cell Eliminator
PIC Based Double Bass Tuner
5 Range Capacitor Meter
MIDI Drum Pads

(cheque/PO/money order in £

nnnnn n

Signature:

Card expiry date:
L
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ETI Issue 7 1997

ETI Issue 12 1997

PC Phonecard Reader: ITT Cannon only E/1297/1
E/1297/2
Minute Minder
E/1297/3
Medium Wave Receiver -RF board
Medium Wave Receiver - Tuning board E/1297/4
Medium Wave Receiver - Audio board E/1297/5
E/1297/6
Medium Wave Receiver - PSU board

£6.22
£13.98
£11.76
£5.09
£5.09
£6.77

ETI Issue 11 1997

Total Harmonic Distortion Meter
Alphanumeric Morse Touchkey

E/1197/1
E/1197/2

£13.43
£5.09

E/1097/1
E/1097/2
E/1097/3
E/1097/4
E/1097/5
E/1097/6

E/1097/7

£5.64
£5.09
£6.77
£21.22
£5.09
£5.09
£30.30
£5.64

E/997/1
E/997/2
E/997/3
E/997/4

£16.49
£5.09
£5.09
£10.11

E/897/1

£5.09

E/897/3
E/897/4
E/897/5

£5.09
£5.09
£5.09
£11.50

ETI Issue 10 1997

The IC Tester
Fake Flasher
DC Motors (Part 2)
Valve Tester - Main Board
Valve Tester - Socket Board
Valve Tester - Heater Regulator
All three Valve Tester boards
The IC Tester (previously E/897/2

Eli 097/4/5/6

ETI Issue 9 1997
Eprom Emulator
The Power Supply

Electronic Door Chimes
Digital Power Supply
ETI Issue 8 1997
The Brake Light Tester
DC Motors (3 experimental boards)

DC Motors: The first Control Unit
DC Motors: The 4046 Circuit
DC Motors: The Crystal Drive Circuit
All three DC Motors boards

E1897/314/5

£13.32
E797/1
Eprommer: main board (double sided)
E797/2
£5.64
Eprommer: PSU board
E797/3
Eprommer: personality modules (double sided):
Any ONE module board: £5.09; two modules: £7.90; three modules:
£11.85; four modules; £15.80: five modules: £19.75; All six modules:
£23.70
Please specify which Eprom modules you require. Modules are for 2716,
2732, 2764, 27128, 27256 or 27512. One order code/overseas postal
charge applies whether a selection or all six personality module boards are
ordered.
£5.09
E/797/4
Are Your Lights On?
E/797/5
£5.09
Peak Reading VU Meter

Terms of trade
Terms strictly payment with order. We cannot supply credit
orders, but will supply a proforma invoice if requested.
Proforma orders will not be processed until payment is
received. All boards are manufactured from the foils that
appear in the ETI Foils Pages for the appropriate issue. Please
check that our foils are suitable for the component packages
you intend to use before ordering as we cannot supply
modified boards or replace boards that have been modified or
soldered. Boards are only supplied in the listed units. Sorry, we
cannot break units. Prices and stock may be altered without
prior notice. Prices and stock listed in this issue supersede
prices and stock appearing in any previous issue. ETI, Nexus
Special Interests and their representatives shall not be liable for
any loss or damage suffered howsoever arising out of or in
connection with the supply of printed circuit boards or other
goods or services by ETI, Nexus Special Interests or their
representatives other than to supply goods or services offered
or refund the purchaser any money paid in respect of goods
not supplied.
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18 -channel Remote Control Receiver

Ricky Sound (Music Lovers)
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MarkColyer

01322 660070

Send your requirements to:
ETI Classified Department, Nexus, Nexus House,
Azalea Drive, Swanley, Kent BR8 8HY
Lineage: 85p per word (+VAT) (minimum 20 words)
Semi display: (minimum 3cms)
£12.50 + VAT per single column centimetre
Ring for information on series bookings/discounts.
All advertisements in this section must be pre -paid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions
printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request).

Classified

PLANS

FOR SALE

SKVA ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
As New Ex -equipment fully shrouded Line Noise
Suppression, Ultra Isolation Transformer with terminal
covers and Knock -out cable entries. Primary 120/240V
Secondary 120/240V 50/60 Hz. .005 pF Capacitance.
Size L37 x W.19 x H.16cm Weight 42 Kilos. PRICE
£120.00 .VAT

VARIABLE VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMERS
INPUT 220/240V AC 50/60
OUTPUT 0-260V
Price

P&P

£45.25

1KVA 5 amp max

SWC

ex warehouse. Carriage on request.

PANEL MOUNTING
03KVA 2.5 amp max £33.00

SCIENTIFIC
WIRE COMPANY
ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE
TINNED WIRE SILVER
PLATED COPPER WIRE
SOLDER EUREKA WIRE
NICKEL CHROME WIRE
BRASS WIRE LI TZ WIRE
BIFILAR WIRE MANGANIN
WIRE TEFZEL WIRE NICKEL
SAE BRINGS LIST 18 RAVEN
RD LONDON E18 1HW
FAX 0181 559 1114

£6.00 (£4383 inc VAT)
£7.00 (£6139 inc VAT)

SHROUDED
0.5KVA 2.5 amp max £34.00
£6.00 (£47.00 inc VAT)
1KVA 5 amp max
£46.25
£7110 (£62.57 inc VAT)
2KVA 10 amp max
£65.00
£8.50 (£86.36 inc VAT)
£3.50 (£111.63 inc VAT)
3KVA 15 amp max
£86.50
5KVA 25 amp max
£1 50.00 Plus Carriage & VAT
10KVA 45 amp Max £300.00 Pius Carriage 8 VAT
610/A 3 PHASE Star 0205.00 Plus Carriage & VAT
Buy direct from the Importers. Keenest prices in the country

COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF
TRANSFORMERS -LT -ISOLATION & AUTO
(110-240V Auto transfer either cased with American socket and
mains Had of open frame type. Available for immediate delivery.

5000A ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
New manuf. surplus 'C Core' tropicalised with lop plate and solder
comedians. 0.240V AC Prim. 5-0-100-110-120V & Screen Sec. WI 10.5K.
Size H195 x155 x 135mm. Price 235.00. Can. £7.00 (£49.94 incl.)

RANGE OF XENON FLASHTUBES

Write/Phone your enquires
ULTRA VIOLET BLACK LIGHT BLUE
FLUORESCENT TUBES

24V DC SIEMENS CONTACTOR

Type 3TH8022 DB 2 x NO and 2 x NC 230V AC 10A
contacts Screw or Din Rail fixing. Size H 120 x W 45 x
0.75mm. Brand New Price £7.63 incl. P&P and VAT.
240V AC WESTOOL SOLENIODS
TT2 Mod 1 flat. 1 MAx stroke 1/4 in. Base mounting 1/2in.
stroke Sibs pull approx. TT6 Mod 1 Rat. 2 Max stroke 1/8

in. Front mounting 12in. Front mounting 1/2 in. stroke
15Ibs pull approx. Price incl. p&p & VAT. 112 £5.88, 116
£8.81. SERIES 400 £7.64.

12V D.C. BILGE PUMPS
500 GPH 159 head 3 amp £19.98
1750 GPH 15ft head 9 amp £34.55
Mao now available 24V D.C. 1750 GPH 150 head 5 amp £3555
All designed to be used submerged. PRICES INCLUDE P&P & VAT

SUPER HY-LIGHT STROBE KIT
Desiged for Disco, Theatrical uses etc.

TRANSFORMERS

and sizes available from stock. Please telephone your
enquiries.

INSTRUMENT CASE

VV Variable Voltage

Brand new Manuf. by Imhof L31 x H18 x 19cm deep.
Removeable front and rear panel for easy assembly of
components. Grey finish complete with case feet.
PRICE £16.45 INCL. P&P &VAT 2 off £28.20 Inclusive.

Technology Ltd

DIE CAST ALUMINIUM BOX

TRANSFORMERS

with Internal PCB guides. Internal size 265 x 165 x
50mm deep. Price £9.93 incl p&p & VAT. 2 off 817.80

For valve and transistor circuits
HT Filament chokes high & low voltage
Standard and custom design
large and small quantities

230V AC SYNCHRONOUS GEARED MOTORS

Brand new Ovoid Gearbox Crouzet type motors
H 65mm x W 55mm x D 35mm 4mm die shaft x
10mm long. 6 RPM anti cw £9.99 incl p&p & VAT.
20 RPM anti cw Depth 40mm £11.16 incl p&p & VAT.

Unit 24E, Samuel Whites Estate, Medina
Road, Cowes, Isle of Wight P031 7LP

SOUD STATE ENT UNIT
Input 230/240V AC, Output approx 15KV. Producing 0mm
spark. Built-in 10 sec rimer. Easily modified for 20sec, 30
sec to continuous. Designed for boiler ignition. Dozens of
uses in the field of physics and electronics, eg supplying
neon or argon tubes etc. Price less case
£8.50 a £2.40 p&p (£12.81 Inc VAT) NMS

Tel 01983 280592 Fax 01983 280593

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

EPROM ERASURE KIT
Build your own EPROM ERASURE for a fraction of the
price of a made-up unit kit of parts less case includes 12in
8 watt 2537 Angst Tube Ballast unit, pair of bi-pin leads,
neon indicator, on/off switch, safety microswitch and
circuit £15.00. £2.00 p&p (£19.98 inc VAT)

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS
DESIGNED & MANUFACTURED
PROTOTYPE OR PRODUCTION QUANTITIES
FAST TURNROUND AVAILABLE
PCBs DESIGNED FROM CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
ALMOST ALL COMPUTER FILES ACCEPTED
EasyPC / Aries / VuTrax / CadStar
Gerber / HPGL / IDraw and many others.
ASSEMBLY & TEST AVAILABLE

WASHING MACHINE WATER PUMP
Case and reflector £24.00 +£3.00 p&p (031.73 inc VAT) Brand new 240V AC. fan cooled. Can be used for a variety
SAE for further details including Hy -Light and in- of purposes. Inlet Wan. outlet 1 in. dia. Price includes p&p &
VAT. £11.20 each or 2 for £20.50 inclusive.

SERVICE TRADING CO
Open

Monday/Friday

57 BRIDGMAN ROAD, Cli SWICK, LONDON W4 5BB
TEL 0181-995 1560 FAX 0181-995 0549
ACCOUNT CUSTOMERS MIN, ORDER £10

surveillance devices, pyrotechnics
and com-puter graphics tablet. 150

projects. For catalogue, SAE to
Plancentre Publications, Unit 7,
Old Wharf Industrial Estate,
Ledbury,
Dymock Road,
Herefordshire, HR8 2HS.

QUARTZ CRYSTALS
QUARTZ CRYSTALS 100 KHz Q -Electronic Design Associates.
Tel: 0181-391-0545. Fax: 0181391-5258.

ELECTRONIC
MANUFACTURING

STEVENAGE

Professional Sub -Contract Manufacturing
and Suppliers to the Electronics Industry.

Phone Steve on (01438) 360406 or fax

details of your requirements to us on
(01438) 352742.

Approx 16 joules. Adjustable speed 050.00 + 03.00 p&p
(62.28 inc VAT)
dustrial Strobe Kits.

generators, high voltage teslas,

available and technical advice.

Noise fan. Price £7.29 incl. P&P and VAT. Other voltages

£3895 INCL. P&P & VAT

laser
wind

100 MHZ at low cost. Full list

AXIAL COOLING FAN
230V AC 120rnm square x 38mm 3 blade 10 watt Low

(016.45 inc VAT)
49 40 watt £14.00 (callers only)
(010.58 inc VAT)
2ft 20 watt 09.00 (callers only)
(06.52 inc VAT
42in 8 watt £4.80 75p p&p
(05.24 inc VAT)
gin 8 watt 03.96 n 50p p&p
(05.24 Inc VAT)
Sin 4 watt £3.96 50p p&p
230V AC BALLAST KIT
For either 61n, 9in or 12in tubes £6.05 1- £1.40
p&p (08.75 inc VAT)
The above Tubes are 3500/4000 angst. (350400um) ideal for detecting security markings, effects
lighting & Chemical applications..
Other Wave Lengths of U.V. TUBE available
for Germicidal & Photo Sensitive applications.
Please telephone your enquiries.
400 WATT BLACK LIGHT BLUE UV LAMP
GES Mercury Vapour lamp suitable for use
with a 400W P.F. Balast

ELECTRONIC PLANS,
and
designs,
solar

LAIC ,0

TELEPHONE 01232 738897

1111=.1

INTERNATIONAL ,04 1232 738897

(;;!agar

!!!!!Circuits

Ample
Parking Space

FAX - 01232 738897
Email -agar B argonet.co.uk
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306jnAl 1b59' 11Wdtge4grdg taeglaVISIC Park

EQT LTD., UNIT 5, First Floor, Caxton Point,
Bessemer Drive, Stevenage HERTS SG1 2)R

SOFTWARE

PIC Principles software
Now available as a separate module of Electronics Principles 5.0.
Provides a thorough introduction
and understanding of the PIC
devices and contains a huge
amount of additional information.
See inside front cover for details.

Broadcast

TRANSMITTERS , AMPLIFIERS, STEREO, R.D.S., ANTENNA'S & MUCH MORE

-Warehouse

1 WATT L.C.D. P.L.L. TRANSMITTER

ONLY £84.99 ( KIT FORM )

FM TRANSMITTERS & ACCESSORIES

CLASSIFIEDS

FM radio kits, Prebuilt kits, Custom built and Professional
FM broadcast equipment. In use by broadcasters worldwide.
We also ship worldwide and accept major credit cards.
Equipment hire and R.S.L. consultation service available.
All equipment is fully guaranteed for 12 months.

check out our products online

VISA

call for your free brochure. ati
PHONE / FAX: 0181 2880192

www.broadcast-warehouse.com

GET

HOBBY, COLLEGE, HOSPITAL AND PROFESSIONAL RADIO

To Advertise in the next available issue of ETI
call Mark Colyer

01322 660070
Remember clas.qfled get results fast
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NEW FROM NEXUS!
An Introduction to Robotics
A fascinating and unique book that
breaks new ground by exploring the
exciting world of robotics in a clear
and concise way. Both the theoretical and practical aspects are presented in an uncomplicated fashion using
everyday English, which makes this
an ideal book for the amateur.
Divided into two sections, the first
part explains how and why robots
work and are controlled, while the

second shows you how to make a
simple two legged humanoid robot

that can be programmed to walk.
There are no complicated formulas
or equations to grapple with or
incomprehensible circuit diagrams to
decipher, - this robot can be built on
your kitchen table and can be run
from any personal computer! All you
need are model aeroplane servos, a
controller, a power supply and some

plywood - and all parts are easily
available in the UK and the USA.
This is a book that will be of interest
to modellers and everyone with a
fascination for things mechanical and
electronic.
This is the way of the future, stay one
step ahead and order your copy
today!
Only LI 1.50 UK & L12.50 Overseas
(Includes Postage & Packing).

Telephone orders: 01322 616300 and ask for Nexus Direct

Please send me

copies of NB299

AN INTRODUCTION TO

ROBOTICS
I enclose my cheque/PO for f
please debit my Access/ Visa.

Expiry date

made payable to Nexus Special Interests OR
OPP

Signature

Name

Address

6.

Telephone No

Post code

4,
qty

Complete details and return coupon to: Nexus Direct, Nexus House, Azalea Drive,
Swanley, Kent BR8 8HU.
If you do not wish to receive mailing from other companies, please tick box.

k

E'll

All adverts must be prepaid.
Cheques payable to:
Nexus Media Ltd.
Name

Address

Daytime Tel: No:
20 words lineage

£19.97inc vat
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imits to growth
In the light of the
increasing complexity of
semiconductors, it is
exciting to hear from Ball
Semiconductor that they have
successfully transferred the
metalisation pattern of an integrated
circuit on to the surface of a sphere.
The surface area of a sphere is
proportional to the cube of its radius,
so increasing the radius by 26 percent
approximately doubles the area on
which circuitry can be fabricated.
Ball's long term plan is to build a
semiconductor fab in a sealed tube,
and to make larger designs by joining
ball integrated circuits -using contact
bumps on their surface. That's another
way to increase the number of
semiconductors in a small space. Early
in the next century something more
powerful than today's most powerful
PCs will be small enough to lose in
your pocket (always assuming you can
get the heat out).
This could be useful, if plans to shut
down analogue radio broadcasting
early in the next century come to pass.
Current DAB receivers are more

Nexus Special Interests Limited
Nexus House, Azalea Drive,
Swanley, Kent BR8 8HU
Tel: 01322 660070 Fax) 01 322 6 I 5636
Sorry, we cannot answer queries about projects or other
technical queries on the phone. Our administration assistant
Jenny con often help with other queries about this issue

expensive than many people want to
pay, and a reduction in the cost of
processing would be welcome.
First, manufacturers will aim to sell
the biggest systerriiithey can for the
real buffs. Later the tiny systems will
appear. For constructors and designers
the big systems are likely to hold more
possbilities for add-ons and ideas than
the small ones to begin with, but the
size of construction is coming down
too. Invest in a good bench magnifier
rather than assuming that miniature
construction is not practical.
The face of electronics is changing.
Among other steps forward, we would
like to hear from readers what projects
and features they would like to see in
future issues of the magazine, even if
they seem impractical to start with.
There are many new components
appearing, and advanced versions of
older ones. If you are interested and
have internet access, email us on
eti@aaelectron.co.uk, and don't forget
the website on
ttp://www.aaelectron.co.uk/eti/ But
ordinary pieces of paper in non -virtual
envelopes are very welcome, as

Our web is http://www.aaelectron.co.uldeti/
Email address: eti@aaelectron.co.uk.
Please note! This is currently only an editorial web site.
Please send enquiries about subscriptions, advertising
etc. to Nexus Special Interests' postal address above.
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Volume 27 No 9 of Electronics Today International will be in your newsagents on
14th August 1998. Mike Bedford will be reporting on the progress with Digital
Audio Broadcasting. Robert Coward starts a construction project on a pro standard large-scale moving display which can be built into a flight case. John
Howden describes how to exploit plain spreadsheet programs to do circuit
simulation. We are working on a major software review. See you in August.
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MICRO -PRO DEVICE PROGRAMMER

DISTRIBUTORS FOR
I

1

1lKto WAS .;

The complete programming solution!

OIAR

supports:

I

SYSTEMS

MICROCONTROLLERS
Atmel 89C,89S, 90S(AVR),
Generic 87C, Dallas 87C520
FLASH MEMORY

Atmel 29C, 49F

2

IAR Microcontroller Development Tools

SERIAL/PARALLEL EEPROM

Only...

Atmel 24C, 25C, 59C, 93C, 28C

C -Compilers, Assemblers, Simulators

CONFIGURATORS

Atmel 17C, Xilinx XC17

8051, Atmel AVR, Hitachi H8

Order Code: MPW-PLUS

Not all devices may be supported within each family.

PROFESSIONAL AVRTM MICROCONTROLLER STARTER SYSTEM
System Contents

Micro -WP
Serial Programming

Combined Serial & Parallel Device Programmer
Evaluation module for 8, 20 & 40 -pin DIL devices
In -System Programming (ISP) Cable
Integrated Windows", Development Environment

Atmel AVRTM &

AVRTM Basic LITE (1k bytes code) Compiler
AVRTM Assembler

895 microcontroller

System for the

PC Serial Cable (Connects to PC COM Port)

Figure 1

Atmel CD-ROM Datbook
One AT9051200 DIL Microcontroller

AVR

34,01

Only...

Order Code: AVR2-ST

WRITE IN BASIC RUN IN A FLASH

SIC

FLASH 8051 Professional
Starter System

Typical In -System Programming (ISP)

Scenario shown below:

System Contents
Combined Serial & Parallel Device Programmer
Evaluation module for 20 & 40 -pin DIL devices

Supports: Atmel 89S, 89LS, 90S(AVR)

In -System Programming (ISP) Cable

Compiled BASIC generates

Target Va

Macro Assembler, Linker, Hex Creator, Editor & Simulator

Mains Power Supply Adaptor

MIcreISP
Serial
Port

PC Serial Cable

rdY...4CD

(ZM

Atmel CD-ROM Datbook
One AT8958252 40 -pin DIL Microcontroller
System layout shown in Fig 1 above

Only...

Order Code: EC1-8051-ST1

E ULTIMATE 8051 TOOL SET

leq

Target Vcc LED

Environment (2K code limit). Includes C -Compiler,

Order Codes:
AVR-BAS-LITE
AVR-BAS-8K

-_111rCIE11SOFTWARE
ak

10 -Way IDC Cable

Keil PK51-2K Integrated WindowsTM Development

e-

tight AVRTM machine code

Not a Run -Time Interpreter;
NO code overhead!
Target speeds comparable
with assembler
Breaks the cost barrier for
small projects
Ideal for educational, hobbyist
and professional use

MEM

families

Mains Power Supply Adaptor

pVision

Optimising Ansi-C

Integrated Development
Environment for Windows",

Macro Assembler

Serial
Programmer
Target GND

_1

Target Power LED
ISP 10 -Way Header

Target system not supplied

Order Code:
UISP-S3-SYS

CE

Compiler
Linker
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ay non mat

I
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Software Simulator
Integrated Editor
Hex Creator

45)
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-.E.

Nle WAX
r

roma wawa

dScope
Software Simulator &
Target Debugger
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Starter Systems supplied with 2K
Toolset & Development Systems
supplied with 8K Toolset are
available for Atmel, Dallas,

TECHNOLOGIES
EQUINOX TECHNOLOGIES UK UMITED

3 Atlas House St Georges Square Bolton BL1 2 HB England

Siemens, Temic 8051

n

microcontroller derivatives

For sales tel: +44 (0) 1204 529000, fax: +44 (0) 1204 535555,

111111 711

sales@equinoxtech.com, Web Site: www.equinox-tech.com
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Component Auto -Placer
Pinswap/Gateswap Optimizer

lackgroumillegeneration of Power Planes
Enhanced Autoroutinp with Tidy Pass
Full Control of Schematic Appearance
Extensive New Component Libraries

CAP
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Available in 5 levels - prices from £295 to £1625 + VAT.
Call now for further information & upgrade prices.
"Produces attractive schematics like you see in the magazines.
*Netlist, Parts List & ERC reports. 'Hierarchical Design. 'Full
support for buses including bus pins. "Extensive
component/model libraries. "Advanced Property Management.
'Seamless integration with simulation and PCB design.
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TAPE

GENERATOR
TERMINAL
LE OR CUP

ss SRAFitle
.930

Schematic & PCB
Design

VGT DB

-36010

.1603

Non -Linear & Linear Analogue Simulation. *Event driven
Digital Simulation with modelling language. 'Partitioned
simulation of large designs with multiple analogue & digital
'Graphs displayed directly on the schematic.

ISIS & ARES Lite

deiono, ate ;vet

"Automatic Component Placement. "Rip -Up & Retry
Autorouter with tidy pass. "Pinswap/Gateswap Optimizer &
Backannotation. 532 bit high resolution database. Full
DRC and Connectivity Checking. "Shape based gridless
power planes. 'Gerber and DXF Import capability.
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SHAREWARE VERSIONS
AVAILABLE 10 DOWNLOAD
FROM OUR WEBSITE

http://wwwlabcenterco.uk

particularly

good

rip -up -and -retry

EWW January 1997

autoroute
Write, phone or fax for your free demo disk, or ask about our full evaluation kit.
Tel: 01756 753440. Fax: 01756 752857.

EMAIL: info@labcenter.co.uk

53-55 Main St, Grassington. BD23 5AA. WWW: http://www.labcenter.co.uk
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Fully interactive demo versions available for download from our WWW site.
Call for educational, multi-user and dealer pricing - new dealers always wanted.
Prices exclude VAT and delivery. All manufacturers trademarks acknowledged.

